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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

0. F. Akimushkin 

THE rurl-NAMA AND THE PREDECESSOR OF NAKHSHABI: 
ON THE QUESTION OF INDO-IRANIAN CULTURAL LINKS 

It is known that Qiya al-Din Nakhshabi, the author of ex
tremely popular '[ii(i-niima, who was born in Nakhshab, as 
his nisba tells, moved in his youth to the city of Badawun 
in India. There, in 730/1329-30, he completed a work 
which he called the lfikiiyat al-diriiyat ("Tale of Acu
men"). As it happened, the author's title did not take hold, 
and the work was fated to gain fame and spread across the 

Muslim East under the popular, if less elegant, title '[ii{l
niima, the "Book of the Parrot"[!]. 

Interest in this work, which tells of the tricks and in
trigues of women, their craftiness and cunning was great 
and remained unchanged as the centuries passed [2]. 
Nakhshabi himself explains the reasons which spurred 
him to take up the qalam and create his work as follows: 

"I was once telling a story of love from the time of my youth, a tale of grief which captivates [my] heart from the time of early 
youth. when one grandee said to me: 'Not long ago. a book which contains 52 stories was translated from one language to another. 
from the Indian language to the Persian language. In this [translation]. the steed of speech was let loose in the field of prolixity and the 
exposition was granted excessive length. The basic demands of good taste and elegance were not observed in full. The beginnings and 
endings of the stories were moved about and omitted. The compiler treated all rules of elegance with utter disregard: thus. the reader 
cannot attain his aim in reading - that is, pleasure. And from the listener escapes that delight for which he strives. If you took this 
work. which is from among the Indian books, and laid it out in an abbreviated edition. in a coherent re-working. if you gave it worthy 
form and put it in fitting order, then the readers and listeners of this work would have to consider themselves immeasurably indebted to 
you ... ' I quickly obeyed the order of this grandee. who commanded my heart. and submitted to his will. which my soul accepts. And 
although it was said on the matter of eloquence that excessively long speech should be abbreviated while too short speech should be 
extended, the words of this servant arc not so artless and prolix that the grandee should refuse to read them. or so artful and terse that 
the simple people should not wish to hear them out. No, I have followed the command to choose the middle road. for the Prophet -
may peace be upon Him - uttered: 'The middle is the best of all matters'. 

I drew up 52 stories in a new version: I composed new parables and talcs. If the stories lacked coherence, I gave them coherence. I 
adorned and varied the introductions and conclusions of each one. Certain tasteless talcs I replaced with others, thus embellishing by 
my hand this paradisiacal bride of elegance, this matron on the throne of wit. in order to gladden the lords of the art of speech" [3). 

The following moments draw our special attention in 
the passage from Nakhshabi cited above: (i) before 
Nakhshabi, a translation into Persian was made of a cer
tain book "from among the Indian books"; (ii) this trans
lation contained 52 diistiins; (iii) Nakhshabi did not indi
cate the name of the author-translator in his foreword; 
(iv) Nakhshabi altered the work of his predecessor, re
taining the number of diistiins, but abbreviating them sub
stantially (writing new ones to replace those he had ex
cluded and changing the inroductions and conclusions of 
the tales which frame each night). We do not, however, 
find in Nakhshabl's text anything to indicate that he "re
worked it in accordance with the Indian sources" [4]. 

It is surprising that only W. Pertsch took seriously the 
remarks of Nakhshabi cited above, where the latter notes 
that he "drew up 52 stories in a new version", adding sig
nificant authorial revisions to a translation made by an 
unknown individual not long before him [SJ. Nearly all 
other specialists, with the exception of A. Alimardonov, 

who were examining Nakhshabl's work before and after 
W. Pertsch's research, considered Nakhshabl's Tiitl-niima 
to be a direct Persian translation from Sanskrit o~ Hindi of 
an extant Indian collection of stories, the Sukasaptati, for 
example. They regarded Nakhshabi to be the first transla
tor to undertake this work [ 6]. 

One can explain this fact by supposing that they evi
dently viewed Nakhshabl's remarks simply as a literary 
device intended to intrigue the reader and excite in him 
interest in the text. But the matter is that Nakhshabi had 
no need to resort to such a device, as such a translation al
ready existed, in fact. It may be said that all subsequent 
versions [7) and translations [8] of the '[ii{l-niima can be 
traced to this original translation. It suffered a difficult 
fate: it seems that, not long after [9), Nakhshabl's master
fully reworked version, the famed '[ii{l-niima, a work 
which met the literary tastes and standards of its time, dis
placed the basic translation and the latter was in fact for
gotten by succeeding generations. But the first translation 
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did survive, and, contrary to established opinion [10], has 
been preserved up to the present. 

In 1973, Shams al-Din Al-i Arymad published in 
Tehran the text of the "Book of the Parrot. Gems of 
Nocturnal Conversations" [ 11] on the base of the only 
currently known fourteenth-century manuscript of the 
work. The work was compiled in India by a certain 'lmiid 
b. Muryammad al-Na'ri [ 12] and was dedicated and pre
sented to the Delhi Sultan, •Ala al-Din Muryammad Sul\iin 
(695-715/1296-1316), of the Khaljidynasty. Although 
the exact date of its composition is unknown, according to 
'!mad b. Muryammad, when his friends began to berate 
him for his leaving court service, "which is [his] legacy, 
passed on from the fathers and the grandfathers", the 
Sultan 'Ala' al-Din Muryammad had been ruling for 17-
18 years [13]. This outlines the period in which the 
Jawiihir al-asmiir was composed with a good degree of 
precision: 713-71511313-1316 [14]. 

The scant information we possess about the author is 
found only in his own work [15]; the publisher has scru
pulously gathered all of it and summed it up in his Fore
word [16]. Referring those interested to this section of the 
Foreword, we note that we do not know when and where 
•Jmiid b. Muryammad was born in India. We can only sug
gest that, in all likelihood, he was born into a family of 
dab/rs of middle means, hereditary state officials, as were 

his grandfather, father, and brother [17]. To take posses
sion of this family occupation, he would have studied 
a number of disciplines, which were necessary for each 
professionally educated dablr. No doubt, to become 
a master in the craft, he would have constantly sought 
contact with the best-known specialists and experts of the 
secretarial arts. As his friends remarked, he was frequently 
contenting himself "with a dry flat cake and a sip of hot 
water" [ 18]. Anyway, he received an excellent education 
which Jawiihir al-asmiir testifies. The work demonstrates 
a profound knowledge of the Qur'iin and fJadlths, as well 
as the complex of Qur'iinic disciplines connected with 
them, a fluent command of Persian poetry (Anwari, 
Khiiqiini, Ni~iimi, Jaliil al-Din Riimi, Sa'di, and others). 
Nor was he a newcomer to Arabic literature, and moved 
with assured ease through questions of rhetoric and style, 
ethics, poetics, history, literature, music and astrology. 
Finally, he was undoubtedly familiar with the languages 
of India. In a word, when it came time to show his worth, 
he wrote, at the urging of his friends, "this sewn-together 
book, which is a translation, as a gift for the book 
collection of His Majesty, [who is] worthy of [the title of] 
caliph" [19]. 

'Imiid b. Muryammad describes as follows how the 
idea of writing Jawiihir al-asmiir came to him: 

""As attention to stories, legends, tales, and narrations is the full striving and true desire of listeners of refined nature and subtle in
tellect, ever have the caliphs and sultans, the wise men and advisers of the epoch - be they in their elite circles or in larger society -
practised widely the reading of tales and followed the custom of telling stories. This regards especially listening to those tales clothed in 
clear expressions and expressive similes, adorned with purest jewels of citations from the Qur'an and sayings of the Prophet, inter
spersed with Arabic and Persian verses, edifying parables and examples which awaken thought. Of these there should unquestionably 
be more. This is especially attractive when the tales are conveyed by wild beasts and birds, representatives of the animal world and 
world of gems, for the retaining of these in [our] memory is not a difficult [task] and listening to them is no boredom. In this case, the 
hidden meaning of allusion, contained in the story, is understood and its [real] aim is revealed. It is precisely for this reason that in 
every age each of the acknowledged sages of [his) time translated from the Indian language some book, dedicating [it] to his ruler and 
benefactor, in order to rise above his equals and those who stand beneath him and gain glory among his colleagues and friends. This 
scroll he would surrender to the collection of his ruler or the amlr of that time and [in doing this] he preserved his name until the end of 
time and intersection of the days. [This happened) with the books Kalila wa-Dimna, Sindbad, Nafo.at al-Rayl]an [20) and others like 
them. In the happy time of such a ruler and during the reign and rule of such a sovereign, when the fine arts enjoy demand as [does] the 
philosopher's stone, and when people strive for knowledge as though it were a lovers' rendezvous, [this] humble one thought to trans
late from the Indian language some book (daftar) and to elevate its beginning and end, its foreword and heading, its contents and sec
tions with the name and titles of His Most August Majesty, to glorify and to bedeck it in [the words of] his deeds and actions. As this 
book is for the reason ... [2 I), the name and title of His Majesty - may he be ever happy and may greatness and glory accompany 
him - shall remain forever. It is then possible that the name of this servant, like the names of Rudakr and J:lassan [22), will be pre
served and that its trace on the scrolls of time will not vanish at once and be lost. 

In short, with this intention I looked through the books of the Hindus and surveyed their tales and stories. But none of them awak
ened interest in the heart of this humble one, and his imperfect soul recognised nothing as worthy. If I found the beginning of one firm 
and well-founded, then [unfortunately) its end turned out to weak and ill-founded. If the end of another was attractive and interesting, 
then its beginning brought no joy. Now [finally), after much searching and seeking and countless investigations and efforts, I have 
found a book, the beginning of which is the envy of [all) collections of stories. It was constructed in the necessary fashion, contained 
72 stories, was composed from the words of a parrot. And its contents are as follows: A parrot and sharak [23) lived in the home of a 
certain merchant. Before departing on commercial and trade journeys, he would usually order the woman of the house not to do or un
dertake anything without the advice and consent of these birds, be it something righteous or unpure. He strictly observed this rule with 
his young wife. 

Once, the merchant was forced to tarry in his travels, and [his) wife was overcome by love for a certain youth. She promised this 
friend of her heart [a meeting] at night, that is, when the celestial barber lets dark curls flow across the cheeks of the world and [then] 
the beauty, like the moon, will ascend to the youth's dwelling. In a word, when night came, the beauty at first sought approval in this 
from the sharak. The unfortunate sharak unwisely began to give honest advice and took to admonishing her. These efforts were not to 
the liking of the young woman, seized by amorous ardour. She threw the sharak to the ground and turned to the parrot. The parrot, wit
ness to what had just occurred, realised that if he were to give honest advice, what had befallen the sharak would surely befall him. But 
if he refrained, the master's wife would sink into dishonour. With delicate device and refined words he made [as though] to encourage 
and convince [her] to commit this deed, showing himself to be her well-wisher. In doing so, he thus constructed each tale throughout 
the night so that the captivating young woman, carried away by the story, [involuntarily) was restrained from sin. 

Thus, every night the attraction to the youth arose [in her] and the fire of that temptation blazed up. The merchant's wife would ap
proach the parrot for advice and permission and be so carried away by stories and tales and thus follow along the path of advice and in
struction that the night would end in mutual conversation, and the beauty would return to her chambers when it was [already] morning. 
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[And thus did it continue), until 72 nights later the merchant returned, learned of the secret, praised the wisdom of the parrot, gave 
due recognition to his abilities, grieved for the dead sharak and shed hot tears over it. 

In short, when this miserable servant carefully measured the vivacity of temperament and elevation of conception in those 72 tales 
and examined their beginnings and endings, [their] form at first seemed to him lovely. He wished to garb this very collection in the 
clothes of the Persian language, and adorn [its) neck and ears with gems of similes. But when I gazed more attentively and with the eye 
of experience espied the figure and contours of that which I had not understood, I discovered [it) to be devoid of the jewels of wise ut
terances and the better part of useful advice. I also saw that the gems of moral teaching and precious stones of edification were absent 
in it. As concerns those refined and original tales in it, they were all [included) in the Persian Ka/f/a wa-Dimna and Sindbad. These 
[works) are themselves in circulation and are widely known. Other tales were exclusively indecent and vile and are not meet and fitting 
for [the reading of] rulers. How could I present [them), especially to His Majesty the ruler? Only a few of the stories were somewhat 
better than the rest. They were copied. The remaining stories, unusual and surprising, were gathered from Indian books and other 
sources, and for the most part copied from the Indian Ka/f/a wa-Dimna, which has not been translated into Persian [24 ). As a result, the 
form of the fables and frame of the tales became firm; most likely, firmer than it had been. And the gold of the phrases was poured 
[once again] into the same crucible from which it been earlier extracted that it might become purer and free from all admixtures. The 
charms of the parrot were recorded, as were the engaging tales with which he, employing all possible cunning and trickery, restrained 
the merchant's young wife and did not allow [her] to depart for her beloved. These stories, both prolix and brief, both long and short, 
are 52 in number. The translation was titled "Gems of Nocturnal Conversation". The table of contents was written with the praise and 
glorification of Iskandar of [this) time. Just as [we] refrained from using crude expressions and unintelligible words, so did we avoid 
[writing in] purest Persian, having chosen as [our] guide the wise saying of the Prophet: 'The best of things is their middle'. 

By the will of Allah the Highest and His easing mercy!" [25). 

Summing up the preceding passage from '!mad b. 
Mu~ammad, we note: (i) the author discovered a collec
tion, the name of which he does not cite, which consisted 
of 72 tales (nights) told by a parrot; (ii) the collection was 
written in "Indian" (Sanskrit?); (iii) having translated this 
collection in full, the author chose from it only a part of 
the stories and added translations from other Indian books, 
mainly from the Indian Kalila wa-Dimna (the work at that 
time was unknown in Persian translation), which makes us 
conclude that this collection was not a translation of any 
single work, but was composed of fragments from several 
Indian books; (iv) the book compiled by the author as a 
result contained 52 diisliins (nights) and was called by him 

Jawli/1ir al-asmiir 

I. Tale of the usurer, his wife, and of how his wife plucked the 
parrot (the first night, p. 37). 

2. Tale of the ruler of Khiizistan and a warrior whom they called 
Jiinbiiz (the second night, p. 47). 

3. Tale of the goldsmith and the carpenter, of how they got into 
the temple and stole the golden idols, how the goldsmith hid 
them, and how the carpenter hid the goldsmith's children and 
how he returned them to the goldsmith (the third night, p. 59). 

4. Tale of the warrior, his virtuous wife and of how she gave a 
bouquet of flowers to her husband (the fourth night, p. 69). 

5. Tale of the king Kiimrii, the parrot-healer and of how he 
treated the body of the king Kiimrii (the fifth night, p. 81). 

6. Tale of the carpenter, the goldsmith, the hermit and the tailor, 
of the wooden sculpture, and of their quarrel on its account 
(the sixth night, p. 95). 

7. Tale of the ruler Bhoj-Riija, the daughter of the king of the 
jinns, the well and a man in love (the seventh night, p. I 07). 

8. Tale of the ruler of Syria and the parrot, of how he set the par
rot free and how it brought him the fruit of life from the 
country of Darkness (the eighth night, p. 119). 

Jawiihir al-asmiir; (v) in the Muslim states of Northern 
India, translation from Indian (Sanskrit?) into Persian was 
rather common. 

In comparing '!mad b. Mu~ammad's information with 
that provided by Nakhshabi, the question arises whether 
his work is the same as that which was compiled by 
Nakhshabi? To answer this question, it would be useful to 
present a translation of tales' titles in the two texts in the 
order in which they appear in the copy of fii(i-niima by 
Nakhshabi (MS C 121 in the collection of St. Petersburg 
Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies) and in the 
1973 Tehran edition of Jawiihir al-asmiir. 

'fti(T-nlima 

I. Tale of Maymiin and Khujasta and of how the parrot told 
a story ofa merchant's parrot and wife (the first night, fol. Sb). 

2. Tale of the ruler ofTabaristan and the body-guard and of how 
he sacrificed his son to a specter of the life of the ruler (the 
second night, fol. I 2b ). 

3. Tale of the goldsmith and the carpenter, of how they carried 
off the golden idols, how the goldsmith stole them and of the 
carpenter's cunning (the third night, fol. I 7a). 

4. Tale of the warrior, his virtuous wife and of how she gave a 
bouquet of flowers to her husband, how the bouquet remained 
fresh, and the son of the am"ir [was] shamed (the fourth night, 
fol. 25b). 

5. Tale of the king Kiimrii, of how a parrot treated him and how 
the treatment was half-completed (the fifth night, fol. 31 b). 

6. Tale of the hermit, the carpenter, the goldsmith, and the tailor 
and of how they fell in love with a wooden figurine and 
sought justice beneath a tree (the sixth night, fol. 36b). 

7. Tale of the king of kings, of the elder in love and of how the 
ruler wanted to sacrifice his life for the sake of the danv"ish 
who was in love with the daughter of the king of jinns (the 
seventh night, fol. 41 a). 

8. Tale of the ruler's son, the seven viziers, and the misfortune 
which befell him on account of the servant-girl (the eighth 
night, fol. 46b). 
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9. Tale of the vizier's son, the merchant and of how a wooden 
parrot spoke with people (the ninth night, p. 131 ). 

I 0. Tale of the ruler Bhoj-Riija, of the hospitality of his sons and 
of how the sea came to [their] feast (the tenth night, p. 137). 

11. Tale of the sweeper and of how he found a valuable jewel in 
the dust and how his companions stole it (the eleventh night, 
p. ISi). 

12. Tale of how 80 scholars gathered and how they recognized 
the natural qualities of the son of the amir of l~fahiin on the 
threshold of childhood (the twelfth night, p. 167). 

13. [Tale of] how the parrot explained the fundamentals of mu
sic and the qualities of musical instruments (the thirteenth 
night, p. 173 ). 

14. Tale of the ferocious lion, of the sentry-cat, and of how 
bravely the mice conducted themselves with the lion, of how 
the kitten killed the mice and of his repentance (the four
teenth night, p. 181 ). 

15. Tale of the ugliness ofBaniiris, the ruler's son, of the beauty 
of his young wife and how she fell in love with a young 
scoundrel and took up with him, how the young scoundrel 
stole her expensive garments on the bank of the river and her 
conversation with the jackal (the fifteenth night, p. 193 ). 

16. Tale of the merchant Man~iir, his journey and how someone 
in his guise came to his wife and of the virtue of Man~iir's 
wife (the sixteenth night, p. 211 ). 

17. Tale of the son of the Ziibulistiin amir and of how he bought 
a lucky augury from the Brahmin, how the woman, snake 
and frog appeared, and the amir's son saved the frog from 
the snake and how they rewarded him with a good turn (the 
seventeenth night, p. 223 ). 

18. Tale of the ruler's peacock and of how the Brahmin's wife 
killed that peacock (the eighteenth night, p. 237). 

19. Tale of the hermit's daughter and of how three men wooed 
her and how she died on her wedding night (the nineteenth 
night. p. 24 7). 

20. Tale of the lion and his four viziers: the peacock, the par
tridge, the raven and the jackal (the twentieth night, p. 257). 

21. Tale of how (the wife of the amir] saw a narcissus, how the 
roasted bird laughed because of this and how Gulkhandan, 
the table-companion of the amir, laughed mightily in prison 
(the twenty-first night, p. 267). 

22. Tale of Bakrmaghiir's ruler, his wife Kiimjuy, and of how the 
fish laughed in her presence, how the child Mashiilla, born 
without a father, explained the fish's laughter, and of the 
murder of 84 men (the twenty-second night, p. 281 ). 

23. Talc of the ruler Jamiisb, his wife Mahniish and of how the 
parrot and the jackal discussed in their presence the virtues 
and flaws of men and women (the twenty-third night, 
p. 295). 

24. Tale of the two demons of the desert and of how each of 
them praised to the other his own wife and how the thief re
solved their quarrel (the twenty-fourth night, p. 309). 

25. Tale of Shiipiir, amir of the frogs, his sworn brotherhood 
with the snake, of the victory won by Shapiir's kin over him, 
and of his vengeance with the aid of the snake (the twcnty
fifth night. p. 317). 

9. Tale of the son of the Ziivul amir and of how he bought 
a good augury, how he saved the frog from the snake and 
how the frog and the snake proved their loyalty to him (the 
ninth night, fol. 59a). 

I 0. Tale of the vizier's son, the merchant, the monk and their 
wives and of how the wooden parrot spoke (the tenth night, 
fol. 64b). 

11. Tale of the sweeper who took oil from the pot and gold from 
the dust and of how he found a valuable jewel, how his 
companions stole it, and how the daughter of Bhoj-Riija 
returned [it] (the eleventh night, fol. 70a). 

12. Tale of the merchant and his wife, Shahr-Ariiy, and how fear 
of her husband caused her to speak out in the presence of her 
beloved (the twelfth night, fol. 76a). 

13. Tale of the ruler's peacock and of how the Brahmin's wife 
was accused by her adopted sister of killing the peacock and 
of the ruse which the Brahmin's wife employed (the thir
teenth night, fol. 80a). 

14. Tale of the hermit's daughter and of her three husbands, of 
how she was buried and how [her) husbands took her from 
the grave and how she came back to life (the fourteenth 
night, fol. 84a). 

15. Tale of the false husband, the chastity of the wife of the mer
chant Mansur and of the dishonour which befell the false 
husband (the fifteenth night, fol. 88a). 

16. Tale of the ruler of Syria and of how he released the parrot 
and how the parrot brought him the fruit of life from the 
source of Darkness (the sixteenth night, fol. 93a). 

17. Tale of the ruler's good deed and how the sea came to his 
feast and brought gifts and how the ruler gave them to the 
Brahmin (the seventeenth night, fol. 98a). 

18. Tale of the gathering of 80 scholars and of how they studied 
the natural qualities of the ruler's son by playing on musical 
instruments (the eighteenth night, fol. I 04a). 

19. Tale of the origin of music, the qualities of musical instru
ments and of how they were invented and used (the nine
teenth night, fol. I 08a). 

20. Talc of the lion and the cat and of how the kitten killed the 
mice and later repented of this (the twentieth night, 
fol. I 12a). 

21. Tale of the ugliness of Baniiris, the ruler's son, of the beauty 
of his wife and of how she fell in love with a young scoun
drel (the twenty-first night, fol. I 16b). 

22. Tale of the lion, his four viziers and the Brahmin whom two 
of the viziers praised and two defamed (the twenty-second 
night, fol. I 20b). 

23. Talc of the amir's wife, of how she saw a narcissus, how the 
roasted bird laughed and how the table-companion smiled 
(the twenty-third night, fol. I 25a). 

24. Tale of Bashir and of how he fell in love with Janda, how an 
Arab was beaten and how he achieved his aim with the help 
of Janda's sister (the twenty-fourth night, fol. I 29a). 

25. Tale of Kamjiiy and of how the fish laughed, of the perspi
cacity of the child who did not have a father and of the mur
der of 80 people (the twenty-fifth night, fol. I 33b). 
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26. Tale of Zarir the weaver and of how he set out for Nishapur 
to earn money and how he returned to his native city empty
handed (the twenty-sixth night, p. 327). 

27. (Lacuna in the text). 

28. [Tale of the lynx and the lion] (the twenty-eighth night, 
p. 337). 

29. Tale of the woman and her children and of how they were 
attacked by a tiger and she saved herself and her children 
(the twenty-ninth night, p. 347). 

30. Tale of the blue jackal (the thirtieth night, p. 355). 

31. Tale of Khurshid, the wife of the merchant Sa'ed, whose 
great beauty brought her difficulties in life (the thirty-first 
night, p. 365). 

32. Tale of the three viziers of the ruler Mahlar, of Hamidun -
the son of the senior vizier, Sayara - daughter of the second 
vizier, and of their love (the thirty-second night, p. 375). 

33. Tale of the daughter of the Kabul merchant, her three suitors 
and of how the jinn stole her from them (the thirty-third 
night, p. 381 ). 

34. Tale of the love of the Brahmin and the daughter of the ruler 
of Babylon and of how they achieved their aim with the help 
of a magician (the thirty-fourth night, p. 391 ). 

35. Tale of the ruler of Kashghar and a merchant from there and 
of how he gave his daughter in marriage to the governor of 
the city, how the ruler fell in love with her and how he dis
played modesty in this (the thirty-fifth night, p. 399). 

36. Tale of the son of the Sistan amir, the white elephant, the 
blunt-nosed viper and how the amir's son served the serpent 
(the thirty-sixth night, p. 405). 

37. Tale of the woodpecker, the princeling, the frog, the bee and 
the elephant and of how the elephant ruined the descendants 
of the prince ling and how the latter wrought vengeance upon 
the elephant with the aid of his friends (the thirty-seventh 
night, p. 411 ). 

38. Tale of the merchant from Nishapiir, his wife by the name of 
Shahr-Aray and of how the merchant found her with her be
loved (the thirty-eighth night, p. 417). 

39. Tale of the ruler of China and of how he thought to take the 
Riimi queen for a wife and how the vizier painted his portrait 
in her palace (the thirty-ninth night, p. 423 ). 

40. Tale of how the ass sang and the brushwood merchant 
danced (the fortieth night, p. 430). 

41. Tale of the son of the merchant from Termez and of how his 
infatuation with his wife led him to neglect his trade (the 
forty-first night, p. 439). 

42. Tale of the friendship of the duck and the crow and of how 
the crow tried to become a duck and how they resolved a 
quarrel between four peasants (the forty-second night, 
p. 453). 

43. Tale of how the ruler of Tarhii! held a feast, of his daughter 
and son and the old musician (the forty-third night, p. 461 ). 

26. Tale of the ruler Jamasb and his wife Ma'~iima and of the 
conversation between the parrot and the sharak on the vir
tues and flaws of women and men (the twenty-sixth night, 
fol. I 38a). 

27. Tale of Shapiir, amir of the frogs, of his victory over (his] 
foes, the vengeance of the serpent, the repentance of Shapiir 
and his separation from his kinfolk (the twenty-seventh 
night, fol. I 43a). 

28. Tale of Zarir the weaver and of how he set out seeking 
wealth, returned home empty-handed and listened to the 
story of the horse and the jackal (the twenty-eighth night, 
fol. 147a). 

29. Tale of the potter and of how his origins were revealed and 
how the ruler chose not to deprive him of his protection (the 
twenty-ninth night, fol. 151 b). 

30. Tale of the lion, the lynx and the monkey and of how the 
lynx seized the lion's lair and how its ruses and cunning 
saved it from the lion (the thirtieth night, fol. 155a). 

31. Tale of the woman and her children and of how she was at
tacked by a tiger and saved herself and her children from it 
(the thirty-first night, fol. I 59b ). 

32. Tale of the blue jackal and of how he came to rule the wild 
beasts and how the jackal's deeds brought him misfortune 
(the thirty-second night, fol. I 63b ). 

33. Tale of Khiirshid, the wife of 'U!arid, of the three youths and 
of the misfortune which befell Khiirshid as a result of her 
beauty and perfection (the thirty-third night, fol. I 67b ). 

34. Tale of the ruler and the three viziers, of the son of one of 
them and of the two daughters of two others and of the love 
and friendship between them (the thirty-fourth night, 
fol. I 73a). 

35. Tale of the daughter of the Kabul merchant and her three 
suitors, of how the peri abducted the girl and how she was 
returned to the suitors (the thirty-fifth night, fol. I 77b ). 

36. Tale of the love of the Brahmin and the Babylonian queen 
and of how they achieved their aim thanks to the efforts of a 
sorcerer (the thirty-sixth night, fol. 181 b ). 

37. Tale of the son of the Zavul ruler, the merchant's daughter, 
the governor of the city and of how the ruler and the vizier 
both fell in love (the thirty-seventh night, fol. I 85b ). 

38. Tale of the son of the Sistan amir, the white elephant, the 
black serpent and how the amir's son served the serpent and 
what was the result (the thirty-eighth night, fol. I 90a). 

39. Tale of the princeling, the woodpecker, the frog, the ele
phant, and the bee and of how the princeling wrought venge
ance on the elephant with the aid of his friends (the thirty
ninth night, fol. I 94a). 

40. Tale of the ruler of China and of how the vizier painted his 
portrait in the palace of the queen of Riim and how the queen 
agreed to become the ruler's wife (the fortieth night, 
fol. 197a). 

41. Tale of how the ass sang and how the brushwood merchant 
danced (the forty-first night, fol. 202a). 

42. Tale of the merchant's son from Termez and of how he grew 
infatuated with his wife and gave up his trade, of how the 
parrot and the jackal advised him and how he returned to his 
trade (the forty-second night, fol. 206a). 

43. Tale of the serpent, his wife and how the ruler cut off her tail 
with a sword when he saw that she was harsh with her young 
(the forty-third night, fol. 213a). 
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44. Tale of the elephant bitten by a scorpion, the old, experi
enced jackal and of how the lion, snow leopard, jackal and 
monkey came (the forty-fourth night, p. 471 ). 

45. Tale of the four youths from Balkh and of how the sea gave 
them as a gift eight sparkling jewels (the forty-fifth night, 
p. 479). 

46. Tale of the ruler of Marw, of the diw, the sheep and the 
monkey and the jewel necklace (the forty-sixth night, 
p. 487). 

47. Tale of the Khwiirazm merchant and the barber and of how 
he saw in a dream his success in the form of a monk, how he 
met that monk in actual life and how the monk turned to gold 
(the forty-seventh night, p. 499). 

48. Tale of the four men from Balkh and of how they each re
ceived a shell from a monk and how they found four differ
ent loads of ore (the forty-eighth night, p. 507). 

49. Tale of Bakrmajiir's ruler and the vizier's son; of how the 
ruler set off for the underground city, how he returned to his 
city and brought the daughter of Fisagiir (the forty-ninth 
night, p. 517). 

50. (Lacuna in the text). 

51. (Lacuna in the text). 

52. (Lacuna in the text). 

A comparison of the 48 diistiins-nights [26] which 
have reached us in the Jawiihir al-asmiir with the 52 sto
ries in the Tiiti-niima reveals that 43 of them (in the 
Jawiihir al-a~,;,iir: 1-23, 25-26, 28--41, 47--49) were 
borrowed by NakhshabT and included in the fii(l-niima 
after a significant re-working one can term editorial
authorial. He retained their subject and plot nearly in full. 
We note that only five of the diistiins of the Jawiihir al
asmiir (24, 42, 44--46) were replaced by others, either 
composed by NakhshabT himself or borrowed from other 
sources. As concerns the remaining four diistiins (27, 50-
52), we can only guess at how NakhshabT dealt with them, 
for, as was noted above, the copy published by Shams al
DTn Al-i A~mad was defective and gives us no opportu
nity to judge the contents of the last stories. In this fash
ion, only nine diistiins (in the fii(l-niima: 8, 24, 29, 43, 
48-52) are not represented in our edition of the Jawiihir 

44. Tale of the Indian ruler who had one son and one daughter 
and of how the children planned to kill their father (the 
forty-fourth night, fol. 218a). 

45. Tale of the amfr and the serpent which wound itself around 
his belt, about the serpent's ingratitude and death (the forty
fifth night, fol. 222a). 

46. Tale of how Khujasta had a dream and how the parrot inter
preted it; tale of how the ruler UjiiyyinI set out for the under
ground city (the forty-sixth night, fol. 226b). 

47. Tale of how four faithful friends went to a scholar, how he 
gave them four magical beads, how three found treasure and 
how the fourth returned empty-handed (the forty-seventh 
night, fol. 235a). 

48. Tale of the youth from Baghdad and of how he fell in love 
with a slave-girl musician and then sold her to a young 
Hashimite, repented of this and in the end achieved his goal 
(the forty-eighth night, fol. 238a). 

49. Tale of the ruler and of how he saw ears of wheat, and of the 
three brothers (the forty-ninth night, fol. 244a). 

50. Tale of the ruler who did not know grief and of how he sent 
matchmakers to the daughter of Caesar, how the latter re
fused him and how the matter led to war (the fiftieth night, 
fol. 248a). 

51. Tale of the Bahriim and his two viziers, Khiiss and Khuliisa, 
and of how the daughter of Khulii~a obtai~~d justice (the 
fifty-first night, fol. 254a). 

52. Tale of the hermit and his wife, story of the seven-coloured 
bird, of how the seven-coloured bird was killed for the sake 
of love, how the hermit returned and how his wife was 
shamed (the fifty-second night, fol. 18a). 

al-asmiir; five of them were undoubtedly penned by 
NakhshabT, we cannot speak of four others with the same 
surety at the present. 

It seems entirely possible that NakhshabT arranged as 
he saw fit the diistiins he selected from his predecessor's 
work. According to copy C 121 from the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
the diistiins of the Jawiihir al-asmiir are found in the fol
lowing order in the fii(i-niima: 1-7, 17, 9, 11, 38, 18, 19, 
16, 8, 10, 12-15, 20-23, 25-26, 28-37, 39--41, 43, 
47, 49, 48. On the other hand, the diistiins in the Tiiti
niima correlate to the tales in the Jawiihir al-asmii~ ~s 
follows: 1-7, 16, 10, 17, 11, 18-21, 15, 9, 13-14, 22, 
23,25-26,27-28,30-39, 12,40--42,44--45,47,46. 

We list below in table form the relevance of the 
diistiins in the fii(i-niima and Jawiihir al-asmiir. 

Table 

Tii!f-niima Jawiihir a/-asmiir /iitf-niima Jawiihir al-asmiir ?il!i-niima Jawiihir al-asmiir Tii!f-niima Jawiihir al-asmiir 

I 14 19 27 25 40 39 
2 2 15 16 28 26 41 40 
3 16 8 29 lacuna 42 41 
4 4 17 10 30 28 43 no equivalent 
5 5 18 12 31 29 44 43 
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Tii!T-niima Jawiihir a/-asmiir Tli!T-niima Jawiihir a/-asmiir 

6 6 19 13 

7 7 20 14 

8 no equivalent 21 15 

9 17 22 20 

IO 9 23 21 

II II 24 no equivalent 

12 38 25 22 

13 18 26 23 

It is possible that the order of the diistiins borrowed by 
Nakhshabi from the Jawiihir al-asmiir may have been 
somewhat different than that cited above, as it was based 
on a certain copy rather than a critical edition. Moreover, 
we note that the eight copies of the fii{i-niima in the col
lection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies (B 258, B 2345, B 2438, B 3959, C 118, 
C 119, C 120, and C 121) present significant discrepan
cies in the order of the 52 diistiins [27]. 

So what was Qiya al-Din Nakhshabrs task after he 
had agreed to the proposition of "a certain grandee" and 
began reworking his predecessor's work, striving to 
"gladden the lords of the art of speech"? He retained the 
context-establishing plot device of the first diistiin: the 
purchase by the merchant's son of a talking parrot for 
1,000 dinars (3,000 in Nakhshabrs version); the parrot can 
see ten days into the future; the parrot foretells the arrival 
in three days of a caravan for fragrant grasses and advises 
that they buy up all of them in the city, as a result of 
which the merchant's son grows rich; their conversations 
on the virtues of overseas trade and the departure of the 
owner, ablaze with this idea. He changed the names of the 
characters, so that ~a'id (.le.l....,), the merchant's son, be
came Maymiin, and his young wife, Mahshakar, became 
Khujasta. Nakhshabi significantly shortened all of the bor
rowed diistiins (no less than 43), eliminating the excessive 
repetitions and weighty prolixities which apparently re
flected the influence of the language of the original, thus 
rendering both the work's form and content compact and 
elegant. This process improved the work's language as 
well, making it lighter and more elegant. One should un
derscore, however, that he did not change either the basic 
plot lines of the diistiins, nor the specific plot of any. A 
number of diistiins which were not, in his opinion, suit
able, he omitted and replaced with new ones (no fewer 
than five). Moreover, in the re-working process, he omit
ted 17 introductory tales and parables from 14 diistiins (cf. 
the following diistiins from the Jawiihir al-asmiir: 3, 5, 6, 
8, 10, 15 (two), 17, 21, 22 (two), 26, 32, 33, 47 (two), 48) 
and added no fewer than three newly written tales (cf. in 
the fii{i-niima: 13, 31, 37) [28]. 

Furthermore, he replaced with his own verses all po
etic citations from the diwiins of Persian poets, which his 
predecessor had used widely with the aim of adorning and 
varying the narrative [29]. Arabic verses suffered the same 
fate, except that they were not replaced, but simply re
moved in the overwhelming majority of cases [30]. Simi-

Continuation oftheTable 

Tli!T-niima Jawiihir al-asmiir Tii!T-niima Jawiihir a/-asmiir 

32 30 45 47 

33 31 46 49 

34 32 47 48 

35 33 48 no equivalent 

36 34 49 no equivalent 

37 35 50 lacuna 

38 36 51 lacuna 

39 37 52 lacuna 

larly, the 90 quotes from the Qur'an, 174 l:zadiths and 
other Arabic utterances cited by '!mad b. Mul)ammad 
were abridged by more than half. 

Nakhshabi is honest when he reports in the foreword 
to his work that he "adorned and varied the introduction 
and conclusion of each tale". In fact, the introductions and 
conclusions of all of the diistiins he retained were practi
cally re-written, and only in a few cases did he limit him
self to insignificant corrections (cf. the diistiins in the 
Jawiihir: 30, 49, and 33 (only the conclusions) and corre
spondingly in the fii{i-niima: 32, 46, 35 [31 ]). In this re
gard, it is curious to note that in the majority of cases, he 
picks up on the idea of the introduction or conclusion and 
so artfully reworks it that it acquires an entirely different 
coloration and resonance. For example, in the introduc
tions and conclusions which precede and follow every 
diistiin, Nakhshabi everywhere performs variations (as 
does 'Imad b. Mul)ammad, incidentally) on the theme of 
the sun, the appearance of the moon in the heavens, the 
advent of twilight and night, the dawn, the first rays of the 
rising sun, the uncertain sounds of the awakening city, etc. 
but does this more assuredly, with greater variety and ele
gance than the latter. 

The main characters did not escape alteration in 
Nakhshabrs version. In some cases the names of charac
ters were changed: aside from the heroes of the context
establishing diistiin, we note in Jawiihir (22) a boy by the 
name of Mashalla who bears the name Ibn al-Ghayb in 
Nakhshabrs version (25). In the 23rd diistiin of the 
Jawiihir, the daughter ofa Syrian ruler is called Mahniish, 
and in the first inserted story we find Maniichihr and 
Farangis, in the second - Hazamaz, the merchant's wife; 
in the corresponding diistiin of the fii{i-niima (26) we en
counter Ma'~iima, Mumtaz and Maymiin, Hamnaz (cf. 
also diistiins 8 and 16, 21 and 23, 31 and 33, 32 and 34, 33 
and 35, 36 and 38, and others). In other cases he not only 
gave different names to characters but replaced some 
characters with others (cf. 10 and 17, where the counselors 
of the sea are a sea serpent, a whale, a turtle, a crab, a 
crocodile and a frog; 20 and 22, where in the role of the 
lion's viziers we find a gazelle, a wild goat, a wolf and a 
jackal). Nakhshabi very frequently changed the scene of 
action both of an entire diistiin and of the minor inserted 
tales included in it (cf. 2 and 2, where the action takes 
place not in Khiizistan but in Tabaristan; 7 and 7, were we 
find the ruler of Bihilzan, and not Pilistan; in the context
establishing story the caravan arrives not from Babu!. but 
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from Kabul; see also 21 and 23, 23 and 26, 34 and 36, 
and others). 

One should note that, in an attempt to make the stories 
more engaging, NakhshabI permitted himself composi
tional rearrangements and changed the order of the narra
tive and plot development in the diistiin itself, as well as 
the order of the inserted stories (cf. 13 and 19, where the 
order of the inserted stories on the origins of music and 
musical instruments is altered; 18 and 13, where a new 
story told by a monk is introduced, changing the compo
sition of the entire diistiin; cf. also 23 and 26, 26 and 28, 
41 and 42, 4 7 and 45). 

We pause on a curious feature which is to a certain 
degree typical of the reworking undertaken by NakhshabL 
We have in mind here the chronological and quantitative 
categories which he left unchanged to a significant degree: 
days, months and years; number of characters; costs of 
items, etc. (cf. the context-establishing diistiin: the parrot 
can foretell ten days into the future, predicts the caravan's 
arrival on the third day; 18 and 13: the award for the mur
dered peacock is set at I 0,000 dinars; 34 and 36: the liik 
rupees gift for the "daughter-in-law"; 36 and 38: the 
ruler's son serves the serpent for six months, the ruler has 
1,000 elephants, the white elephant is rabid for seven 
days; see also 40 and 41, 48 and 47, and others). 

Thus, to sum up our brief analysis of the reworking 
Nakhshabl performed on his predecessor's work, one can 
say that NakhshabI completed the assignment of"a certain 
grandee" with such mastery, so little cliche, and such pro
fessionalism, that one can hardly term his contribution 
a "reworking". We are, rather, within our rights and will 
be closer to the truth if we view and classify two specific 
aspects of his work: firstly, as an editor, who in outstand
ing fashion reworked a previously written work; secondly, 
as an author of the original stories and diistiins with which 
he replaced the stories and diistiins he removed from 
'Imad b. Mu~ammad al-Na'rfs Jawiihir al-asmiir. This 
resulted in the creation of the "fii(l-niima, which brought 
its author world-wide fame, but which represented 
a second, mediated reworking of the Indian "Tales of the 
Parrot" in Persian. 

In conclusion, we present some remarks on the Turk
ish translation [32]. According to W. Pertsch and A. Ali
mardonov, it was completed by a certain San Abdallah 
efendi (d. 1661) at the order of one of the Ottoman Sul
tans [33]. It is held to contain 30 diistiins-nights 
("approximately 75 large and small tales" [34]), translated 
from Nakhshabfs "fii(l-niima. In principle, the Turkish 
translator [35] added nothing new in his method of abbre
viation and translation, a translating method familiar to us 
from many similar translations from one Eastern language 

into another. The translation contains 40 diistiins-nights, 
which include 73 inserted small and large tales (among 
them, the full version of the 43rd diistiin of the 
Nakhshabrs "fii(l-niima, subordinated compositionally to 
the 42nd diistiin as the third inserted tale - the parrot's re
sponse to 'Ubayd, the merchant's son from Termez). All 
of these diistiins are not delineated in any special fashion, 
but are marked by an introductory device - the parrots 
answer's to Mahshakar's questions. The translator signifi
cantly reduced the quantity of inserted stories, altered the 
composition of the nights in a number of instances, and 
altered many characters' names and the place of action in 
comparison to the original. All of the diistiins he trans
lated, including the 41 st, can be found, with certain modi
fications, in Nakhshabrs "fii(l-niima. Their order in accor
dance with the copy C 121 is as follows: 1-7, 16, 10, 17, 
11, 18, 19, 21, IS, 9, 13, 14, 22, 23, 25-26, 28, 30-32, 
34-37, 12,40--43,45--49,52. 

Moreover, a comparison of the Turkish translation 
with the Jawiihir al-asmiir and the "fii(l-niima gives all 
reason to suppose that in the course of his work the trans
lator had recourse not only to the "fii(l-niima but to its 
predecessor. Though he preferred the former, he undoubt
edly checked himself against the latter. Only this can ex
plain the fact that in the context-establishing diistiin, he 
preserved the names of the heroes which we find in 
Jawiihir al-asmiir, for they were changed in the "fii(l
niima: a merchant by the name of Sa'Id, his son Sa' id (in 
Jawiihir - ~a'id), and Mahshakar, the latter's wife. Later, 
a number of character names and places of actions are 
preserved in the translation in accordance with the 
Jawiihir al-asmiir (cf. diistiins I, 2, 3 (the first inserted 
story), 7, 8, and others). Finally, in the concluding diistiin, 
where the merchant returns and learns the truth, he for
gives Mahshakar anyway, as apparently took place in the 
Jawiihir al-asmiir, rather than killing her, as occurs in the 
"fii(l-niima [36]. 

The order of diistiins in the Turkish translation, when 
compared to the Jawiihir al-asmiir, provides some food 
for thought on the actual order of the diistiins adopted by 
the author of the Tiilf-niima. 34 diistiins from the Jawiihir 
al-asmiir (1-13,. IS-23, 26, 28-30, 32-35, 38--41) 
correspond to diistiins 1-34 of the translation. This order 
in the translation gives rise to the thought that NakhshabI 
left the order of diistiins found in Jawiihir al-asmiir prac
tically unchanged. He apparently placed the diistiins 
which he composed where omitted diistiins had stood. The 
order of diistiins found in the Turkish translations cannot, 
in our view, be accidental, as the translator had at his dis
posal, in all likelihood, some fairly old and reliable copies 
of the "fii(l-niima. 

Not cs 

I. This text of fourteenth-century Persian entertaining literature was first analysed in detail by W. Pertsch in a thorough article in 
I 867. The conclusions reached by the German Orientalist retain their scholarly significance to this day, see W. Pertsch, "Ueber 
Nachschabi's Papagaienbuch", Bd. XXI, ZDMG (I 867), pp. 505-51. In recent times, A. Alimardonov has dedicated a special study to 
Nakhshabi and his work; it is the most complete of all studies on this question, see A. Alimardonov, Ziiauddin Nakhshabi i ego "Tuti
name" (I;>iya al-Din Nakhshabi and his T•l/1-niima), Abstract of PhD thesis (Dushanbe, 1970.) The Abstract has no mention of Pertsch's 
work. 

2. According to Alimordonov (see Abstract of his thesis, p. 15), various repositories in the world hold 85 copies of the fii/1-niima 
(37 in the USSR). In our view, however, this number should be increased by 15-20 manuscripts held in state and private collections in 
India, Iran, Pakistan, Turkey and the USA, which only became known to specialists through catalogues published after J 970. Cf. also 
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the information cited by Ahmad Monzavi on copies of the 'fu{i-niima in his A Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts (Tehran, 1973), v, 
pp. 3729-31. We note in this regard that the oldest of the currently extant copies of the 'fu/i-niima is held in the library of Istanbul 
University (Halet effendi No. 90) and was copied on 13 Muharram 955/23 February 1548. As for A. Alimordonov's mention of two 
copies dated 994/ 1586 (Abstract, p. 15), this is an obvious misunderstanding: this is the same manuscript. It was first mentioned in the 
auction catalogue of the A. Sprenger collection - A. Sprenger, A Catalogue of the Bibliotheca orientalis Sprengeriana (Giessen, 
1857), No. 1617 - and later described by W. Pertsch in his Verzeichniss der Persischen Handschriften (Berlin, 1888), p. 986, 
No. 1027, after which it was purchased by the Royal Library in Berlin in 1857 as one of the 1,972 manuscripts which made up the 
Sprenger collection. 

3. Ziia ad-din Nakhshabi, Kniga popugaia (Qiya al-Din Nakhshabi, "Book of the Parrot"), trans. from Persian into Russian by 
E. E. Bertels (Moscow, 1979), pp. 18-9. Cf. also manuscript C 118 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies, fol. 2a-b; see also Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 17. 

4. Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 17. 
5. See Pertsch, Verzeichniss, p. 506. 
6. Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 16, where an incomplete bibliography on the question is listed; it is, naturally, limited by the scope of 

the Abstract of his thesis. 
7. All known reworkings in Persian (with the exception of Abu I-Fae.JI b. Mubarak in the sixteenth century), including poetry, are 

noted in Pertsch's Verzeichniss, pp. 506-7; see also, Alimardonov, op. cit., pp. 30, 32. 
8. On translations into Eastern languages, see Pertsch, Verzeichniss, pp. 507-8 (incomplete information); also Alimardonov, 

op. cit., pp. 30-3 (exhaustive summary). On translations into Western languages, see Pertsch, Verzeichniss, pp. 508-11 (with detailed 
analysis); also, Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 33. 

9. The only copy which has reached us is, unfortunately, defective; it can safely be dated to the mid-fourteenth century. 
I 0. Alimardonov, op. cit., pp. 17-8. 
11. Tfi!i-niima. Jawiihir al-asmiir (Book of the Parrot. Gems of Nocturnal Conversations), az '!mad b. Mul)ammad al-Na'ri. 

Ba ihtimam-i Shams al-Din Al-i Al)mad. Intisharat-i Buniyad-i farhang-i Iran (Tihran, 1352/1973). The publisher's Foreword occupies 
pages 19-60 (separate pagination). This unique copy, undoubtedly made in the mid-fourteenth century, is stored at present in the 
Majlis library (No. 6680) in Tehran. Unfortunately, the copy is defective: a lacuna in the middle stretches from the end of the 26th night 
to the beginning of the 28th night; the text breaks off before the end of the 49th night. Thus, entirely missing are nights 27, 50-52; 
partially missing are nights 26, 28, 49 (Foreword, p. 31, n. I). In the text, the work is termed Jawiihir al-asmiir; 'fu{i-niima is a conjec
ture of the publisher. 

12. In the text -<.S_,_.;JI (Foreword, Table I). The publisher (Foreword, p. 52), noting the indicated spelling of the nisba, "with 
complete certainty" reads <.S_,ii]I, surmising that it originated from the city of _,ii]I, which is "not far from the province ofKirman on 
the shore"'. We are inclined to read "al-Na'rf', deriving it from the name of the Arab tribe which settled in Iran not long after the Arab 
conquest of that land. 

13. 'fu!i-niima. Jawiihir a/-asmiir, the Tehran publication, Foreword, p. 32, text, p. 12. 
14. Ibid., p. 33. Sultan 'Ala' al-Din died on 5 January 1316. For this reason, '!mad b. Mul)ammad's work could have been com

pleted during the period we indicate. 
15. We were unable to discover any information about our author in the historical chronicles written in India in the fourteenth

fifteenth centuries, including the Tiirikh-i Firuz-shiihi drawn up by Qiya al-Din Sarani in 758/1357. This work contains a special 
section on various figures of the age of 'Ala' al-Din Mul)ammad Sul\iin Khalji ( 1296-1316). See The Tarikh-i Feroz-Shahi ofZiaa a/
Din Barni, ed. by S. Ahmad Khan (Calcutta, 1862), text, pp. 342-67. - Bibliotheca Indica. 

16. 'fu!i-niima. Jawiihir al-asmiir, the Tehran publication, Foreword, pp. 33-4. 
17. Ibid., Foreword, p. 33, text, p. 11. 
18. Ibid., Foreword, p. 33, text, p. 12. 
19. Ibid., Foreword, p. 34, text, p. 13. 
20. In all likelihood, our author speaks of (i) a prose translation of the Kalila wa-Dimna from Arabic into Farsi completed by Abu-

1-Ma'ali Na~rallah Munshi in 1144 for the Ghaznavid Bahriim Shah, see Tarjama-yi Kalila wa-Dimna, inshii-yi Abu-I-Ma 'iili Na~ralliih 
Munshi, ta~l)il) wa taw?il)-i Mujtaba Minuwi Tihrani, chiip-i duwwum (Tihran, 1343/1964); (ii) the Sindbiid-niima, created in the 
twelfth century by Mul)ammad b. 'Ali al-;;".ahiri al-Samarqandi, who likely reworked a translation of the Sindbiid-niima completed al
ready in 951 at the order of Abu Mul)ammad Nu!) b. Na~r Samani from Arabic into Farsi by Khwaja 'Amid Fanaruzi, see Mul)ammad 
b. •Ali b. Mul)ammad al-;;".ahiri al-Samarqandi, Sindbiid-niima, ba ihtimam wa ta~!) ii) wa l)awashi-yi Al)mad Atesh (Istanbul, 1948). On 
the Nafl:iat al-Rayl)iin we have no accurate information. 

21. Defect in the manuscript. 
22. The first is the "patriarch of Persian poetry"', Abu 'Abdullah Ja'far b. Mul)ammad b. f:lakim Rudaki Samarqandi (d. 329/941 ). 

see A. T. Tagirdzhanov, Rudaki. Zhizn' i tvorchestvo. lstoriia izucheniia (Rudiiki. His Life and Writings. The History of Examination) 
(Leningrad, 1968). This is the most complete study of its type, with an exhaustive bibliography and critical analysis of the Eastern 
sources, as well as numerous works on the poet. The second is ~lassun b. Thabit b. Muq?ir, originally from Yathrib (Medina), who died 
about 659. He was widely known as a poet even before the advent of Islam and is usually considered Mul)ammad's "poet-laureate", as 
he glorified the latter in his verses and was the founder of religious poetry in Islam. For more detail, see W. Arafat, "f:lassii.n b. Thabit", 
El'. vol. Ill, fasc. 45-46, pp. 271-3. 

23. A bird of the starling family. 
24. An interesting remark by our author. once again confirming that Indian literature knew several such collections. 
25. TUti-niima. Jawiihir al-asmiir, the Tehran publication, pp. 15-8. 
26. Th.e edition contains a total of 48 diistiins. The last is numbered 49, since No. 27 was naturally included in the numbering. al

though it has not reached us because of a lacuna in the text. 
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27. See Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi lnstituta narodov Azii AN SSSR. Kratkil alfavitnyi kata/og (Persian and Tajik Manuscripts 
in the Collection of the Institute of Oriental Studies, USSR Academy of Sciences. Concise Alphabetical Catalogue), pt. I (Moscow, 
1964), pp. 376-7. Nos. 2883, 2885-2891. As an example, we cite the correlation between the diistiins in manuscript C 121 first with 
the copy C 118 (undated, but fol. la contains a note about its entering the library of the Great Moghiils dated Jumiidii 111105/February 
1694), and then copy C 120 (dated to 1273/1856-57, Central Asia): 1-7. 10-15, 8, 16-21, 9, 25, 22, 24, 27-35, 37-39, 26, 40-
48, 23, 49-52 (C 118 contains 51 diistiins, the 36th is missing); 1-8, 16, I 0, 17, 11, 18, 21, 15, 19-20, 9, 13-14, 22-23, 25, 24, 
26-27, 29-36, 37-39, 28, 12, 40-52 (all 52 diistiins are contained in C 120). 

28. In the edition of the Jawiihir al-asmiir, all introductory stories are numbered straight through, in total, 86 of them are indicated. 
According to Alimardonov (op. cit., p. 22), the "52 diistiins of the fii!i-niima contain more than 119 large and small stories". 

29. The Tehran edition of Jawiihir al-asmiir (pp. 690-709, 711-4) indicates 531 (taking into account four repititions on pages 
40 and 201, 57 and 116, 114 and 198, 149 and 508) separate bayt, rubii'f, qi(a and mathnawf, as well as 88 separate mi~rii's. Alimar
donov notes in the fii!i-niima "308 qi/ 'as, 11 bayts, 3 mathnawfs, and a number of mi~rii 's" (Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 28). 

30. The edition indicates (pp. 685-7) 84 Arabic poems: 15 qi(as and 69 bayts. Alimardonov (op. cit., p. 28) reports that the Tii!i
niima contains I qi/ 'a and 6 bayts in Arabic. 

31. In future juxtapositions. we indicate only the numbers of the diistiins; diistiins from the Jawiihir a/-asmiir are always listed 
first. 

32. We used two editions of the translation: T•i!f-niima, ma!ba'at Dar al-Sal!anat al-thania (1256/1840); Kitiib-i Tii/f-niima (Kazan, 
1851). 

33. See Pertsch, Verzeichniss, p. 507, also Alimardonov, op. cit., p. 30. The editions of the translation indicated contain neither the 
translator's nor the patron's names. The name of the translator is San Abdullah efendi, indicated in the Bulak edition (Cairo, 
1253/1838), see Journal asiatique, vol. 2 ( 1843), p. 48, No. 138. 

34. Alimardonov. op. cit., p. 31. 
35. See the 1840 edition, p. 285. 
36. Ibid.. pp. 3-8, 284-5; Tii!i-niima, manuscript C 188 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 

Studies. fol. 13 7b. 



TEXT AND ITS CULTURAL 
INTERPRETATION 

E. A. Rezvan 

THE QUR'AN AND ITS WORLD: 
VI. EMERGENCE OF THE CANON: THE STRUGGLE 

FOR UNIFORMITY* 

In previous papers in this series we have attempted to 
show that the Qur'an, born in inner Arabia, was not only 
the natural result of the religious and social development 
of Arabian society, but also reflected the deep-laid links 
which tied the culture and religious and social ideas of the 
Arabians to the culture and historical experience of the 
peoples of Anterior Asia. 

It was, after all, only superficially that Arabia was part 
of the "barbaric periphery" of the civilised world. Over a 
period of centuries, it was not only surrounded by highly 
developed states, but formed a part of them to a certain 
degree. One can recall in this regard Nabatea, Hatra, Pal
myra, the states of ancient Southern Arabia, the chain of 
semi-nomadic kingdoms which stretched along the cara
van route from Yemen to Iraq (Kinda, al-Azd, Ghassan, 
Nizar and Ma'add, Taniikh), the J:limyarite state and the 
"new" Kindian kingdom, the attempt in the 560-570s to 
create a new Bedouin Hath'amite or Khuza'ite kingdom, 
dependent on ~an'a', "in the manner of Kinda" [I], the 
vassal principalities of the Ghassanids and Lakhmids. The 
latter, as we know, moved actively toward the South. In 
the sixth century, somewhere in the J:luluban region lay 
the border between the Lakhmid and Southern Arabian 
zones of influence. Finally, in the sixth and early seventh 
centuries, Southern Arabia was administered at first by an 
Ethiopian and latter by a Persian governor. Central Arabia 
then covered by savannah plant growth, over a period of 
nearly two millennia ensured trade connections between 
the most developed countries of antiquity and the Middle 
Ages. Commercial colonies were created and thrived in 
the ports of the Persian Gulf and Red Sea. One should not 
forget that in the Northeast, linguistically and culturally 
Arab tribes inhabited the area between the rivers in Meso
potamia, penetrated to the plains of Khiizistan, and in the 
Northwest roamed the plains of Syria and the Transjordan. 
It is no accident that Ptolemy, following the ancient 
scholarly tradition, included in Arabia Felix all of Central 
Arabia and a part of Northern Arabia. 

• Tables for the current article were prepared by Maria E. Rezvan. 

This Arabians' historical memory preserved legends 
about the "ancient peoples'', tracing lines of cultural con
tinuity. Social practice and ideas of power were rooted in 
a layer of historical experience common to many peoples 
of Anterior Asia. There is nothing surprising in the fact 
that the content structure of the Qur'an coincides in its ba
sic outlines with the structure of Phoenician sacred litera
ture and Old Testament. We see, on the whole, records of 
myths, historical narratives, and prophetic texts. 

The Arabian "prophetic movement" was a natural 
stage in a pattern of social and ideological development 
typical of the Near East. One can easily find Old Testa
ment parallels (for example, Psalms 15 [14]; Amos 8, 5-
6; Parables 23: I 0-11) for certain accusations of those 
who "trangress in the balance" (55:8), "devour usuary" 
(2:275) or "approach the property of the orphan" (6: 152) 
typical of Qur'anic utterances. 

Over thousands of years, the belief took shape in the 
Syrian-Palestinian region that all work for the ruler, all 
activity for his benefit, including service at court or as 
a high-ranking military leader, was unacceptable from the 
point of view of society's basic values. All work for the 
ruler was viewed as slavery (see Judges 9:8-5, I Sam 
[I Kings] 8:11-18). In accordance with beliefs based on 
clan-tribal democracy (recorded, as we have seen, in the 
Qur'an}, only the most worthless and useless person could 
hunger for ruling power and strive to oppress and trample 
others beneath him [2]. 

I. Sh. Shifman has shown how the Qur'anic mytholo
gem of Allah, which summed up the extended preceding 
development not only of Arabian but also of Anterior 
Asian Semitic mythology, was rooted in deep Near East
ern antiquity [3]. Such basic Qur'anic mythologems as 
garden-paradise-dwelling of God had clear parallels in 
the ancient Near East ("And the Lord God planted a gar
den eastward in Eden" (Genesis 2:8), in the gardens of 
Adonis of Phoenicia, in the veneration of local gods in the 
gardens of Palmyra). 
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As we have seen, many of the concepts connected 
with the hiijj go back to the most ancient layers of Semitic 
mythology. We recall the basis for the Israelites' demand 
to be released from Egypt - the necessity of performing 
a pilgrimage to the desert (hag) to venerate the supreme 
divinity - the similarity, if not identity, of the role and 
sacred status of the spring of Zamzam and the spring of 
Efka in Palmyra. The emergence of the cult of the Ka'ba 
displays numerous parallels with Hananic-Amoritic mate
rials connected with the cult of the stars [4]. 

The Qur'anic ban on the consumption of wine (a habit 
which, according to ideas current in Near Eastern antiq
uity, was characteristic of city-dwellers) goes back to an
cient beliefs common to the entire Near East, where no
madic life was idealised. The ban on eating pork - gen
eral throughout the ancient Anterior Asian Mediterranean 
- was violated only when pigs were sacrificed. The 
Qur'anic ban goes back to a set of beliefs inherited from 
deep antiquity and common to the northwestern and 
Southern Semites [5]. 

Numerous studies have shown that it is, in principle, 
impossible to reveal the direct sources of borrowing for 
Qur'anic tales and parables [6]. Those echoes of canonical 
and apocryphal Biblical texts as well as the parallels with 
post-Biblical Judaic and Christian traditions which made 
their way into the Qur'an were an inalienable part of 
Arabian culture. The latter, in turn, represented part of 
a unified cultural world. The Qur'an was a part of that 
whole; furthennore, it is Qur'anic evidence which allows 
us to attain an understanding of many important features 
of the whole. 

The Qur'an was the manifesto of an internal religious
political movement which grew out of the centuries-long 
historical experience of Arabia. History has shown, how
ever, that both the pathos of the Qur'anic message and its 
concrete component parts were a response to the spiritual 
needs of all of Anterior Asia, as the ancient world
view collapsed and medieval society emerged. Thanks 
to the military and political victories of Islam and the lat
ter's ability to absorb the foreign and the new, the Qur'an 
was fated to take a position at the center of one of the 
leading forms of ideologically conceiving reality in 
the medieval age. 

In the course of the socio-ideological processes which 
accompanied Arab-Muslim expansion, the Qur'an as
sumed a prominent place in all spheres of social life. It 
became the main source of religious injunctions and social 
institutions, ethical and cultural norms and standards of 
social interaction. The Qur'an heralded the emergence of 
a qualitatively new, shared system of signification; mem
bers of the Muslim community conceived of themselves 
and of the world in its tenns. The sacralisation of Qur'anic 
language played an important role in the formation of 
a new socio-communicative system on the territory of the 
caliphate. The study of the Qur'an by Muslim theologians 
and linguists, occasioned primarily by the need for a uni
form reading and understanding of the Sacred text, led 
to the emergence of an entire spectrum of scholarly 
disciplines. 

Muslim civilisation began with the denial of what was 
termed thejiihiliyya. However, as we have seen, the Islam 
of Muhammad and the first four caliphs - Qur'anic 
Islam _:_ was connected by thousands of threads to the 
culture, world-outlook and traditions of the preceding age, 

ally. All the same, scholarly attention long ignored the 
profound and genuine gulf which separated "classical 
Islam," which was created in Iraq and Syria in the 
eighth-tenth centuries and accumulated many cultural 
achievements of the peoples who inhabited states con
quered by the Arabs, from "Arabian" Islam. A new age 
began with the success of the Arab conquest, when Islam 
became the ideology of a society, which found itself at 
a different level of cultural development; Islam had to 
answer to new needs and requirements. It is, however, 
important to note that the impressive successes of Islam as 
an ideology would not have been possible without a deep
laid link tying the culture and religious and social beliefs 
of the peoples of Anterior Asia and the Middle East to the 
culture and historical experience of the Arabians. The 
synthesis, which then took shape, rested not only on 
common, basic values, but also on an all-encompassing 
group of personal beliefs shared both by conquerors and 
conquered. 

Among the newly converted were people who had 
received a profound and multi-faceted education within 
the framework of the former religious and cultural tradi
tion. Those Arabs who settled on the conquered territories 
very quickly adapted to new cultural horizons and took 
part in collective cultural work. To the aq/iim of these 
people belong hundreds of works which made up the 
golden library of Islamic religious thought and which 
formed not only the "face" of "classical" Islam but also 
the ideological code which was taken up by the peoples of 
the Near and Middle East during this key period in the 
region's history. 

Muslim authorities, who oriented themselves with 
impressive speed in the sea of religious and political 
teachings which roiled in the Eastern Mediterranean, took 
active part in the ideological conflicts of their time. The 
basic assertions of Islamic dogmatics took shape both as 
a result of intra-Islamic conflicts and in the course of po
lemics with representatives of other religious teachings. 

Thus, the Islamic renunciation of figurative art was 
a consequence of a general tendency which arose in the 
sixth century and which concluded in the heightened dis
approval with which Judaism and Christianity viewed the 
veneration of divinity with the aid of images wrought by 
hand. The latter came to be seen as concessions to heathen 
beliefs. The identification of God with Logos - the 
Word - framed the question of His necessary symbolic 
representation. Discussions within Judaism, the icono
clastic movement in Christianity and, finally, the ban to
ward the end of the eighth century on figurative depictions 
first in mosques and later in Islamic art in general 
reflected, in sum, the struggle between two tendencies, 
which had long coexisted in the religious thought and 
social consciousness not only of the Mediterranean peo
ples, but also in a significantly broader chronological and 
geographical perspective [7]. 

The analysis of a broad range of early epigraphic 
materials (in particular from: Jerusalem, the Dome of 
the Rock; Cairo, the nilometer and the madrasa of Sultan 
l:lasan; Damascus, Maristan Niiri) convincingly shows that 
depictions of Qur'anic fragments - "pictures of the Word 
of God" - performed in mosques the same function as 
did the murals of Christian churches [8]. They were an 
original sign system, which described, in particular, a re
ligious-mythical view of the world. 
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The advancing thrust of Muslim armies went so far 
that the conquests soon spread far beyond the borders of 
Anterior Asia. In the vast expanse from the Pyrennes to 
the Pamirs, the states of the Muslim Middle Ages arose on 
the ruins of the state formations of late antiquity. For mil
lions of people, this signified a fairly rapid shift (in the 
course of two to three generations) in basic cultural ori
entation. 

The uniqueness of the process was that a new ideol
ogy, in essence, was being created on the basis of an in
controvertible law - the Qur'an - which reflected the 
internal characteristics and problems of Arabian society. 
It was in the course of this process that the enor
mous adaptational potential of the teaching, which rested 

According to Muslim tradition, when Mu9ammad 
died he left no collection of his revelations in any official 
form. There is some evidence that during his last years he 
began assembling the revelations to produce a Scripture 
(al-kitiib) like that of the Christians and Jews. He died be
fore he was able to complete this task, but vita durante 
portions of the revelation were written down by various 
persons in the community. The tradition has recorded 
the names of those who gathered the revelations 
of the Prophet during his lifetime and independently 
of him. Among them are 'AIT, Salim, and Abu Musa. 
Muhammad's followers memorised both entire revelations 
and· parts of them, and used some portions of the text for 
liturgical purposes. 

The history of the Qur'anic text after Mu9ammad's 
death is inextricably bound up with the most important 
events which affected the Muslim community and the ca
liphate. Naturally, after the Prophet's death, several of his 
followers immediately undertook an effort to gather all 
known revelations. Various sources indicate that in the 
twenty years following Mu9ammad's death at least five 
versions of such a text appeared. 

The decision to draw up a composite text of the 
Qur'an was taken at a critical time for Islam, when many 
tribes had taken a stand against the power of the caliph 
and a struggle was underway to affirm Meccan preemi
nence in Arabia. It was then that the Muslim community 
first grasped the need to gather and preserve the divine 
wisdom and leadership, which Mu9ammad provided in 
the revelation and which guaranteed the victory of the 
cause during the Prophet's lifetime. The so-called al-~ulyuf 
al-bakriyya appeared then; they were, according to tradi
tion, gathered by the Prophet's secretary, Zayd b. Thabit at 
the order of Abu Bakr, Mu9ammad's successor. 

The second stage of work on the text is connected 
with the needs of a different period when victorious 
Muslim armies had swept over Iraq, Syria and Egypt. The 
spread of Islam over vast territories and the emergence of 
regional centres to administer the provinces of a far-flung 
state all demonstrated in rapid fashion the need for an 
"edition" of a text of the Qur'an which would be the same 
for all readers. According to Muslim sources, it was in 
such centres as Mecca, Medina, and Damascus, al-Kufa 
and al-Basra that local traditions of transmitting the text 
arose. The.se traditions are linked to the names of those of 
Mu9ammad's companions and the first collectors of his 

1 

on the cornerstone of Mu9ammad's message, manifest
ed itself. 

In conditions of a predominant non-Arab element in 
the territories which had entered the Muslim empire, con
ditions of an encounter with states endowed with 
"Scriptural religions", one of the most important tasks un
dertaken by the bearers of the new ideology was the codi
fication of the Sacred text. We recall that the very exis
tence or absence of a Holy scripture in the national lan
guage was one of the key ethno-consolidating and ethno
differentiating factors for inhabitants of Arabia [9]. The 
creation of a "competitive" Book was thus directly con
nected with the formation and affirmation of an Arab na
tion as such. 

revelations whom fate had scattered among the c1t1es 
enumerated above. Thus, the tradition holds that l:fum~ 
and Damascus followed the variant of Mu'adh b. Jabal, al
Kufa followed Ibn Mas'ud, al-Ba~ra Abu Musa al-Ash'ari 
(d. 662), Syria as a whole Ubayy b. Ka'b [IO]. The various 
versions of the text differed from each other in the number 
and order of the revelations, in certain words or expres
sions, in the omission or addition of certain words or 
phrases, and in a few orthographic features, etc. 

Variant readings of the Sacred text threatened to ig
nite schisms within the Muslim community, especially 
since disagreements about the right to supreme power had 
already set off a bitter internal struggle. This danger was 
exacerbated by the fact that Muslims on the conquered 
territories had already come into contact with a veritable 
sea of religious doctrines and teachings. Against this 
backdrop, the third "rightly guided" caliph, 'Uthman, un
dertook in Medina, where for obvious reasons the tradi
tion was most fully represented, to produce the collection 
uniform for the entire community. This text (imiim) was 
gathered between 650 and 656 by a special board headed 
by Zayd b. Thabit and was based on one of the versions 
preserved in Medina, though it took into account other re
cords, the correctness of which was confirmed by two 
witnesses. Carefully checked copies of this text were dis
tributed to the most important political and administrative 
centres of the caliphate [11]. 

The tradition holds that the caliph 'Othman, in an at
tempt to guarantee complete uniformity, ordered that all 
copies which differed from the version distributed be 
burnt. Although 'Uthman's initiative was supported by the 
community as a whole and the version created under Zayd 
b. Thabit's direction encountered approval, other texts did 
not vanish at once. Not all were prepared to obey the ca
liph's order unconditionally, surrendering for destruction 
their most precious possession. Ibn Mas'ud refused to 
carry out the order, announcing, according to tradition, 
that he had been gathering the Qur'anic text when Zayd 
was still in the womb of a heathen mother. Moreover, 
many still carried in their memory texts of the Qur'an 
which differed somewhat from the rasm 'Uthmiinl. 
Memorisation remained the main method of preserving 
and transmitting the Sacred text. The sources have 
preserved traces of resolute opposition to the very idea 
of a written record of the text as doomed to reproduce 
mistakes. 
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The characteristic features of the period when the 
Qur'an existed in both written and oral form determined 
the difficulties which Muslim authorities encountered as 
they developed rules for recording a uniform text of the 
Qur'an [12]. 

And finally, the appearance and eventual confirmation 
of vowelling in the Qur'an - the emergence of a uniform 
text in the full sense - was inextricably linked to the 
pointed ideological debates which took place in Muslim 
society in the eighth-tenth centuries. 

In codifying the Sacred text, it was imperative for the 
Muslim community to complete several tasks: 

- to develop a graphic form of the Qur'anic text 
(rasm or kha!(, kitiib, kitiiba, kataba) acceptable to all 
authorities; 

- to introduce a system of diacritics ( 'ajm, 11am, 
naq!) and vocalization (shakl, ishkiil, tashkil, ~arakiit, 
sometimes also naq!) and to establish a single vocal form 
(cfabt or laf::;. nu(q); 

-to establish uniform rules for recitation (qawii'id 
al-qirii 'iit), as even after the solution of the first two 
problems, the possibility of ambiguity remained (for ex
ample, marks were needed to indicate an obligatory full 
stop (waqf tamm) or an impermissible "revolting" pause 
(waqf aqba~) in reading, in order to avoid distorting 
the text). 

Work on the grammatical basis of the Arabic language 
became especially timely with the precipitous growth in 
the number of non-Arabs among Muslims. The real dan
ger of distortions in the Arabic language arose; this was 
necessarily reflected in believers' understanding of the 
Sacred text and led to mistakes in its recitation. 

In order to create a unified redact of the Qur'anic text, 
it was imperative not only to investigate the basic gram
mar of Arabic and to develop an apparatus for the written 
representation of the text; political will and authority were 
needed as well. At first, this need was answered by the 
will and authority of Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Ali. Later, it 
was the initiative of two outstanding Iraqi governors -
Ziyad b. Abihi (d. 675) and al-Hajjaj (d. 714) - and the 
protection of two influential wazi'rs in the caliphate - lbn 
Muqla (d. 940) and lbn 'Isa (d. 946). 

Muslim sources tell us that variants of the text 
(al-qirii 'iit) based on discrepancies in the indication of 
a word's consonantal roots or of entire phrases existed 
among Muslim scholars up until the tenth century. 
Clearly, only those variants, which had a certain philol
ogical or theological significance, remained. It is also evi
dent that such variants could and did serve as vitally im
portant arguments in ideological polemics. This, in turn, 
stimulated the "fabrication" of variants, which arose from 
attempts at "necessary" interpretations of the Sacred 
text (13]. It should, however, be recognised that, on the 
whole, the distribution of the rasm 'Uthmiini' reduced 
variants in the Qur'anic text to a minimum and that the 
first of the above-noted tasks was completed. 

Arabic writing at that time represented only the 
consonantal basis of a text, and even then retained 
a certain degree of variability: the same sign could be used 
to indicate several letters. Dots above and below 
the letters were apparently used even before Islam 
to differentiate letters with the same form. They have been 

established on two papyri dated to 643 [14 ], but were not 
used regularly (15]. 

Moreover, the consonantal root could be vowelled in 
the most varied fashion. Various systems developed in 
centres of Muslim scholarship, primarily the Iraqi cities of 
al-Kufa and al-Ba~ra, arose and disappeared [16]. Gram
matical systems (madhiihib) developed in competition 
with one another; they arose within the framework of an 
initially unfactionalised group of religious and legal disci
plines which shared general approaches and terminol
ogy (17]. At that time, famed "readers" (al-qurrii') were 
also famed grammarians, for example, lbn Abi Is~aq al
l:la~rami (d. 735-36) or Abu 'Amr b. al-' Ala' (d. 770). 
The generation of the Prophet's grandchildren and great
grandchildren gradually succeeded in creating an elegant 
system of signs above and below the line which permitted 
a shift from a scriptio defectiva to a scriptio plena. A tra
dition which possibly goes back to one of the Ba~ran phi
lologists insistently connects the first stage of this process 
with the name of Abu '1-Aswad al-Du'ali (Dili) (d. 688). 
A secretary, qiicfi', military commander and poet, this man 
from the circle around 'Ali is known as the founder of 'ilm 
al-na~w. Tradition connects Abu '1-Aswad's work first 
with an initiative of 'Ali and later with instructions from 
the noted Umayyad governor and sworn brother of 
Mu'awiya, Ziyad b. Abihi, who ruled the entire Eastern 
section of the caliphate. Important for us is not so much 
the name of the concrete individual who carried out 
the initiative - in the current case, Abu '1-Aswad -
as the way the tradition treats the roles of 'Ali and 
Ziyad b. Abihi. The former must have understood the 
importance of further work on the unification of 
the Qur'anic text, both for the cause of Islam and for 
his own reputation. As for Ziyad, a faithful servant of the 
Ummayyads who was famed for his intelligence and deci
siveness, he was precisely the man to grasp, on the basis 
of state and dynastic interests, the imperative of continu
ing work on the text of the Scripture [18]. It is possible 
that at this stage the heart of the matter was the necessity 
of using already existing diacritical marks in copying 
the Qur'an. 

At the second stage, the tradition no less insistently 
foregrounds the role of another equally powerful, decisive 
and intelligent Ummayyad governor, al-Hajjaj (d. 714). 
With an iron hand he quelled the dissent which tore at the 
fabric of the caliphate and also wrote to the caliph mes
sages in verse which became models of the genre. Al
Hajjaj instructed his clerks, Na~r b. 'A~im (d. 707) and 
Ya~ya b. Ya'mur (d. 746) to bring to completion the de
velopment of a system to designate long and short vowels 
as well as a number of additional elements in the writing 
system [ 19]. It is important to note that such work en
countered opposition, especially in Medina, where it was 
felt that such texts were acceptable only for children 
learning to read. Progress toward a scriptio plena threat
ened to reduce the significance of Qur'anic readers 
(qurrii'), who knew the text by heart and were recognised 
by society as the main bearers of the tradition. An initia
tive of al-Hajjaj is credited with leading to the division of 
the Qur'anic text into 30 equal parts (sing.juz ')for liturgi
cal purposes (20]. 

Curiously, this same time period (seventh-ninth 
centuries) was witness to the activities of the Mazorites, 
who developed a system for vowelling the Hebrew conso-
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nantal alphabet in order to ensure a uniform understanding ion, for the text of 'Uthman is the right text which no one 
of the books of the Old Testament. should reject or call into question" [23]. Such persistence 

The development of a writing system and the estab- in the struggle against "non-canonical" readings can 
lishment of a grammatical system were completed, for the be explained by the fact that the use or invention 
most part, by the end of the ninth century. One of the of textual or orthographic variants of the Qur'anic text 
manuscripts from this period which has reached us, the was inextricably linked with the development of Muslim 
Hadith Dawiid by Wahb al-Munabbih, dated to 844, al- exegesis and, finally, with ideological conflicts within 
ieady contains a collection of vocalization signs [21]. Arab-Muslim society. 

At this time, Khalil b. A~mad (d. 786-87 or 791) de- The seven groups of variants of the Qur'anic text -
veloped and introduced additional diacritical signs. His readings (al-qirii 'iit) - approved by lbn Mujahid, repro-
pupil, the noted "Ba~ran" Sibawayhi (d. 796), the gram- duced the predominant practice in various areas of the 
marians al-A~ma'i (d. 828), Abii 'Ubayda (728-824/25), caliphate such as Medina, Mecca, al-Ba~ra and al-Kiifa. 
Abii Zayd al-An~ari (d. 830/31 ), pupils of the above-noted The latter was represented by three "readings". For each 
Abii 'Amr b. al-'Ala' (d. 770), and the "Kiifan" al-Farra' tradition, two slightly different variants of its transmission 
(d. 822) created works which marked the Arab grammari- (al-riwiiya) were noted. Although this system gradually 
ans' success in codifying the elements of language and the became very widespread, other views continued to exist. 
completion of an orderly grammatical system. Sibawayhi's Some Muslim authorities spoke of traditions of the ten 
Kitiib contains an innumerable quantity of Qur'anic ex- "readers", each of which was also passed down in two 
amples. The grammar was created for the sake of the versions; others spoke of fourteen, noting, however, only 
Qur'an, but relied on it as well. one variant for the last four. These systems are known as 

In the ninth century, the centre of scholarly activity "three after seven" and "four after ten". In practice, how-
shifted from al-Ba~ra and al-Kiifa to Baghdad, capital of ever, only two of the systems noted by lbn Mujahid be-
the caliphate. The business of translation thrived there, came wide-spread: the Kiifan - /fa.ft (d. 805) 'an 'A!jim 
famous philosophers, exegetes and lawyers worked there, (d. 744), and, to a lesser degree, the Medinan - Warsh 
a grammatical school which brought together elements of (d. 812) 'an Naji' (d. 685) [24]. The "Battle of the read-
previous systems arose there, the eminent grammarians al- ings", which had hardly any effect on the understanding of 
Mubarrad (d. 900) and his pupil al-Sarraj (d. 928) created the text, was accompanied by pointed polemics which, in 
there their famous works. And there, the beginning of the sum, were a reflection of serious ideological and political 
tenth century was marked by several attempts to achieve a disagreements within the Islamic community. 
new level of unification in the Qur'anic text. Three works In I 007---08, an incident involving the mu!flJaf of lbn 
entitled Kitiib al-Ma!fiilJif were dedicated to the problem Mas'iid, which once again raised the question of the 
of al-qirii'iit. Their authors were lbn Abi Dawiid 'Uthmanic version of the Qur'an, led to unrest in Baghdad 
(d. 928) [22], Ibn Anbari (d. 938/39) and lbn Ashta al- and clashes between Sunnis and Shi'ites. 
I~fahani(d. 970-71). The main role, however, would fall On the night of Sha'ban 14-15, 398/April 24-25, 
to Ibn Mujahid (859-935), a pupil of Ibn Abi Dawiid. 1008, a certain Shi'ite in Kerbela publicly denounced the 
A noted authority on the Qur'anic sciences, who as the "person who burned the mu!flJaf," meaning by this, as is 
people believed, read the Qur'an even in his grave, quite evident, the caliph 'Uthman, whom the Shi'ites re-
worked in Baghdad and enjoyed the successive protection buke for supplanting the imiim 'Ali, persecuting 'Abdallah 
of two extremely influential grand wazirs, Ibn Muqla (fa- b. Mas'iid, and ordering the destruction by fire of Qur'anic 
mous reformer of the Arabic calligraphy) and lbn 'Isa, texts which differed from his own. The caliph ordered the 
whose power and influence can be likened to the power of arrest and execution of the heretic. The ensuing unrest was 
a regent to the caliph. halted only after the caliph and the Buwayhid amir inter-

lbn Mujahid's work bore the title Al-Qirii 'iit al-sab 'a vened at the request of prominent individuals in Baghdad. 
("The Seven Readings"), pretended to near official status A special commission appointed by the caliph came to the 
and established a system of permissible Qur'anic conclusion that the version of lbn Mas'iid represents an 
"readings". The system proposed in the work relied on the unacceptable distortion of the Qur'anic text [25]. 
consonantal basis of the '"Uthmanic version" and limited Among the surviving manuscripts of the Qur'an are 
the number of systems of variant vowellings of the text to copies which note several parallel variant "readings". 
seven; these belonged, correspondingly, to seven authori- They possibly go back to the attempt by Abii Miisa al-
ties of the eighth century. All of them were acknowledged Qazwini to copy the text with dots of various colours to 
as equally lawful; the use of other variants (al-ikhtiyiir), indicate different readings [26]. One such copy is held in 
however, was forbidden. the Jewish National Library (Jerusalem) (see Plate I, 

It is important to note that after the appearance of lbn p. 49) [27]. 
Mujahid's work, which rejected the use of variants from This was a period of growing disappointment in the 
the copies of Ubayy b. Ka'b and lbn Mas'iid in interpreta- state and in official Islam. The uprisings of the ninth-
tion, the implementation of this point of view began to tenth centuries challenged the power of the caliphate: "the 
take place with the aid of court decisions (the "cases" of truth has appeared to the world, the mahdi has risen, the 
lbn Miqsam in 934 and Ibn Shannabiidh in 935). The lat- power of the 'Abbasids, the jurists, the readers of the 
ter (d. 939) was whipped at the order of wazir lbn Muqla Qur'an and the preachers of the tradition is coming to an 
and forced to renounce the six variants in the reading of end ... " The empire seethed. In 930, the Qarmatians spir-
the Qur'an in the following words: " I had read texts dif- ited away the black stone of the Ka'ba, in 939 the 
fering from the text going back to 'Uthman and approved "concealment" (ghayba) of the Shi'ite imiim began, the 
by companions of the Prophet. I see clearly now that they message of the lsma'ili du 'ii attracted thousands of fol-
were wrong. I atone my mistake and renounce my op~~------~~e~_sm~IT eJ(~getes interpreted the hidden (bii(in) 
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meaning of the Qur'an, and the dawn of the New Persian 
literary language, into which the Qur'an was translated, 
began. Finally, in 945 the Shi'ite Buwayhids seized Bagh
dad. The power of the caliph was abruptly diminished. 

The final stage of work by Muslim authorities on the 
unification of the Qur'anic text took place under entirely 
different historical conditions and we will discuss it later. 

Even after lbn Mujahid and the stabilisation of the 
system of readings, however, it remained possible to un
derstand the Sacred text in more than one way. The sys
tem, which had been developed, did not provide for any
thing analogous to punctuation. 

Within the then existing system, it became possible to 
solve the problem within the framework of the science of 
Qur'anic recitation ( 'i/m at-tajwld), the system "which 
codifies the divine language and accent of Qur'anic reci
tation in terms of rhythm, timbre, sectioning of the text 
and phonetics" [28]. 

In the foreword to an edition of the journal of the 
American Academy of religion (Dec. 1980) entitled 
"Studies on the Qur'an and Tafsir", the editor, A. Welch, 
sets forth his conception of the three main forms of the 
Qur'an's existence: as a theological conception, as a text 
read during everyday services and, finally, as Scripture. 
Welch indicates that the second aspect of the Qur'an's ex
istence, its oral form - extremely important to any Mus
lim and, consequently, Islam as a whole - has received 
entirely insufficient attention from Western scholars. 
Somewhat earlier, W. Graham noted the need to study the 
Qur'an as the '"living word' among Muslims". R. Martin 
sees in the study of this aspect of the "Qur'an's existence" 
a possibility to reduce to a minimum "cross-cultural con
flict between Muslim and non-Muslim specialists" [29]. 

Graham, Welch and Martin were not the first to call 
attention to the importance of this problem. In 1970, 
G. von Grunebaum noted that it had evidently remained 
unclear that until a certain moment in the seventeenth 
century, Islamic culture, like Western culture, expressing 
a preference for hearing over sight, and had valued the 
spoken above the written word, at first for theoretical rea
sons, and later as a consequence of its psychological ef
fect [30]. One of the most important differences between 
the Qur'an and Old and New Testament texts is that the 
former is a medium of ritual contact with God to a degree 
which significantly exceeds the analogous functions of 
Scripture not only in Christianity, but even in Juda
ism [31]. Constance Padwick, the author of an interesting 
work on Muslim prayer compilations, has noted that in 
Muslim worship, the Qur'an is both Psalter and lectionary; 
its style predominates in all acts of prayer said aloud [32]. 

The history of how the tradition of 'i/m at-tajwld took 
shape, which is linked both to the unmediated reading of 
the Qur'an - 'ilm al-qira ·a1 - and with etiquette of 
reading, has not yet been written, although a large litera
ture has emerged in recent years on this aspect of the 
Qur'an's existence [33]. It was closely bound up with 
the mystical-ascetic movement in Islam later to be termed 
al-la!fawwuf, which emerged in the second half of the 
eighth and beginning of the ninth centuries, and with the 
practice of Islamic ascetics (zuhhad, sing. zahid) and zeal
ots ( 'ubbad, sing. 'abld), and ~iifis (!!iifi. muta!fawwi/). 

In parallel with the codification of the Qur'anic text, 
the rules of its recitation were transformed into a canon, 
the bases of ritual conduct connected with the reading of 

the Sacred text (external etiquette) were set [34], the re
quirements of internal etiquette, connected with achieving 
a specific state for recitation and with immersing oneself 
in the text, were established [35], questions connected 
with the rhythm of breathing during recitation and means 
of pronouncing the text in the context of that rhythm were 
worked out. The recitation of the Qur'an was intended, in 
essence, as a ritual return to the act of its revelation. "Each 
who wishes to refresh the Qur'an by reading it in the 
manner in which it was sent down must read it as [did] 
this son of the 'mother of a servant' (that is, the mother of 
lbn Mas'iid)" [36]. 

Tradition holds that the first to write a special work on 
'ilm at-tajwld was a contemporary of lbn Mujahid, Miisa 
b. 'Ubayd Allah b. Khaqan al-Baghdadi (d. 936) [37]. As 
the eighth book of al-Ghazali's famed work Kitab adab 
tilawat al-Qur ·an ("The Resurrection of the Sciences of 
the Faith") indicates, by the twelfth century, this system 
had already been worked out in detail and accepted by the 
community [38]. At that time, numerous copies of the 
Qur'an which contained a set of specially developed signs 
appeared [39]. The set of 15 pausal signs employed by 
Qur'anic readers was going back to the detailed system 
developed and introduced by Khalil b. A~mad. 

The rules for reading the Qur'an (qawa 'id al-qira ·a1) 
described in detail questions of the assimilation and dis
similation of consonants, the influence of consonants on 
the pronunciation of the following vowel, and the place
ment of accents in phrases and in accordance with mean
ing, etc. Understandably, the placement of pauses (waqf 
wa ibtida ') was especially important, for it was the pause 
indications which filled the role of punctuation, guaran
teed the intelligibility of each ifya's semantic content and 
links between them as a whole, and regulated the reader's 
breathing [40]. For example, in 23: 115, pausing after the 
verb "calls" completely distorts the meaning: "And who
soever calls upon another god with God, whereof he has 
no proof ... ". Alternately, the failure to come to an obliga
tory full stop at the boundary between the 19th and 20th 
iryat of the ninth siira also distorts the meaning: "God 
guides not the people of the evildoers // Those who be
lieve, and have emigrated ... " 

Although the tradition has retained information on IO 
or 17 pauses which were observed by the Prophet him
self[ 41 ], the system which was later developed did not 
rest on an isnad and thus did not go back to the practice of 
the Prophet himself or that of his closest companions. 

On the whole, the system, which resulted, was very 
detailed, but was "by no means a complete notation sys
tem for recitation. These presume a thorough knowledge 
of the rules and serve only as a reminder" [ 42]. As a result 
of a long process of selection, five styles of recitation 
emerged as the most popular and frequently employed 
ta~qlq, ~adr, tartll, tadwlr, and mujawwad [43]. The in
terests of the readers (al-qurra ') did not suffer: the new 
system was sufficiently complex that it required extended, 
specialised training to master it, as had the initial, 
extremely simple system. 

This, in short, is the history of the Qur'an's textual 
establishment as reported to us by the Muslim tradition. 
The research and findings of recent years convincingly 
demonstrate that the works of medieval Muslim authori
ties as well as works based on them by European scholars 
of the late nineteenth century and first half of the 
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twentieth century reveal only a part of a significantly 
more diverse and contradictory history of the Sacred 
text's fixation. 

A discussion of J. Wansbrough's "Qur'anic Studies: 
Sources and Methods of Scriptural Interpretation" by such 
specialists as A. Rippin, J. van Ess, E. Ullendorf, R. Paret, 
L. Nemoy, W. A. Graham, R. Serjeant, G. H. A. Juynboll, 
I. J. Boulatta, E. Wagner, K. Rudolph, and others [44] 
showed that research based on the Muslim tradition is no 
longer capable at present of providing unambiguous an
swers to questions connected with the early history of the 
Qur'anic text. 

The study of extant Qur'anic manuscripts shows that 
the tenth century was marked by fundamental changes in 
the history of the Qur'anic text. In addition to the appear
ance of Ibn Mujahid's work, it was then that new forms of 
Qur'anic script began to spread; they were distinguished 
by greater decorative embellishment in comparison to 
their predecessors. Primary among them were "Eastern 
kiifi" (the oldest dated copy is from A.D. 972) and cursive 
naskhi (the oldest dated copy is from A.D. I 00 I) [ 45]. 

Writing itself, taking into account the phonetic struc
ture of the Arabic language, arose in Northern Arabia 
around the fifth century A.D. on the basis of Syriac and 
Nabatean. Before then, Southern Arabian writing had been 
used in the South of the peninsula and varieties of Ara
maic in the North [ 46]. The medieval historical tradition 
names Lakhmid al-l:lira as the birthplace of the new writ
ing system. However, the earliest texts were discovered in 
parts of Syria historically linked to the Ghassanids [ 4 7], 
while examples of Mesopotamian Arabic writing from the 
pre-Islamic period have not yet been found. One can as
sume that two varieties (scripts) of Arabic writing arose at 
practically the same time. In areas near the Syrian border, 
a script, which would later be called /Jijiizi, came into use; 
the script, which received the name kiifi, arose in the 
Lakhmid capital, al-l:lira, al-Kiifa's predecessor (48]. 

All Qur'anic manuscripts of the seventh-tenth centu
ries which have reached us can be divided into two une
qual groups. The first group, the earliest and significantly 
smaller, consists of manuscripts in IJijiizi style. These 
copies date from the seventh to the beginning of the ninth 
centuries. Manuscripts conditionally assigned to the sec
ond group continue to be called kiifi. Fr. Deroche has re
cently proposed a new term to designate this stylistic cate
gory: the 'Abbasid tradition (49]. Taken as a whole, the 
manuscripts of /Jijiizi style and the 'Abbasid tradition, 
which existed in its main manifestations until the begin
ning of the eleventh century, should reflect the true history 
of the fixation of the Qur'anic text. 

The cursive script of early Islamic business docu
ments on papyrus is very close to IJijii::i. It was evidently 
used in pre-Islamic Mecca for business correspondence. In 
time, this style gradually evolved, becoming more and 
more regularised, and by the end of the seventh century it 
could be used in the inscriptions which adorn the Dome of 
the Rock Mosque in Jerusalem. A new stimulus for the 
development of this type of Arabic cursive appeared after 
the decision of the caliph 'Abd al-Malik in 697 to use 
Arabic as the empire's official language [ 50]. 

2 

The main problem, in our view, is the fact that the 
study of the Muslim tradition took place in isolation from 
the description and study of actual Qur'anic manuscripts. 
This gap led, in large part, to the methodological crisis 
which Qur'anic studies experienced in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s. Moreover, a substantial number of the 
Qur'anic fragments which have reached us contain unique 
information on the initial period of the Sacred text's exis
tence. It is already clear today that this true history pre
served by early copies will differ significantly from the 
history which rests on the Muslim tradition and which was 
summarised above. 

The growing influence of Iraq in the caliphate, the 
initiatives of Iraqi governors in connection with the codi
fication of the Qur'anic text, the authority of Iraqi theolo
gians and grammarians (three of the seven qirii 'iii, ac
cepted by al-Mujahid, are linked to the kiifi tradition, one 
to the Ba~ran) led to the gradual eclipse of /Jijiizi and the 
predominance of kiifi as a special style for copying the 
Scripture. 

Early copies of the Qur'an confirm that at the begin
ning of Mul)ammad's prophetic activity, Arabia was al
ready familiar with books and that Arabic writing was at 
that time sufficiently developed to convey texts of great 
volume and complexity. Comparisons of traces from the 
beloved's abandoned campground with pages covered in 
writing had become a commonplace in pre-Islamic poetry: 
"writing in a book of Yamani palm bark'', "books whose 
pages are filled afresh by the reed pens", "lettering on 
parchment'', "characters like those written by a Yamani 
slave", "like unto the lines dashed off by a Jewish scholar 
in Taima' writing Hebrew with his right hand", etc. (51]. 
It is quite probable that Biblical texts written in Arabic 
existed. A legend holds that the Lakhmid Nu'man 
b. al-Mundhir possessed a work which contained verses 
written in his honour [52]. 

According to the tradition, various materials were 
used to record the message of the Prophet at that time. 
Chief among them were parchment (riqq, raqq, see 
Qur'an 52:3) and papyrus (qir(iis, from the Greek chartes, 
see Qur'an 6:7, 91). The basic term used in the Qur'an to 
designate writing material is !fa!Jifa (pl. !fU/JufJ. In pre
Islamic poetry, the term could mean "skin", "the surface 
of the face" [53]. In the Qur'an, the terms raqq and !fUYJuf 
could combine with derivatives of the root nshr ("unroll", 
"spread out") (52:3; 71 :52) to mean scrolls. 

Also used for writing were skins (ji/d}, especially nar
row strips akin to belts, and cuttings of palm leaves. Un
doubtedly, these materials could have been used as the 
means at hand of recording individual revelations, espe
cially at the beginning of Mul)ammad's prophetic activity. 
The tradition also mentions flat rocks, wood tablets, and 
the shoulder blades and ribs of animals. It seems, how
ever, that this tradition, intended to paint a vivid picture of 
Islam's "heroic youth" "oversimplifies" the residents of 
Mecca and Medina. It is possible that materials, which fell 
to hand were in fact used, but only because of the expense 
of parchment, which, according to observations based on 
early copies of the Qur'an, must have been available in 
Arabia at the inception of Islam. 
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According to one of the traditions, .)"U~ztf("leaves") of 
the first recorded Revelation formed a mu.)"~af ("book", 
"codex"). $u~uf were kept between wooden boards 
(/aw~iini or dajfatiini). 

By the seventh century, the main material for writing 
in the Near East was parchment. Goat, sheep, and gazelle 
hides were used in its production. The codex, which was 
vertical in format, had already replaced the scroll by the 
fourth century, a change occasioned by the spread of 
parchment. Even so, single-quire codices ceased to be 
produced after the fifth century [54]. Naturally, the first 
Arabic books, and these were copies of the Qur'an [55]. 
resembled in basic form their Coptic and Syriac predeces
sors, although they were possibly somewhat larger. 

The absolute majority of Qur'anic manuscripts dated 
to this period were copied on parchment. The parchment 
was sometimes dyed. This was how the orange-red or 
famed Blue Qur'an, fragments of which are scattered in 
various collections [56], appeared. An insignificant num
ber of fragments on papyrus has survived [57]. Parchment 
copies are offset by a large number of manuscripts copied 
from the first half of the tenth century onward in Eastern 
kiifi and later naskhi on Samarqand paper, which spread 
throughout the East of the Muslim world from the begin
ning of the tenth century on just as papyrus had spread in 
Egypt [58]. 

The absolute majority of these manuscripts are copied 
in codex form. Qur'ans copied in ~ijiizi are, as a rule, in 
vertical format, common for Near Eastern books in that 
period; kiifi copies are, in the majority, in horizontal for
mat. The latter possibly betrays the influence of the hori
zontal format of Qur'anic inscriptions in the interiors of 
mosques. But even leaving aside such considerations, the 
very script reveals a characteristic which to a certain de
gree demands the placement of text on material of a hori
zontal format - long, broad horizontal strokes, which 
lend the general character of the representation a certain 
amount of movement, despite the overall static nature 
which typifies kiifi script. Without horizontal format, these 
lines would be out of proportion. As long as this charac
teristic of the script was retained, the format was also re
tained. It is possible that the arrangement of worshippers 
in rows in the mosque also played a role; in churches, by 
way of contrast, with their extended spaces, worshippers 
filled the entire area of the structure. The horizontal ar
rangement may have been associated by Muslims with 
sacral functions [59]. 

Another possibility is more interesting. Despite the 
obvious validity of the observations introduced above, the 
appearance of the horizontal format, so typical of kiifi 
Qur'ans, coincides with the tendency to assert to the 
"specialness" of Islam. The holy writings of the Christians 
were codices in vertical format; the holy books of the 
Jews were scrolls. And while scroll copies of early 
Qur'ans have been recorded, they clearly stand apart from 
the basic tendency [60]. Codices of horizontal format 
would have underscored the distinction between the 
Sacred book of the Muslims and the Scriptures of both 
Christians and Jews during the period of successful initial 
conquests when the Muslim religious, legal, and dogmatic 
system was emerging in constant contact with the corre
sponding systems of the "peoples of the Book". Muslims 
were already distinguished by the qibla, the adhiin 
as a call to prayer, the fast month of Ramac;lan, and Arabic 

as a sacred liturgical language ... Evidently, it was neces
sary at a certain moment to emphasise the "independence" 
of Islam in the choice of a format for its Sacred book [61 ]. 
The stimulus for this may have emerged in Iraq during the 
period of al-Hajjaj's somewhat unclear initiatives. These 
circumstances may explain both the eclipse of "profane" 
~ijiizi by monumental kiifi, which allowed one to identify 
the Sacred text, and the appearance of the horizontal for
mat, which permitted the identification of one's own 
Sacred text. The large size, special script and horizontal 
format would have set apart the Sacred text from ordinary 
Arabic books, which were appearing in ever larger num
bers at that time. The horizontal format was widely em
ployed until at least the tenth century. New writing mate
rial (paper) gradually [62] brought new scripts into be
ing [ 63] and occasioned the return of the vertical format. 
It is important to note that by the end of the tenth century, 
the need to stress constantly the "specialness" of Islam 
had disappeared. Islam was already fully formed as an in
dependent religious and political system and was 
"recognised" as such by its neighbours. From the eleventh 
century onward, elements common to the copying of 
"profane" books were used more and more frequently in 
formatting Qur'ans. 

The basic element in parchment copies of the Qur'an 
of horizontal format (we know very little of vertical cop
ies) was a quire, which consisted of five long strips of 
parchment folded in the middle. This produced a ten-page 
quire. As the horizontal, large format required long prepa
ration and materials were expensive, "halves" came into 
use; these were sewn together on overlapping edges. A 
standard quire could be replaced either by two "halves" 
and four whole double folios or by eight halves and one 
whole double folio. The statistical material available to Fr. 
Deroche shows that 25% of manuscripts consisted of 
quires of the first type, 40% of the second type, and 35% 
of the third type [64]. 

Depending on their physical characteristics, different 
sides of a parchment folio were processed to various de
grees. A specialist can easily distinguish the hair side from 
the flesh side; they differ, as a rule, in texture and colour. 
In order to avoid clashing textures in a quire opened to 
a centrefold, it was accepted practice in the European tra
dition to match hair sides to hair sides and flesh sides to 
flesh sides. In the overwhelming majority of instances, 
Muslim craftsmen did not follow this practice, and an 
open Qur'an (with the exception of the central centrefold) 
usually presents the reader with a hair side matched to 
a flesh side. Naturally, this violated the sense of aesthetic 
unity. The apparent absence of attempts to deal with this 
problem contradicts the treatment of the centrefold 
as a unified and central element in the formatting of 
manuscripts which is so characteristic of the art of the 
Muslim book. 

The preparation of a folio for writing usually included 
its preliminary ruling. The necessary lines were impressed 
on the parchment without ink, although ink or graphite 
could be used for this purpose. This practice can be 
observed already in the earliest examples, although traces 
of ruling can be discovered in far from all those fragments 
where the distribution of the text by definition required 
a preliminary ruling of the page. It is possible that scribes 
employed a method, which left no traces on the surface of 
the parchment. 
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Measurements of the field occupied by the text allow 
one to conclude that copyists were guided in their work 
not merely by feel, but by set parameters. Measurements 
of an entire group of manuscripts performed by 
Fr. Deroche reveal a stable ratio between the height and 
width of the textual field, such as I: 1.5 or I: 1.333 [65]. 

A fundamental problem is the dating of early copies 
of the Qur'an, which has given rise to sharp discussions 
almost from the moment of its inception and continuing_ 
up to the present day. Typical are the exchanges be
tween J. Karabachek and B. Moritz, as well as between 
M. Minovi and N. Abbot [66]. 

Dated copies of Qur'anic manuscripts from the first 
two centuries of the Hijra are extremely rare. One such 
copy from the first century (98/712-13) has been estab
lished, as have two copies from the second century of the 
Hijra (102/720 and 107/725) [67]. A number of later cop
ies have been dated thanks to waqf inscriptions. Unfortu
nately, such inscriptions are infrequent. In a number of 
cases, manuscripts may be older than extant inscriptions 
indicate. The oldest waqf inscriptions date to the second 
half of the third/ninth centuries (264/877-78 and 
268/882) [68]. A number of manuscripts may contain on 
the first or last page notes about the death or birth of cer
tain people [69]. Unfortunately, true colophons are ex
traordinarily rare in the type of manuscript, which inter
ests us here. 

The problem of localisation is just as difficult. The 
materials we possess indicate that manuscripts travelled 
great distances, and the place of their discovery can hardly 
be considered the place of their creation. Furthermore, 
representatives of the scholarly class were extremely mo
bile and might well have used their "native" maghribl 
script when working in Damascus [70]. 

Until recently, several methods have been used for 
dating early copies of the Qur'an. Unfortunately, all have 
proved insufficient in answering the question of whether 
or not a "full" text of the Qur'an existed in the first cen
tury of the Hijra. 

Contemporary methods permit the dating of any 
writing materials with a window of error of I 00-200 
years. This is clearly insufficient for solving the problem 
at hand. 

Most interesting in this regard is the unique experi
ence of von Botmer, Puin and their colleagues in the 
group of German specialists who are studying, conserving 
and restoring the more than 40,000 manuscript fragments 
(between 12,000 and 15,000 on parchment) discovered in 
1965 and 1971 during the renovation of the Great Mosque 
in ~an'a', Yemen [71]. Moreover, of the 900 copies col
lected from these fragments, approximately I 0% were 
copied in IJijiiz/ [72]. 

No less significant are the results of work conducted 
by the French specialists J. Surdelle-Tomin, D. Surdell, 
S. Ori and Fr. Deroche [73], who, beginning in 1964, have 
published a series of works on manuscript treasures from 
the Great Mosque of Damascus. After a fire in 1893, these 
were transferred to the Istanbul Museum of Turkish and 
Islamic Art, where they awaited their hour until 1963. 
Among the manuscripts discovered are thousands of 
Qur'anic fragments and entire copies. 

Undoubtedly, the discovery of sites such as those un
earthed in San'a', Cairo, Damascus, Mashhad, al
Qayrawan and the intensive study of new materials can 

exert a profound influence on Qur'anic studies, just as the 
findings from the Cairo genizah influenced Judaic studies 
in a most serious fashion [74]. Fr. Deroche, who has pub
lished a series of works on Qur'anic manuscripts and has 
taken part in describing a number of the largest collections 
of such manuscripts, is today without doubt the most ac
complished specialist in the field. 

At the very beginning of their work, the German 
scholars who are studying the Qur'ans discovered in 
~an'a' ran up against the necessity of finding criteria for 
systematising and dating the fragments. By trial and error, 
they arrived quite rapidly at a fairly simple procedure. 
They counted the number of lines on each page, measured 
their length, established the frequency with which diacrit
ics were employed, and analysed the characteristics of di
viders between suras. As a result of this procedure, it was 
possible to distribute 90% of the 40,000 fragments 
into codices (the size varies from 5.0 x 8.0 cm. to 
40.0 x 45.0 cm.). They succeeded in drawing up 750 
parchment copies and around 350 copies on paper. 

They also established that even when scripts dis
played a high level of mutual resemblence, it was suffi
cient to examine the form of final qiif and mlm, which 
were written in a number of different fashions, in order to 
distinguish fragments. In one case, they were able to es
tablish that the same fragment of the Qur'an was copied 
twice by one of the copyists who lived in ~an'a' [75]. 

Deroche further developed this approach, proposing 
several additions to create a typology and establish a rela
tive chronology for the copies: to qiif and mlm, he added a 
set of representative letters useful in classification and 
comparative analysis [76] (see also Tables 2-3). One 
must bear in mind that within letters and in the ligatures, 
which connect various signs, the copyist may have used 
mashq techniques, which allow one to extend horizontal 
elements. For this reason, it is important in juxtapositions 
to analyse not only the sign(s), but the overall appearance 
of the manuscript page. 

It was noted that a characteristic of handwriting in the 
early copies is, in particular, that the vertical elements of 
tall signs were written in such a way that the ends of the 
vertical lines almost touched the line above. Common in 
}Jijiizl manuscripts is a fairly large space between letters 
which cannot be connected by a ligature. In }Jijiiz/ and 
early kufi manuscripts, a/if is written separately not only at 
the beginning but in the middle of words. Moreover, an 
orthographic characteristic of early copies is the system
atic omission of a/ifs and the replacement of hamza with 
alif[77]. In such form, the text served only as an aid in 
recitation from memory. 

In the majority of early fragments, when there was in
sufficient space at the end of the line to finish writing 
a word, the scribe simply transferred the remaining part of 
the word to the beginning of the new line. Prof. Jeffery 
has noted that in papyrus documents contemporary to 
early Qur'ans - very important as comparative mate
rial - one finds a fairly clear tendency not to break up 
words. This tendency, however, hardened into established 
practice only toward the end of the fourth century of the 
Hijra [78]. 

The analysis of fragments found in San'a' has con
vincingly shown that it is much easier to date }Jijiizl frag
ments than manuscripts written in kufi. Copyists of the 
Qur'an were very conservative: they continued to imitate 
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the handwriting of their predecessors even when those 
styles of handwriting had long fallen out of use. No less 
important are questions connected with the appearance of 
diacritical signs in copies of the Qur'an. Contradictory re
ports from Muslim authors exist on this issue (see above). 
It is clear that the term naq{ could designate signs of vo
calisation, diacritics themselves, as well as an entire set of 
auxiliary signs [79). 

The very possibility of using the presence or absence 
of diacritics to date a Qur'an is very problematic. The 
Muslim tradition established a point of view which held 
that one should not copy a Qur'an with vowellings or add 
them to existing copies. It is entirely clear that the earliest 
fragments were not vowelled, although instances have 
been established where vowelling was added to manu
scripts, which had been copied earlier. Among the most 
conservative theologians, it was "fashionable" to copy the 
Qur'an without any diacritics, and such instances have 
been noted in comparatively late copies [80). 

One of the basic difficulties in proving an early dating 
for a Qur'anic text is the rarity of textual fragments of 
substantial size copied in a single hand. Taking into ac
count the comparatively small amount of text on certain 
pages copied in large kiiji, it is easy to conclude that 
enormous, possibly multi-volume manuscripts (up to 
5,000 folios) were produced by several scribes working 
together, each copying part of the text. 

Among the manuscripts found in $an'a', 12.5% are 
illuminated [81). The main elements of decoration are 
various dividers which indicate the beginning and end of 
siiras (these sometimes occupy an entire page), iiyiit, and 
groups of five, ten, sometimes fifty, one and two hundred 
iiyiit, as well as divisions into ajzii' (sing. juz' = 1 / 30). Or
naments were based on geometric, plant and architectural 
motifs. Special "rosettes" sometimes marked the end of 
the final iiya in a siira. A border and decorations in the 
form of "rosettes" or "vignettes" orientated toward the 
edge of the page could sometimes appear in the margins. 
These were used as an additional means of highlighting 
information or doubled the "rosette" located within the 
textual field. 

The signs, which divided iiyiit and singled out groups 
of five or ten iiyiit underwent a noticeable evolution. If in 
IJijiizl manuscripts, these, as a rule, are groups of dots or 
short lines in the same ink as the main text and in the hand 
of the same copyist, they were later replaced by small cir
cles and varied forms of "rosettes" which had earlier been 
used only for singling out large groups of iiyiit. In setting 
out such "rosettes", various paints were used together with 
ink. A different person evidently, already carried out this 
work. One notes that if in IJijiizl manuscripts dividers be
tween iiyiit were obligatory, then in kzlji manuscripts we 
find two groups: either "rich" colour dividers or none 
at all. 

The origin of the small circles can obviously be traced 
back to the use of the letter hii ', in accordance with 
the abjad system, to designate a group of five iiyiit. One 
richly adorned codex from the second century of the Hijra 
was discovered among the manuscripts found in $an'a'. 
The end of every I 0, 20, 30, 40 and 50 iiyiit is marked 
by a number of signs from the Arabic alphabet in their 
numerical function [82). Such groups of iiyiit were 
evidently indicated for purposes of correct breathing dur
ing recitation. 

The presence or absence of illuminated dividers be
tween siiras cannot serve as proof in dating a manuscript. 
Certainly, those copies which we consider the earliest do 
not contain ornamented dividers between siiras, and their 
dividers between iiyiit are extremely simple. The end of 
one and the beginning of the next siira was marked only 
by a small blank space, which at that time was common 
practice for delineating various sections of a commercial 
document or letter. Very simple ornaments, usually a 
composition of interwoven or intersecting lines, appeared 
a little later. Grohmann proposes that such ornaments go 
back to the tradition established by Greek and Syriac 
manuscripts where similar decorative elements were used 
to designate the beginning of a chapter or part of the text. 
As concerns expanded decorative elements occupying up 
to half of the page and more, Grohmann considers such 
ornaments to be largely "in imitation of the clavi in late
Roman fabrics" [83). 

There are, however, many examples in which such or
naments were added later to manuscripts or, alternately, 
when manuscripts copied at a comparatively later time 
would imitate the ancient tradition: the copyist left a blank 
space between siiras. For this reason one cannot use the 
forms and elements of ornaments employed in dividers 
between siiras for reliable dating. 

It now seems evident that the headings of siiras did 
not immediately appear in copies: it was considered im
possible to mix the Word of God (the texts of the revela
tions) with profane speech (headings for siiras, introduced 
by people). The headings of a preceding or following siira 
were frequently written in later either in the blank space 
between siiras or on the margins or above the ornament. 
Subsequently, the headings became a part of the orna
mental illumination itself and could include information 
about the number of iiyiit and the place of the revelation. 
In this connection, the absence or presence of a heading is 
not in and of itself cause to date a manuscript: following 
the conservative tradition and imitating the ancient tradi
tion, the copyist, sometimes even at the end of the 
third/ninth century, would leave a blank space between 
siiras and, naturally, omitted headings. 

In a number of cases, both in IJijiizl (very rare) and 
kzlji manuscripts, double frontispieces have been found 
which indicate the beginning or end of a manuscript. 
These are usually compositions close to the elements of 
classical mosaics, which consist of simple geometrical 
figures symmetrical both to the horizontal and vertical 
axes and mirroring each other. The principle of supple
mentarity in decorating such frontispieces appeared sig
nificantly later. Gold, green, red and, more rarely, blue 
paints were usually used [84]. 

In an attempt to derive an additional means of dating 
the fragments found in $an'a', M. Jenkins of the Metro
politan Museum conducted a comparative analysis of or
naments in manuscripts (mainly dividers between siiras) 
and decorative elements in dated examples of Muslim ar
chitecture from the second and third centuries of the Hijra. 
For comparison, she examined murals on ceiling consoles 
of the main mosque in $an'a' (they belong to the period of 
the mosque's restoration under al-Wali'd), fragments of 
mosaic and decorative elements from the bronze plate 
which covers the straight arch over the Northern entrance 
to the Dome of the Rock Mosque in Jerusalem 
(691-692), decorations on the facade of Qa~r al-Khayr 
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al-Gharbi (724-727), elements of the floor mosaics in 
l:lammam al-'Anjar (714-715), decorative fragments 
from the Great Mosque in Damascus (705-707) and 
Khirbat al-Mafjar (739-743), and a cup found during ex
cavations in Fus!li! and dated to the third quarter of the 
eighth century. Jenkins established a large number of solid 
parallels between the manuscript ornaments and architec
tural adornments. Her analysis allowed her to draw closer 
to the possibility of localising the place where manu
scripts were copied. The majority of the parallels were 
with examples of architecture in historical Syria; a part of 
the manuscripts, however, were, in Jenkins' view, copied 
in Yemen [85). 

The possibility of conflicting datings for the text itself 
and its ornamental illuminations casts doubt on the entire 
methodology of such dating. It is evident, however, that 
the data thus received can be seen as the highest level 
of dating. 

We know that representatives of various schools of 
Qur'anic "reading" did not agree on the number of iiyiit in 
a given siira. It would seem that this makes it possible for 
us to assign a manuscript to a certain school simply by 
calculating the number of iiyiit. The problem is that even 
a preliminary analysis of IJijiizl manuscripts showed that 
a substantial group of actual copies fall into none of the 
classifications. The same scenario results from attempts to 
assign a given manuscript to one of al-qirii 'iii accepted by 
the Muslim tradition. Moreover, the manuscripts discov
ered in ~an'a' revealed a large number of new readings 
not attested by the tradition [86). These copies have al
lowed us to discover sequences of siiras which coincide 
neither with the accepted sequence nor with the order of 
arranging siiras in the copies of lbn Mas'iid and Ubayy 

Manuscript E 20 was bought by the Institute in 1936. 
Academician I. lu. Krachkovsky describes the story of its 
acquisition in his book "Among Arabic Manuscripts". 
In the autumn of 1936, an elderly lady appeared at the 
Institute, hoping to sell some odd folios of the Qur'an. 
Krachkovsky's attempts to find out the origin of the manu
script encountered an obvious unwillingness of the lady to 
discuss the issue. This was not at all surprising, as people 
who offered manuscripts for sale at that time often feared 
that they would be confiscated. People were afraid, 

3 

b. Ka'b preserved for us by the tradition. Attested, in par
ticular, are the following sequences: 19 > 22, 36 > 38, 
72 > 51, 67 > 83. The existence of various orders led 
G. R. Puin to ask the question of whether "their existence 
[indicates] that most of the siiras were not written down 
and put into approximately their final form during Mu
~ammad's lifetime?" [87) 

Thus, it is today evident that the real history of the 
fixation of the Qur'anic text attested in early manuscripts 
differs in extremely serious fashion from the history pre
served in the Muslim tradition. Only an analysis of manu
scripts will allow us to reconstruct the true history of the 
canon's establishment. 

Early Qur'anic manuscripts are important not only 
from the standpoint of the text's history. They provide us 
with unique material, indispensable for reconstructing the 
history of cultural interaction between various areas of 
Arabia on the eve of Islam. Primarily, these were al-J:lira 
of Lakhmids, the region around the Syrian border con
trolled by the Ghassanids, and Southern Arabia. These 
manuscripts are among the most important elements for 
studying the history of how the early Arabic grammatical 
tradition and the aesthetic conceptions of the first genera
tions of Muslims took shape. Without studying early 
manuscripts of the Qur'an, it is impossible to recreate the 
history of the Near East's written culture as a whole. In 
this connection, the introduction of new manuscript mate
rials into scholarly circulation is of immediate and press
ing interest. The Qur'anic fragment held at the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
(Russian Academy of Sciences) under call number E 20, 
significant in its volume, is undoubtedly one of the most 
important early copies of the Qur'an to have reached us. 

as Krachkovsky writes, "to advertise their kin relations to 
the former owners of large libraries or to compromise 
themselves with a connection to once famous families". 
The woman soon returned with several more folios from 
the same copy and a few books. On one of the bindings 
Krachkovsky noticed the initials "I. N." which he knew 
well, but showed no sign of his acquaintance with the "ex
libris". He continued the conversation, saying (we follow 
the account of the scholar himself): 

"So the Qur'an is probably also from the library of Irinei Gcorgievich Nofal?" "How did you know?" she whispered, pale and 
somewhat alarmed. I explained honestly how I had guessed, but invited no revelations. She could hardly wait for the promised sum and 
quickly left. as though fearing that someone would give chase. I do not know whether she indeed left the city or whether my discovery 
continued to torment her, but she did not return to the Institute. 

In any case, I had said nothing terrible. lriney (in Arabic, Salim) Nofal was for many years a professor of Arabic and Islamic law at 
the School of Oriental Languages of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs during the second half of the nineteenth century. Like most of the 
faculty there, he considered himself more of an official and diplomat than a scholar, but he was a diplomat of some sparkle and nearly 
always represented the Ministry, and sometimes the entire government, at international congres~es of Orientalists. Born into a very 
well-known Arab-Christian family in Tripoli, Syria, he had received a typical Levantine education and spoke French fluently. During 
his youth in his native land, like many Arabs of his upbringing, he divided his time between commerce, representing foreign powers, 
and literary endeavours. In the mid-nineteenth century, literature was undergoing a certain renaissance, and Nofal even wrote several 
works of fiction, which enjoyed a certain success. He came to the attention of the Ministry, and was invited to replace Shaykh Tantawi 
when the latter. who had taught at the School, became terminally ill. He arrived in Russia around 1860 and integrated there so well .that 
his children never returned to their father's homeland and even forgot Arabic ... He enjoyed a successful career in the Ministry, 
achieved high rank and held many decorations. 

The fate of his library is, unfortunately, a sad one. Half-russificd, half-gallicised, his sons were educated in elite schools and be
longed to the famed "golden youth" of the time. Interested neither in scholarship nor literature, they did not make careers for them
selves, preferring to live at their father's expense. The gradually reached the point where, taking advantage of his advanced years, they 
secretly sold off his library piecemeal to booksellers. After his death. the entire library was disposed of' [88]. 
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The manuscript which Krachkovsky acquired consists 
of 81 folios of high-quality parchment which make up 
a fragment ofa vertical codex (52.5 x 34.0 cm.). The mar
gins are upper - I to 1.5 cm.; lower - around 2 cm.; left 
margins - I to 2 cm.; right - around 3 cm. In thickness, 
the folios fall into two groups: A (0.20----0.25 mm., some
times 0.17----0.53 mm.) and B (0.30----0.35 mm., some
times 0.21----0.68 mm.) [89]. At present, the folios, which 
after their acquisition were numbered in pencil without 
attention to the actual order of iiyiit and siiras, are stored 
in a large cardboard folder together with two leather cov
ers for binding. Certain folios have preserved notes pen
cilled in by specialists who worked with the manuscript. 
The notes indicate the numbers of iiyiit and siiras (pre
dominantly in accordance with Flilgel). 

On the whole, the folios are well preserved, although 
some are heavily damaged (especially fols. I and 2); some 
parts of fragments are lost, mainly corners. A number of 
pages bear traces of water damage, significant at times. 
Unfortunately, there are signs of incompetent old restora
tion (glued paper on fol. 28, for example). Follicle roots 
are not visible on the surface. The folios were arranged 
hair side to flesh side and flesh side (which is lighter) to 
hair side. Consequently, the folios were sewn into a quire 
individually and not formed by folding. Several folios 
have preserved traces of stitching. 

The fragments of dark-brown leather binding (the 
outer parts of the front and back covers) show elements of 
imprinted design and decoration in black and white paint; 
they are smaller (50.0 X 32.0 cm.) than the manuscript it
self. The binding dates to the fourteenth century and has 
preserved traces of Muslim restoration from the early to 
mid-seventeenth century. The binding was reinforced 
along its inner edge with glued-on paper. The paper con
tains texts in Arabic, written in non-calligraphic naskhl 
and nasta 'liq. Among the texts are fragments of the 
Qur'an (2:258-263; 274-277). There are flyleaf folios, 
glued earlier to the inner side of the binding; they have 
preserved fragments of the folios used to reinforce the 
binding. The flyleaf folios bear the round stamps of the 
Manuscript Department of the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies and a small square stamp 
with the inscription "Institute of Oriental Studies of the 
USSR AS. lnv[entory number] 1936 2780" [90). 

The main text is in brown ink. The illuminated divid
ers between siiras are in red and green ink. The first stage 
of proofreading made use of the same red ink, which was 
used, for the dividers between siiras. Proof-reading at 
other stages was carried out in black ink. The lower left 
and upper right corners of the folios reveal custodes in 
naskhl and in the same black ink used in the last proof
reading. 

The surviving 81 folios contain 39.3% of the text (see 
Table 1). Simple calculations show that to copy the entire 
text in this fashion would require 412 folios. Conse
quently, at least 250 folios have been lost. The thickness 
of such a volume would be 18-20 cm. (the thickness of 
the extant folios is around 7 cm.). 

The surviving fragment reveals the hands of two 
copyists (handwriting A and B) who shared the work 
evenly. The first copied the first half of the text; the other, 
the second (in our case, beginning with siira 20; in actual
ity, it is possible that he began with siira 17, the beginning 

of which corresponds to the beginning of juz' 15, the ap
proximate middle of the Qur'anic text). 

In all, the surviving folios contain (in full or in part) 
the texts of 44 siiras (2-1 I; 20; 24-39; 43-58; 70-
71 ). 22 of these are full (IO; 25; 31-34; 36-38; 45-
57) [91). 

The sequence of siiras corresponds entirely to the 
rasm 'Uthmiinl. Evidence for this is found on pages which 
preserve the end of one siira and the beginning of another 
(6 > 7; 7 > 8; 9 > 10; 10 > 11; 24 > 25: 25 > 26; 27 > 28; 
28 > 29; 30 > 31; 31>32; 32 > 33; 33 > 34; 34 > 35; 
">~ %>TI; TI>~; ~>~ «>~; ~>~ 
46 > 47; 47 > 48; 48 > 49; 49 > 50; 50 > 51; 51 > 52; 
52 > 53; 53 > 54; 54 > 55; 55 > 56; 56 > 57; 57 > 58; 
70 > 71). 

The number of lines per page varies widely (hand
writing A - 23 to 31 lines; handwriting B - 21 to 
26 lines), as does the size of the letters. There is no indi
cation of preliminary ruling. 

Both of the hands established for the manuscript (see 
Tables 2-3) are paralleled in materials from Cairo, Da
mascus, ~an'a', and in an inscription from al-Ta'if dated 
to A.D. 677-78 [92). The standard designation of this 
style is "late }Jijiiz'i''. In accordance with Fr. Deroch's clas
sification, both hands correspond on the whole to styles 
B.I and B.11 among "the early 'Abbasid scripts''. The style 
of medial j'imlhii '/khii ', however, largely corresponds to 
style A.I (see Tables 2-3). On the whole, the writing in 
our manuscript is indicative of a transition from }Jijiizl to 
later writing styles. As a rule, a/if is perpendicular to the 
line, although it sometimes preserves a slight incline to the 
right, as does the vertical stroke in tii' and Jam. Hand B, 
surer and more professional, is characterised by a rounded 
finish to finalj'imlhii'lkhii', 'ayn and ghayn, which serves 
as the main distinguishing characteristic from hand 
A [93]. The transfer of individual letters to a new line 
(see, for example Table 11, No. 2) or even page (see, for 
example, Table 1, 35a-35b) is attested, as is the exten
sion of horizontal elements in order to fill out the line to 
the end (mashq) (see fol. 76b). 

Diacritical marks to distinguish consonants are con
sistently provided in the manuscript. Dots above the tii' 
are set out vertical to the line; dots above the thii' are ei
ther vertical or in the shape of a triangle; dots above the 
shin are in a single horizontal line at a slight angle to the 
line of the text. Initial and medial qiif are marked both by 
two dots above the letter and a dot below it (see Tables 
2-3) [94); here one cannot discount the possibility that 
the dots above the qiif were added later. Later, vowelling 
was added to a number of words in black ink (for exam
ple, fol. 6a, third line from the bottom) and certain dam
aged words were retraced (for example, fol. 11 b, last line). 

As was noted above, the manuscripts show several 
stages of work on the text. At the first stage, the end of 
one and the beginning of another siira was marked 
by a blank space. The iiyiit were set off from each other by 
extremely simple dividers, which differ somewhat in 
fragments copied in hand A (see Table 4, No. I) and hand 
B (see Table 4, Nos. 2, 4). In three cases, the ends of siiras 
are followed by two (once - both) dividers (see Table 6). 

In one case (fol. 52a), the end of a siira is marked by 
eight ordinary iiyiit dividers, filling out the space left after 
the text to the end of the line (see Table 6, No. I). 
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The manuscript shows that the placement of markers 
at the end of iiyiit caused difficulties at times. The copyist 
was compelled to add omitted dividers below or between 
letters (see Tables 5, 7). It is possible that this circum
stance led him to place the dots of the divider along the 
curved end of khii' and fim rather than in a group (see 
fol. 66a). 

Later [95], the blanks between siiras were filled in 
with ornamented illuminations (see Plate 2, p. 49) [96], 
each of them an original composition of triangles and 
semicircles made up of parallel, interwoven and inter
secting red and green lines and, in a number of cases, 
added vignettes. As a whole, the compositions are remi
niscent of the elements of traditional Bedouin female 
adornments (earrings, chest decorations). The names of 
siiras and the number of iiyiit were written inside the 
compositions in archaic inverse writing (Table 8) [97]. 

Additional markers every ten iiyiit (ta 'shir) (in the 
form of colour circles), every hundred and every two hun
dred (in the form of colour stars, see Table 4, Nos. 5-19) 
were then written into the text. 

The bismilla is throughout treated as a separate iiya. 
In the absolute majority of cases, the number of iiyiit in 
the siiras of our copy corresponds to the Kiific count (with 
the exception of siira 32), although the division into iiyiit 
within the siiras does not coincide with any system estab
lished by the tradition (see Tables 8, 9). Moreover, the 
number of iiyiit indicated in the ornamented illuminations 
together with the titles of the siiras differs from their ac
tual quantity and as a whole corresponds to the Meccan 
count [98]. 

The first revision of the text's orthography was con
ducted at the same time that the illuminations and addi
tional dividers between iiyiit were written in. Corrections 
in red ink were added to the text in dozens of cases. For 
the most part, missing a/ifs in all positions were added. 
These changes were made when the text had already suf
fered water damage in a number of places. Washed out 
places were rewritten in red ink (for example, fol. 69b). 

Although we plan to treat the orthography of our copy 
in a separate article, we note here its most important char
acteristics. They are, for the most part, connected with the 
writing of long vowels and the hamza. In the first place, 
one encounters the omission of a/ifs in various noun and 
verb forms (see, for example, Table I I, Nos. 1-7). As 
was noted above, in the majority of cases, though not in 
all (see, for example, Table I I, No. 15), missing alifS were 
added in red ink during the first stage of the text's revision. 
For this reason, such variants can be easily identified in 
the manuscript. In a number of cases, long vowels were 
later erased (see Table I I, No. 1 I). 

The second large group of variations is connected 
with the writing of the hamza, which was conveyed where 
required by a/if, wiiw or yii' (see Table I 2) or not con
veyed at all (see Table 12, No. 4). 

Finally, one should note the spelling of certain words, 
which can serve as original markers in comparison with 
other early manuscripts (see Table 11, Nos. 10-12, 16-
17). 

As a whole, the orthographic characteristics of our 
copy have much in common with the orthography of the 
earliest Qur'iinic manuscripts [99]. At the same time, there 
are a number of important differences (for example, the 
a/if al-wiqiiya in our manuscript or the writing of shay 'un 

without a/if, or 'a/ii with yii ', rather than with a/if at the 
end, as in many early copies) (see Table I I, Nos. 8, 17; 
Table 12, No. 7). In a number of cases, a long vowel in 
our text was originally set down in those cases where it is 
absent in other early copies (see Table I I, Nos. 13-
14) [I 00]. As in the number of iiyiit in siiras, the analysis 
of the orthography in our and other early manuscripts 
reveals a discrepancy between the spellings found 
there and the systems preserved for us by the Muslim 
tradition [I 0 I]. 

Both before correction and, to a significant degree, 
after correction, the text attested in our copy was indis
putably only an aid for recitation from memory (see 
Tables l l-12). 

As was noted above, the text was re-edited at least 
twice after the corrections in red ink were made. At one 
stage, a number of errors committed by the copyist were 
corrected, certain words were rendered more accurately 
(see Table 13), and, possibly, certain elements of tajwld 
and indications of divisions into IJizb and juz · were added 
(Table JO, Nos. I, 3, 5, 10, 13, 15). At the second stage, 
number of damaged places were written anew, custodes, 

certain vowellings, elements of tajwld, and indications 
of divisions into IJizb andjuz' (Table JO, Nos. 2, 4, 6, 7, 
9, 11, 12, 14, 16) were added. Four non-canonical read
ings, which went back to the "reading" of Ibn Mas'iid 
were corrected (Table 13, Nos. I, 13, 16, 21). Thus, at 
the time of the first correction, in red ink, the variants, 
which went back to lbn Mas' ud, were considered accept
able. Consequently, this correction was carried out at least 
before 934-35 (the Ibn Miqsam and Ibn Shannabiidh 
"affairs"). 

Folio 51b contains a typical error in iiya 3:110 (Table 
13, No. 17). After the word al-kitiib, the copyist, working 
from memory, continued with the text of iiya 5:65, close 
in content and word use, finishing the phrase with amanii, 
which was later crossed out [I 02]. At one of the stages, 
signs we were unable to decipher were inserted between 
the lines (Table 13, Nos. 23, 29). 

Even after all of these corrections, the text retained 
variants, which diverge from the tradition (for example, 
Table 11, No. 15). 

Thus, both in terms of orthography and the division of 
the text into iiyiit, we can verify the divergence of the 
"reading" found in our copy from any of the systems pre
served by the Muslim tradition. 

In the majority of its orthographic and paleographic 
features, our fragment corresponds to the IJijiizl manu
scripts discovered in ~an'a' and belongs to the type of 
Qur'an designated "type 2" by Estelle Whellan [103]. The 
manuscript dates to the eight or beginning of the ninth 
century. Furthermore, the corrections in red ink and the 
insertion of ornamented dividers between siiras could 
have taken place 50 to I 00 years after the manuscript was 
copied. 

The analysis of extant fragments, as well as the analy
sis of our copy, convincingly shows that a large number of 
mixed and transitional variants existed, whether one ex
amines handwriting, orthography, the numeration of iiyiit, 
or known systems of variant readings. Either all of these 
variants and systems were artificial from the start, or they 
arose after the time when the manuscripts which interest 
us were copied and reflect a higher level of uniformity and 
regularity in the copying of Qur'iins. 
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Our manuscript can serve as an excellent example of 
the level of textual unity which the community had suc
ceeded in achieving by the end of the eighth century. 
Armed with knowledge of the problems, which had to be 
overcome, one must acknowledge that in the 150-170 
years, which separate our manuscript from the death of the 
Prophet, an enormous amount of work was accomplished. 
In our view, such a level of textual unity could have been 
achieved only if the initial extent of variation was not 
terribly great. 

The manuscript records the high point of development 
in one of the two early traditions of copying Qur'ans, 
namely, that closely linked to Northwest Arabia and the 
area around the Syrian border. The coincidence of the 
'Abbasid dawla in 750 with the subsequent loss of influ
ence suffered by the Syro-Jaziran elite and the gradual 
supplanting of the type of Sacred book which went back 
to the Syrian tradition (vertical format, IJijiizl script) is far 
from accidental. 

At least one thing is clear at present: up to the mid
and possibly late eighth century, two ways of copying the 
text of the Qur'iin developed in parallel, each with its own 
internal evolution and each influencing the other. They 
were genetically connected to the two Arabian cultural 
and political centres, which gravitated, respectively, to 
Syria and to Mesopotamia (vertical format+ IJijiizl script 
and horizontal format+ kiifi script). A combination of in
terconnected political events, cultural accomplishments 

As we have seen, manuscript E 20 from the collection 
of St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies bears traces of several stages of work on the unifica
tion of the Qur'anic text. In this sense, it is a rare piece of 
evidence and example of how this complex problem was 
solved in practice. 

Although, as was noted above, by the eleventh
twelfth centuries the basic problems connected with the 
unification of the Sacred text had been solved, centuries 
would be required to bring the process to completion. 
Among the many events, which took place during that 
time, we note two which played a special role. 

By decree of Catherine II in 1787, one of the presses 
in St. Petersburg printed for the first time in Russia the 
full Arabic text of the Qur'an for free distribution among 
the "Kirghiz". At the same time, an order was issued to 
build mosques at state expense. In Catherine's own words, 
these measures were undertaken "not to introduce 
Mohammedism, but as bait to lure [the Kirghiz]." The 
Qur'iin was printed with a type-face cast especially for 
this purpose; it reproduced the hand of one of the best 
calligraphers and surpassed all Arabic type-faces then in 
use in European printing-presses. The edition differed in 
a basic fashion from European editions, primarily because 
it was Muslim in character: the text was prepared for 
printing by the mullii 'Uthmiin lsmii'TI. Between 1789 and 
1798, the Qur'an went through five editions in Petersburg. 

In 1801-1802, after the removal of limitations on the 
publication of Islamic religious literature in Russia, the 
Arabic typeface from St. Petersburg was transferred to 
Kazan, where the first Muslim printing-press was opened. 
From 1802 to 1859, this text of the Qur'an was published 

4 

and internal religious and social requirements connected 
with the community's self-identification led to the gradual 
supplanting of the "Syrian" tradition. 

The revolutions of the nineteenth and twentieth cen
tury convincingly demonstrate the connection between 
political events and the questions of culture. One has only 
to recall the reform of Russian orthography undertaken by 
the Bolsheviks. Books of the new era had to look new, 
bearing obvious witness to the depth of change within so
ciety. Contemporaries to the events connected with the 
'Abbasid revolution undoubtedly understood the striving 
of the new Mesopotamia- and Khorasan-oriented elite to 
inscribe its victory on the form of the Sacred book. They 
did this by turning away from the tradition connected with 
their vanquished opponents and by affirming a variant 
close to the Mesopotamian cultural orbit. The victory of 
the 'Abbasids coincided with new achievements in the 
unification of Arabic grammar and the growing mastery of 
calligraphers and ornamentalists. The Kiific manuscripts 
created in the ninth century, copied in a monumental and 
significantly more regular script with the obligatory em
ployment of diacritics and marks of vocalisation, adorned 
with carefully copied ornaments in gold and with intricate 
dividers between iiyiit and ajzii ', formatted horizontally to 
set them apart instantly from other Seri ptures and books, 
would undoubtedly best the outwardly unimpressive IJijiizl 
copies. Everything about their appearance indicated that a 
new era had begun in the community. 

many times in Kazan (as many as 150,000 copies of the 
full text were printed). The edition received high praise 
from European Orientalists and, in essence, supplanted 
previous editions of the Qur'iin in Europe. The so-called 
"Kazan Qur'ans'', viewed as the first Muslim edition, 
spread widely in the East and were reproduced numerous 
times (manuscript imitations have been attested as well). 
In the opinion of R. Blachere, it is possible that this very 
edition played a deciding role in the centuries-long proc
ess of consolidating the uniformity of the Qur'anic 
text [104]. One of the publishers' achievements was the 
inclusion of Qur'anic variants (al-qirii 'iit) which repro
duced the tradition of the "seven readings" in the edition 
of 1857 alongside the basic text in the J:laf~ redact. This 
was a unique attempt to draw closer to a critical edition; 
the attempt was subsequently repeated in a number of 
Eastern reprints. 

Catherine the Great's project, conceived as an openly 
colonial endeavour, was continued as the result of a spe
cial confluence of historical circumstances. By the mid
nineteenth century, Kazan, the main centre of Russian 
Muslim life, had become one of the major intellectual 
capitals of Islam, and in a number of areas could compete 
with such cities as Istanbul, Cairo, and Beirut. This proc
ess was aided by the high educational level of the indige
nous population and the ideas of religious and political 
rebirth which had engulfed not only the upper levels of the 
Muslim intelligentsia but the broad masses as well. The 
expansion of Russia into Central Asia was accompanied 
by the active penetration of the region by Tatar merchants 
and commercial capital. The products of Kazan printing
presses were among the main goods on the book markets 
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of Bukhara, Samarkand, and Tashkent. One could find 
Qur'iins printed in Kazan in Iran, Afghanistan, and India. 
Russian pilgrims brought them along to the l;lijiiz and they 
were used in the houses built with Russian money in 
Mecca for Russian Muslims. Under the Soviets, this ver
sion of the text was published twice by official Muslim 
organizations (Ufa, 1923, 1956). 

The final stage of work on the unification of the 
Qur'iinic text is connected with the appearance in Cairo in 
1919, 1923 and 1928 of a new edition of the text, com
pleted under the protection of the Egyptian king Fu'iid I 
(1868-1936). The edition, which represents at present 
the final step in canonising the orthography, structure of 
the text and rules of reading, was drawn up by a special 
collegium of Muslim scholars. Work on this edition was 
preceded by a complete loss of interest in Qur'iinic 
"variants" (al-qirii 'iit) by Egyptian modernists. The edi
tion was based on one of the "seven readings", the most 
popular in the Muslim world at that time, namely, the 
lfaft 'an 'A~im "reading". The members of the collegium 
relied in their work not on an analysis of early manu
scripts, but on contemporary Muslim works on the issue 
of "readings" (al-qirii 'iii). This undoubtedly narrows the 
significance of the work. Nonetheless, the Egyptian edi
tion today accepted throughout the Muslim world as well 
as by European scholars, represented a significant step 
forward in the study of the text [105). The most wide
spread European edition of the Qur'iin at that time, 
G. Fliigel's, was, on the whole, not very successful. The 
published text did not contain a critical apparatus and 
G. Fliigel did not follow any one of the Muslim traditions 
of textual transmission. The principles to which he ad
hered in preparing his publication have remained unclear 
to the present day. 

As had been the case earlier, the work of Muslim 
authorities on the Qur'iinic text was not isolated from pro
cesses and changes then taking place in the Islamic world. 
The activities of Muslim reformers, who strove to renew 
Islam by reviving the "great Islamic traditions", were then 
at a peak. In this connection, the creation of a canonical 
text of the Qur'iin seemed a pressing matter of primary 
importance in establishing the unity of the Muslim world. 
It was then that the liquidation of the Sultanate in Turkey 
(1922) first separated the office of the caliphate from 
secular power and later abolished it ( 1924 ), events seen by 
many Muslims as a catastrophe. In extending his patron
age to the new edition of the Qur'iin, Fu'iid I, who had be
come the leader of the largest Muslim state, manifested 
ambitious designs. Furthermore, successful work on the 
Qur'iinic text was intended to have demonstrate the prior
ity of Muslim scholars over Western Orientalists in this 
field of such overwhelming importance to the Islamic 
world. 

Still, the appearance of the Egyptian edition, which 
has become the most widely distributed edition in the 
Muslim world, did not signify the complete disappearance 
of other traditions of textual transmission. In the West of 
the Muslim world and in Zaydite Yemen, traditions were 
preserved which go back to a different transmitter of the 
text - Warsh (d. 197/812). Today, publications of the 
Qur'iin in this transmission appear not only in North 
Africa, but in Cairo and Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile, the 
Qur'iin was published in Tunisia in a redact which goes 
back to l;laf~ [106). 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, a final so
lution to the problems connected with the early history of 
the Qur'iin and the publication of a critical text appeared 
to be within reach. The pupils of T. Naldeke laboured 
fruitfully, continuing the work of their teacher on the 
"Geschichte des Qorans" (significantly, N5ldeke himself 
chose not to continue this work). In I 927, G. Bergstresser 
and A. Jeffery jointly developed a plan for a critical edi
tion of the Qur'iinic text [107), the necessity of which was 
noted by A. Derenbourg, R. Geyer, and I. Goldziher. In his 
1935 work, "Progress in the study of the Qur'iinic text", 
A. Jeffery noted the absence not only of a critical edition, 
but of an overview work on "Qur'iinic theology", of an 
expanded scholarly commentary to the text, and of 
a documented dictionary to the Qur'iin. He wrote of the 
need to study the Qur'iinic lexicon. The works of medieval 
Muslim authors on the problem of the "readings" were 
published; in Miinich, a photo archive of early copies was 
collected. G. Bergstresser's tragic death in the Bavarian 
Alps, the destruction of the Miinich photo archive by Al
lied bombs during the Second World War, and the deaths 
of key participants had a disastrous effect on the project. 
At the same time, the methodological problems connected 
with the very approach began to receive consideration. 

The publication of a Qur'iinic text which differs from 
the rasm 'Uthmiinl seems at present unproductive, in the 
first place because the entire complex of Muslim religious 
disciplines is based on that very edition. Such a text would 
become a "second Fliigel Qur'iin"; it would never be rec
ognised by the Muslim tradition. The reconstruction of 
some original form of the text is today of lesser interest; 
more important for our studies is the history of the text's 
consolidation and the evolution of its interpretation in 
various eras and areas of the Muslim world. 

It is symbolic that the full publication of an Encyclo
paedia of Qur'iinic readings, which in conjunction with 
the "Cairo edition" formed in essence a critical edition, 
coincided in time and place with the opening in Kuwait of 
an exhibition of Qur'iinic manuscripts from ~an'ii'. It was 
an analysis of these manuscripts which first demonstrated 
in all clarity the discrepancy between that history of the 
Qur'iinic text which is reconstructed on the basis of the 
Muslim tradition and the real history of the first stages of 
the text's consolidation. Still earlier, in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s, studies confirmed the contradictory nature of 
this tradition. 

Only the joint efforts of paleographers, linguists and 
historians, the careful description and study of extant 
manuscripts (in the first place the Qur'iins from ~an'ii', 
Or. 2165 from the British Library, the Istanbul and Cairo 
collections, also from the St. Petersburg collections), and 
the creation of a data-base of early copies [I 08) can pro
vide us with objective material for reconstructing the early 
history of the Qur'iin. In this connection, the facsimile 
publication of extant fragments and their introduction into 
scholarly circulation is of the utmost importance [I 09). 

In the final analysis, it is only with such efforts that 
we will succeed in drawing closer to reconstructing the 
real history of the Sacred text, a history which manifested 
itself in the struggle and collision of various opinions and 
which ended with the affirmation of the Muslim canon. It 
is sad enough that at the close of the twentieth century, 
a solution to the problem appears to us almost as far off 
as at its inception. 
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Table I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number of lines 

Ir 79a 2: 17(? - .:..l.o.l.1:.~)-29(?-....,:0.J l'I~) A 27 

Iv 79b 2:30(?-jU}-47([i-5J..:.J,;.,ju-'I_,) A 26 

2r lb 2:176(~}-IS4(.:..l.i_,.l.2.o) A 23 

2v la 2:1S4(~..i.ll}-190(l' J) A 23 

3r Sib 3:9S(~)-l 12(~ [.:.u.,y.:o]_,) A 31 

3v Sia 3:112(.\..&.J.[l]J-13 l(.:...,1e.I) A 31 

4r SOb 3: 163(.:..~J.i~}-179<[...,......Jb.JI .r> A 29 

4v SOa 3:179(..1.il0lSL.o_,}-191<~ w~_,i A 29 

Sr 4a 4:2S(~l:iS.r}-36(~.i.ll_,J'-!> A 26 

Sv 4b 4 36(LiL=..l}-47(JI ~.ill) A 26 

6r Sa 4:47(yl:!SJI l_y}-S8(..1.il) A 26 

6v Sb 4:SS(.:,lS}-71(~..i.ll) A 26 

7r 6a 4:71{1fal}-Sl(~lb) A 26 

7v 6b 4:81 (~}-91 (~_,bjl_,) A 26 

Sr 7b 4:91(~}-102(~) A 2S 

Sv 7a 4: 102(.!h..}-114(._,.,WI)) A 2S 

9r Sb 4:114(.J-<>J}-127(((.r._lio ooJ, ull) A 2S 

9v Sa 4:127(.:,1.i.l_,JI .r}-136(.J-<>Jj..il) A 2S 

!Or SSb 6:S2(rl_,}-93(~)ll.I) A 2S 

IOv SSa 6:93(1_,hu,['-!J}-102(...1.il i-5-JU> A 2S 

11 r 17a 6:12S(~_p.}-136([.:,]lS) A 24 

I Iv 17b 6: 136(<ll}-144(.rSl A 24 

12r !Sa 6:144(~1}-ISl(l"'_p.) A 23 

12v !Sb 6:1Sl(..1.il}-IS9(~J A 23 

13r 19a 6: IS9(~.}-16S A 21 +2 

7:1-9(.::..i:>.) 

13v 19b 7:9(w,.jly}-22(~) A 23 

14r 20a 7:23(l'U}-33(~1_,) A 23 

14v 20b 7:33~}----42(.:..L:....lldl) A 23 

I Sr 21b 7:42(....i!S..;l'}-S3(l'I> A 24 

ISv 21a 7:S3(<l._,b}-62(~1_,) A 24 

16r 22b 7:62(...1.il.r}-73(-[.l]c;:Ji) A 23 

16v 22a 7:73(~-}-S4(-1 ~k) A 23 

I 7r 23b 7:S4(Lfa.o~-}-93(j_,;j) A 23 

17v 23a 7:93(~}-104(.J-<> J.,,.....uJ) A 23 

!Sr 24b 7: 104(yJ}-12S(ll._i) A 23 

ISv 24a 7:12S(~}-13S<fo)I> A 23 
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Continuation of the Table I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number of lines 

19r lOa 7:168(~\..W,j}-(78(* .y>) A 24 

19v I Ob 7: 178(.11}-l 90(~) A 25 

20r 9a 7: I 90(<Li}-205(J) A 23 

20v 9b 
7:205(jS.il}-206 

8:1-9(r-5..i..C) 
A 20,5 + 2,5 

21r 55b 9:61(..:,.il j9}-70(i"_,i) A 23 

21v 55a 9:70((.J-l}-78(1~ i--11> A 23 

22r 77a 9:96(~Wl}-I05(~1) A 23 

22v 77b 9:105(i...i~l_,}-l 13(~ .:r.:+i lo) A 23 

23r I la 9:11Jc~l>-122cw.J..i.:>..:!> A 24 

23v I lb 
9:123(~Y-129 

A 22 + 2 
10:1---4(~) 

24r 12a 10:4(~_,}-I 5(<),P. yJ A 23 

24v 12b 10: I 5(li.lil}-23(~) A 23 

25r 13a 10:23(4)1}-33(~) A 24 

25v 13b 10:33(di..))---45(.~) A 24 

26r 14b 10:45(.11}-61(..:,l • .)l A 25 

26v 14a 10:61('i_,}-73( ....... ) A 25 

27r 15b 10:73(.:.lli.ll ~}-88(.:.1.ll) A 24 

27v 15a 10:88(~1.}-99(~y) A 24 

28r 16b 
I 0: I OO(l.o_,}-109 

A 
11 :l-2(l,j-4"J) 

20,5 + 2,5 

28v 16a 11 :2(.iJil'il}-14([<lJ] I) A 25 

29r 2b 20:89(l[fa]}-108([._r.l].i.ll) B 23 

29v 2a 20: 108([.J'}-124(..:,Ul B 23 

30r 78a 24: 11(0-1..i.ll ..:,l}-22(.11_, r-5-1> B 25 

30v 78b 24:22(~.)G_#]}-31(1_,~ i--1> B 24 

3 Ir 27a 24:31 (d~~}-39(0-1..i.ll_,) B 24 

31v 27b 24:39(1_,~)---49(~J B 24 

32r 28a 24:49(~}-58([0-41 ~4:;) B 23 

32v 28b 24:58(i.~1}-62~1_,) B 23 

33r 29a 
24:63(~}-64 

B 20+ 3 
25: l-9(Jli,, 'ii) 

33v 29b 25:9(1_,.l.;.=.9}-23(1_,k.) B 23 

34r 30a 25:23(.J= 0-4)---40(1_,_,....!u) B 23 

34v 30b 25:41(1.il _,}-58(JS_,:i ,j) B 24 

35r 31b 25:58(~1~}-74(-1_, lfi.f-I) B 25 
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Continuation of the Table I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number of lines 

25:75(~-}-77 
35v 31a 

26:1-19(.::J...j ,j) 
B 22 + 3 

36r 32b 26:19(..:.liW}-45(~~ B 24 

36v 32a 26:45(~u}-75<~·..ri1l B 24 

37r 33b 26:75(1'"1'5 lo}-115(~) B 26 

37v 33a 26:116(1yli}-152(.:.i,_,.i......ui.ij B 25 

38r 34b 26: 152(Jo..) ~1~}-181([Ji:S..!]1) B 24 

38v 34a 26: 183(.~1}-215([.:h+il]()l) B 24 

39r 35a 27:54(~W1}-66(.:l.J1..i1) B 22 

39v 35b 27:66(~}-82(<.>"WI) B 22 

40r 36a 
27:82(1_,;IS}-93 

B 20,5 + 1,5 
28:1-3(~._ri) 

40v 36b 28:3(_µ4}-15(-1 0-"<llil.) B 23 

41r 37a 28:15(4--U-}-25(~ ~,j) B 23 

41v 37b 28:25(~1}-35(Lil.b.L..u) B 23 

42r 38b 
28:81(11 .:,,,_,[..i]}-88 

B 21,5 + 1,5 
29: l--6(J.A4.) 

42v 38a 29:6(~u>-11(bJ.l.!C-1_,l B 23 

43r 39b 29: I 7(1_,µ1_,}-29(~1) B 23 

43v 39a 29:29(.,:,_yb_,}-40(lo_,W~1) B 23 

44r 40b 29:40(11.:,IS}-5 I <c.>_;Sj_,) B 23 

44v 40a 29:51(1"_,9.J}-65((fi]1 jl) B 23 

45r 41a 30:27(~1yti_,}-39(.:.i,_,.l.>_,J) B 24 

45v 41b 30:39(~_,}-5 I ( [1]_,i.WI) B 24 

46r 42a 
30:5 l(b.l.1.! 0-"HO 

B 22 + 2 
31:1-7([j]_,) 

46v 42b 31:7(1fa.......>-19(-~ 0-") B 24 

47r 43a 31:19(.!b-}-32(JlhllS) B 25 

43b 
31 :32(1_,c...i}-34 

B 22,5 + 2,5 47v 
32:1-10(1_,ll.i_,) 

48r 44a 32:IO(U.l}-24(1_,~) B 24 

48v 44b 
32:24(1_,;IS_,r--33 

B 21,5+2,5 
33:1-5(.::,,..)..o.2J) 

49r 45a 33:5{,jli}-16(-_;S .:,1) B 23 

49v 45b 33:16(r-3.;-}--25(11 ~,j) B 23 

50r 46b 33:25(~y1}--35([d]..)-!L..::J1_,) B 23 

50v 46a 33:35(~Wl_,}-47<Jl B 24 
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Continuation of the Table I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number of lines 

5 Ir 47b 33:47~)---53(0 1 ~> B 25 

51v 47a 33:53(IJjjJ)-69(l' lfalJ B 25 

52r 4Sb 
33:69(1_,.;fa)-73 

B 24,5 + 1,5 
34: l-S(i._p. l'4J 

52v 4Sa 34:S(yl.io..ll~)-20(0-0li..~l'IJ B 26 

53r 49b 34:20(~j.ll)-33(;4-JI Jl B 24 

53v 49a 34:33(l.u..,,_,...b jl)---44(--l./_) B 24 

54r 50b 
34:44(4-JJ[<.)" _;l-)---54 

B 22 + 2 
35:1-3(-.;Sjl) 

54v 50a 35:3(.:,..u..i 1..,,-)---12(4-J~l B 24 

55r 52a 
35:3S(~.) l'l..,,)---45(1~) 

36 - ornament s1ira separator 
B 21,5 + 1,5 

55v 52b 36:1(\'"""-"-!)---21(-1) B 23 

56r 53a 36:21 (l_,.c[y:i)-)---41 (.!l!ill) B 23 

56v 53b 36:41 (~1)---61 (.bly.-::>) B 23 

57r 54a 
36:61(~)-S3 

B 24+ I 
37:1(li...:.) 

57v 54b 37:2(.::..1...P.-l)U>-36(-_,i..s_,J B 25 

5Sr 56a 37:36(u,_,l-)-76(~1) B 24 

5Sv 56b 37:77(~ J}---114(._,kl.i..ta) B 24 

59r 57b 37:114(...,....,y)-ISS(WI ~I) B 25 

59v 57a 
37:1ss<w~>-1s2 

B 22 + 2 
3S: l-S<<.S->5j 0-0> 

60r 25b 3S:S(~)-26(.!l~) B 25 

60v 25a 3S:26(~)-43(~JJ) B 25 

61r 26b 3S:43(.U)-69(JJ B 24 

61v 26a 
3S:69(~ 0-0>-SS 

B 20,5 + 2,5 
39:1-3(~) 

62r Sib 43:S(...jiA)-2S([~]JSl B 25 

62v Sia 43:2S<~4)-4S<[ult' ~_,..;> B 25 

63r 59a 44:3(oWyll [01)}---31(4JlL> B 23 

63v 59b 
44:3 l(~y....l.I 0-0}---59 

B 22 + 2 
45: l-2(yb.S.ll) 

64r 60a 45:2(..'.iil 0-0)---17(.:.1....) 01> B 24 

64v 60b 45: 17(~)---30(.:..b..lk..ll) B 24 

65r 61a 
45:30(~[~))-37 

46: 1-5(~ t>"""'Jl 
B 21,5 + 2.5 
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Co11ti11uation of the Table I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number oflines 

65v 61b 46:5(~lc.J}-15(-..i ~ J> B 24 

66r 62a 46:15(u3-'...;-}-26(~ r-"l&.) B 24 

66v 62b 
46:26<r5l&.0l}-35(~WI) 

B 23 +I 
4 7 - ornament sura separator 

67r 63b 47:1(.1il [~]}---13(.r :i._,.i) B 24 

67v 63a 47:13(du_,9}-25(0~I> B 24 

68r 64b 
47:25(rtl [J,,.....]}---38 

B 23,5 + 2,5 
48:1(l.ta+o) 

68v 64a 48:2~}---15(0,_!J..>...;->J B 26 

69r 65b 48:15(1y[.i+>.,)]>-26([~]..6 ~I) B 26 

69v 65a 
48:26<Jyu}-29 

B 23,5 + 1,5 
49:1-----6(-1•<.)-!..ill) 

70r 66b 49:6(01[1,,,_to]-}---16(-1 Ji> B 26 

70v 66a 
49:16(~-}-18 

B 24 + 2 
50:1-18(-_, ~J.l~I) 

71 r 67b 50:18 (y:i-}-44~J B 25 

71v 67a 
50:(~)45 

B 24,5 + 1,5 
51:1-36(~~) 

72r 68a 
51:36(~1.rHO 

B 23,5 + 1,5 
52: 1-11([._j.,..,J.9) 

72v 68b 52:11(..i..,l.oy)--40(~) B 25 

73r 69a 
52:41(r-"~ i"l}---49 

B 22 + 2 
53:1-23(-1~1) 

73v 69b 53 :23(.:);.}-}---45(_;.;~I) B 23 

74r 70a 
53:46(~ .rH2 

54: 1-IO(u-il ~-u) 
B 18,5 + 2,5 

74v 70b 54: I O(y_,.l..u}---33(.)..i.l.14) B 22 

75r 71a 
54:34(l.i.L....) l.;1}---55 

55: 1-2(01._).]1) 
B 20,5 + 2,5 

75v 71b 55:3(_;1:.}---33(-1_, ~I> B 22 

76r 72a 55:33(uW~-}-59<04..iSJ> B 22 

76v 72b 
55:60(.lfe ~)-78 

56:1-11(~~_,1) 
B 19.5 + 2,5 

77r 73b 56: I l([0Jy__,il1}-51(w_,.ll..:o.11) B 22 

77v 73a 56:51 (0,J-!..iS.l1}-83(1..i1~,,,J.9) B 22 

56:83(.::...i.l.i}-96 
78r 74b 

57: 1-----6(-1~ Ja.!J1> 
B 19,5 + 1,5 
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Continuation of the Tobie I 

True pagination Existing pagination Page contents Type of script Number of lines 

78v 74a 57 :6(J4-'J-)--13(~· 1->-') B 21 

79r 75b 57: 13(1..>Y[ly.w:.J.lls])--20(ji..5) B 22 

79v 75a 57 :20(~)--27(.UI..>> B 22 

80r 76b 57 :27(~->-')--29 B 20 + 2 

58:1-4(-4 lfaj.ll) 

80v 76a 584(..'.ii-)--I l(Ul lfal•) B 22 

Sir 3b 70: l(~)--37(<)->~) B 24 

8Iv 3a 70:38(J5)-44 B 22 + 2 

71 : 1-l 2(Jly4) 

Table 2 

Letter I 2 3 A.I B.la B.Ib B.11 

1 ! -

L l l l L 

~~ 11 ' y -
, '• 

.;., --.:.. tL ~ 

~~::~ 
.. 

/:is .;, 1£ r 

~ 

• ~ ~ ~ - ~ -[ . 
~ "' "' 

~ 

.L 
~ ~ 3'.. 

"""" c 

t • ;,t ~ 

"""' - ..::::::. ..l 
~~ 

..::::,. - .:=,, ..i 

~ - ~ 
..) 

'J - , 
j ~ -'-"" r -

• Missing in the manuscript. 
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Co11ti11uatio11 oftlie Table 2 

Lcllcr I 2 3 A.I B.la B.lb B.11 

- ~ 
... 

J; r .... 

'-""" r ~ I ~ 

u:o. F -==. b 
h b 

. 
b "=. L ~ b • 

~ 

l; • L b 

t -~ l_/ 
.!\1 ~ ' ... "- ~ 

.ii. - .M. .. 
t t 

t .. .:.. i.ICJ .:... 

...9 - \'\ " s 
j ~ P- ! .J i \, 

) 
,. 
~ t b ~ -

J J I 

t .... ... ~ ~ .. - • 
.6 

.Ill' • 
"' 

0 J .. I.I J J ) J 

} ;y )' J 

" ct ' 4 ... -6 • 4 

• Missing in the manuscript. 
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Co11/i11uatio11 of the Table 2 

Letter I 2 3 A.I B. la B.lb B.11 

9 
- .! J 

'.? r. .a.. f .. .. 
cf - -

;; 

'i ~ 
-

~ ~ ~ 'I. ~ 

Letters are taken from the fo llowing pages: 7b, 8a, 8b, I 2b, I 6b. I 7a, 18a, 2 1 a, 22b, 24b. 

For A. I, B.la, B.lb. B.11 see: F. Deroche. The Abbosid Tradition. Qur'ans of the 8th to the 10th centuries AD. The Nasser D. Khalili 
Collection of Islamic Art , vol. I (Oxford. 1992). Table II . letter forms of groups A and B, pp. 38- 9. 

A. I = KFQ 42 and KFQ 62, Nasser D. Khalil i Collecti on, Cat. 5 in The Abbasid Tradition and Paris. Bibli otheque Nationale, ms. 
arab. 330e, fol. 39a, for the (a '/~a · only. 

B. la= Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, ms. arab. 33 1. fo l. 43a. 
B. lb = KFQ 20. Nasser D. Khalili Collection. Cat. 6 in The Abbasid Tradition 
B.11 = KFQ 13 and KFQ 14. Nasser D. Khalili Collection, Cat. 9 in The Abbasid Tradition 

Table 3 

Letter I 2 3 A. I B. la B.lb B.11 

I l - L l l l 1 

y t J. 
"· . ~ 

,,,____.;, ,·. < 
~ L.i J 

,~ t .. 
.;,, 

' "' ' 
C:? ~ ~ ( . . 

~ .. .... ~ -r I lll ~ 
~ 

"' ~ c / / "' .11... 

& 
, 

t CY .ho 

..) .::::».. - ..= 
, 

..i ~ - .=:J 

~ 
•' 

.) 
- '.a 

j .di - .. 
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Co11titruatio11 of lite Table 3 

Letter I 2 3 A.I B.la B.lb B.11 

0" J. -I """' 

._jJ t 1 . .. .. . 
~ -

0"" J~~j• ~ ~~ 

....,:0. r .. 
.. ~ .... 

h ==- L L L b b '=. 

b * ' l; ..L-:~ ~· 

c '-
~ 

t ~ ...... &... ... 
~ .. 

.ti. '""" t . t .~,..-£.\..,,,.. 
, 

t ~ A.. 
~ / 

• , 

l9 ._j , J.\ 

·~ 
,g 

j ~ ..J ~ \. , 

l 

t L .=::aJ 

J J 1 
.6. .. - • 

f' ~ ~ A 
.6 k 

~ .. 
. J J 'J J 

0 ,) !di ' ) 1 ::J )' 

I> d. cJ ~ • .. 6 • 
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Continuation of the Table 3 

Letter I 2 3 A.I B.la B.lb B.11 

.J Si - .9 . 

<.? 
~ ... • .. "· 

.. 

b - -

':I ~ - ~l ~ ~ 'l ~ 
~ 

Letters are taken from the following pages: 2b. 24a, 35a. 3 7a. 3 7b, 45a, 48a, 60a. 60b. 61 a, 66a, 69b, 71 b, 73a. 81 a. 

For A.I. B.la, B.lb, B.11 see: F. Deroche, The Abbasid 7i-aditio11. Qur'iins of the 8th to the 10th centuries AD. The Nasser D. Khalili 
Collection of Islamic Art. vol. I (Oxford, 1992), Table II, letter forms of groups A and B, pp. 38-9. 

A.I = KFQ 42 and KFQ 62, Nasser D. Khalili Collection, Cat. 5 in The Abbasid Tradition and Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale. ms. 
arab. 330e, fol . 39a, for the (ii '/';;ii· only. 

B.la =Paris, Bibliothcque Nationale, ms. arab. 331, fol. 43a. 
B.lb = KFQ 20. Nasser D. Khalili Collection, Cat. 6 in The Abbasid Tradition 
13.11=KFQ13 and KFQ 14, Nasser D. Khalili Collection, Cat. 9 in The Abbasid Tradition 

Nos. Ornamental dev ices Page number Group of iiyiit 

I. ;t{~ 8a I 
"'-~: 

2. 4~44 
~,,--## 26a I 

~ 
3. t 66a I :. ,,.;_,,,/ . ., 

4 . 
.. 

... ~1.1:; 72b I 

5. • 8a IO 

6. e 26a IO 

7. (§,~ 33b IO 

-
8. ~ 56b IO 

9. #E:' 'iii) 
72b IO 

IO. # 7b 100 
'ff -

11. 15a 100 ~· . ::r 

Table 4 

Type of script 

A 

B 

B 

B 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

A 

A 
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Co11ti11uatio11 oft/1e Table 4 

Nos. Ornamental devices Page number Group of iiyiit Type of script 

12. ''It 23a 100 A 

' 
13 . Sib 100 A 

~· 

~ 14. - ~ 58a 100 A 

' ~ ~ I , 

15. 77a 100 A 

5 

16. •* 33b 100 B 

17. ~ 56b 100 B 

. 

~ 18. 
I , ' 

9a 200 A 

~·S 

19. 34a 200 B 

Table 5 

Nos. Device ;f_\'iit number Page number Type of script 

I • . :·:;:YT@> 7:61 21a A .',f · 

2. ~: 35:41 52a B 

3. ' '(... .... , 
f/.!. 47 :9 63b B 

4. ~~;r 48 :10 64a B 

'First device is situated at the end of the line. second device - at the beginning of the next line. 
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Co11ti11ua1io11 of the Table 5 

Nos. Device 1iyiit number Page number Type of script 

5. ~i.< · 50:40 67b B 

r ~ 
6. ~;~ 55:31 71b B 

Table 6 

Nos. Device .{vat number Page number Type of script 

I. 6:165 19a A 

2. 35:45 52a B 

3. 53:62 70a B 

4. 55 :78 72b B 

Table 7 

Nos. Device Ayiit number Page number Type of script 

I. ~· 10:61 14a A 

2. f., 25:3 29a 13 ,..__ 

-
3. 

, 
-~ 32 : 18 44a B 

4. ~~f 33 :21 45b B 

•-' 
i 

5. ~-~~.: 37:28 54b B 
'j ~~ 
~· 
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Table 8 

Number 

Number of Number of of ayat 
Nos. Page number Sura number Text 

iiyat (declared) iiyiit (real) 
(according 
to the Cairo 

edition) 

I. 3a 71 -41 will c_,.;i._,_,....., 30 - 28 

2. 9b 8 .:..41 ~ _, ~ Jl.iNI 76 - 75 

3. I lb 10 .:..41 ~ _, -41.a uWY- 109 109 109 

4. 16b 11 ..:,ltil _, ..:,_,~ _, -41.a .i~ 122 - 123 

5. 19a 7 .:..41 ~_,..:,~I.a Jl~~I 206 - 206 

6. 26a 39 ..:,ltil _, ~ .>")I 72 - 75 

7. 29a 25 .:..41 t!-'-" _, ~ ..:,Li_,ill 77 77 77 

.:..41 t!-'-" _, w~ _,..:,~La 
8. 3la 26 227 - 227 

.l~I 

9. 36a 28 .:..41 ..:,W_,..:,_,.;W~I 88 - 88 

10. 38b 29 .:..41 ~_,..:,_,i...u.:..~I 69 - 69 

11. 42a 31 .:..41 .:.J:; _, will ..:, WJ 33 34 34 

12. 43b 32 .:..41 will i._,_,.....,i.~1 30 33 30 

13. 44b 33 .:..41 .:.J:; _,~.,_,!_,;.=-.~I 73 73 73 

14. 48b 34 .:..41 t-i.) _, ~ 4'-u 54 54 54 

15. 50b 35 .:..41 ~_,~.)~)LI.I 45 - 45 

16. 52a 36 ..:,ltil _, ..:,_,.;W ~ i._,_,....., 82 83 83 

17. 54a 37 ..:,ltil _, ..:,_,.;W _, -41.a .:..ISL..::JI 182 182 182 

18. 57a 38 .:..41 ~_, ..:,_,.;W'-'""'i._,_,....., 86 88 88 

19. 59b 45 .:..41 ~ _, will 4;L;..ll 36 37 37 

20. 61a 46 .:..41 t-i->I _, will Jlh ~I 34 35 35 

21. 62b 47 .:..41 ~_,will[ ... ] 39 38 38 
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Continuation of the Table 8 

Number 

Number of Number of 
ofiiyiit 

Nos. Page number Sura number Text 
iiyat (declared) ayat (real) 

(according to 
the Cairo edi-

tion) 

22. 64b 48 ..:..41 ~ _, w~ ~I 29 29 29 

23. 65a 49 41t.~0W..:..l~I 18 18 18 

24. 66a 50 ..:..41 u=:.. ,j ~.) J b.JY-U 45 45 45 

25. 67a 51 41 LJ,jlLu do!) ..il I 60 60 60 

26. 68a 52 ..:..41 t!'-" (~) ,j ~.) _uhl1 47 (9)-? 49 49 

27. 69a 53 41 LJ,jlLu _, c.s~I ~I 61 62 62 

28. 70a 54 41 u=:.. _, ~ ~L..JI 55 55 55 

29. 71a 55 ..:..41 t!'-" _, 0>"+'-" 0 lo.::..) I 77 78 78 

30. 72b 56 ..:..41 ~ _, ~ .Wl_,JI 99 96 96 

31. 74b 57 ..:..41 0W _, w~ -4,J.::...ll 28 29 29 

32. 76b 58 41 _, w~ ilJ4J.1 20-? - 22 

Table 9 

Nos. Page number Szira number 
Ayat additionally marked Ayat not marked 

as separate as separate ones 

I. 2b 20 92 

2. 3b 70 3, 16,15 

3. 4a 4 34 29- 9 , 32-? 

4. 7b 4 96-? 

5. 19a 6 161 

6. 19a 7 I 

7. 21a 7 59 

8. 26a 38 84 

9. 27b 24 43 

10. 30b 25 47 

II. 31a 26 I 

12. 32a 26 49 51, 71, 72 

13. 36a 28 I 

14. 38b 29 I 

15. 41a 30 

16. 42a 31 I 

17. 42b 31 15 

18. 43b 31 32 

19. 43b 32 I 

20. 45a 33 II 

21. 46a 33 41 
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Co11ti11uatio11 of the Table 9 

Nos. Page number Szira number 
Ayiit additionally marked Ayiit not marked 

as separate as separate ones 

22. 52a 35 41 

23 . 52b 36 1,2-? 

24. 54b 37 8,22 

25. 56a 37 69 

26. 57a 38 I 

27. 57b 37 153 

28. 59a 44 25 

29. 59b 44 34 

30. 59b 45 I 

31. 61a 46 I 

32. 63b 47 4,4 

33 . 64a 48 8 

34. 66a 50 II 13 

35. 68a 51 58 

36. 68a 52 I 

37. 68b 52 26 

38. 69a 52 44 

39. 69b 53 28,33,36, 42 

40. 70a 54 7 

41. 70b 54 22 

42. 71a 54 54 

43. 71a 55 I, 2 

44 . 71b 55 3 

45 . 72a 55 33, 43 

46. 73a 56 51 63. 71 

47 . 73b 56 49 

48. 74b 56 89,92 90 

49. Sib 43 16 

Table JO 

Nos. Page number MS iiyiit number 
Cairo edition iiyiit lfizb. juz ·. sajda Hizb. juz ·. sajda 

number or tajwid mark or tajwid mark in the MS 

.....-r . ., ( 
._..,.,~1~ tl .. 

I. Sb 4:6 1 4:58 ·~ l . '·:!.' 

~~ • • .;/if 
~ 

2. 7b 4:99 t '(__ 

3. IOa 7:170 7:170 \A..,_,~ :. iJ'' 
UJ '\:" 
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Continuation of the Table JO 

Cairo edition iiyiit f!i=b. juz ·. sajda 
f!izb. juz ·. sajda 

Nos. Page number MS iiyiit number or tajw'id mark in the 
number or tajw'id mark 

MS 

• 
f.l)\ 

4. 16a 11 :5 11 :5 '1"\ y,?/ \'I' •fe l ~J)v 
j 

5. 25b 38:24 38:24 o~ r 

r . ,..., 
6. 29b 25 :2 1 25:21 '\A y,?/ \'\ •fe .., ~ ' 

, ....; / .. 
'\'\ y,?/ '. 

. ".:" 
7. 35a 27:55 27 :55 •fe ;. -" 

8. 37a 28:21 28:12 'l'\y~l..J.,.....; I y . .. ... ,_ 
I 

' "" 9. 40b 29:45 29:45 i \ ...,.,.?/ n •fe " · .. ~ .... 
. " •' 

10. 44a 32: 15 32: 15 o~ ~ 
II . 46b 46:30 46:30 o\ ._,.,~I tu - ' t. ~ -

o\ y,?/ n •fe 1.': , , ~ 12. 61a 46:1 46:1 
' ' 

13 . 65a 49:1 49:1 01 ._,.,~It'-> 
.~ 
\. .- ' 
(!__~~ 

14. 67a 51 :30 51:30 o'( y,?/ '(V •fe i r. . ... ,. 
...,'. ~ .. 

"~ 

15. 70a 53:62 53:62 o~ 4~ 

r ,, 
16. 76b 58:1 58 : I oo y,?/ 'l'A •fe :J":>i 
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Nos. Page number 

I. 2b 

2. 3b 

3. 3b 

4. 4a 

5. 4b 

6. 4b 

7. Sb 

8. 14b 

9. 20b 

10. 20b 

II 25b 

12 . 35b 

13 . 54b 

iY!}AnuscriptA OrientAliA. VOL. 4 NO. 2 JUNE 1998 

Ayiit munber Before correction 

2096 Jj 

70:24 

70:29 

4:33 

4:38 ~I 

4:44 y:;.SJI 

4 :61 #J.11 

10:54 

7:38 

7:38 

38 :22.24. 25 

27:73 (twice) 

37 :30 

/\ficr correction 

. ' I 

I 

-~ 

11 
• == b· .9~.~ 

..'_.,,. t~~ .. 

Table 11 

Cairo edition 

• r·' 
&' 

J, ,'' 
,J" 
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Nos. 

14. 

IS . 

16. 

17. 

Nos. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Orientalia, XL VIII (1979), pp. 207-57; ibid., XLIX (1980), pp. 67-106; ibid., L (1981), pp. 332-83; ibid., Lil (1983), pp. 357-
404. For a bibliography on the question, see A. Neuwirth, "Koran", Grundriss der Arabischen Philologie. Band II: 
Literaturwissenschaft, ed. H. Gatje (Wiesbaden, 1987), pp. 98-135. 

100. Cf. Jeffery and Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 187, 193; Shebunin, "Kuficheskii Koran lmperatorskoi Sankt-Peterburgskoi Publi
chnoi biblioteki", pp. 104, 109; idem, "Kuficheskii Koran Khedivskoi biblioteki v Kaire", p. 143; Puin, "Observations", p. 109. 

IOI. Shebunin, "Kuficheskii Koran Imperatorskoi Sankt-Peterburgskoi Publichnoi biblioteki", p. 124; idem, "Kuficheskii Koran 
Khedivskoi biblioteki v Kaire'', p. 150; Jeffery and Mendelsohn, op. cit., pp. 194-5. 

I 02. Such errors were quite common, as copyists wrote from memory and unintentionally confused similar variants. In a manu
script of the work Kitiib al-awriiq by Abu Bakr al-~ulT(d. 947) dated to 1113, in the Qur'anic citation on fol. 152b, one could find iiya 
3:160 cited with the end attested in iiyiit 12:67, 14:12 and 39:38, textually close to 3:160. For this observation we are indepted to Prof. 
A. B. Khalidov. 

103. Whellan, op. cit., pp. 119-23, figs. 19-22. 
104. Blachere, op. cit., p. 133. On the "Kazan Qur'ans", see Anas Khaliduf, Al-kutub al-'arabiyya allati tubi'atfi Riisiya: 1787-

1917 (Dubai, forthcoming); lfim Rizfiin, Al-Qur'iin al-Karim fl Riisiya (Dubai, forthcoming); P. A. Griaznevich, "Koran v Rossii 
(izuchenie, perevody i izdaniia)" (''The Qur'an in Russia: study, translation and editions"), in Islam: Religiia, obshchestvo, gosudar
stvo, eds. P.A. Griaznevich and S. M. Prozorov (Moscow, 1984), pp. 76--82; A.G. Karimullin, U istokov tatarskol knigi (At the 
Roots of Tatar Book) (Kazan, 1971), pp. 103-4; E. A. Rezvan, "Koran i koranistika" (''The Qur'an and Qur'anic studies"), in Islam: 
istoriograficheskie ocherki, ed. S. M. Prozorov (Moscow, 1991), p. 15; H. Rohling, "Koranausgaben in Rissichen Buchdruck der 
18 Jahrhunderts," Gutenberg Jahrbuch (Mainz, I 977), pp. 205-10. 

105. G. Bergstrasser, "Koranlesung in Kairo'', mit einem Beitrag von K. Huber, Der Islam, XX (1932), pp. 1-42; XX!, 1933, 
pp. 110-40. 

106. Brockett, op.cit. 
107. G. Bergstrasser, Plan eines Aparatus Criticus zum Koran (Miinchen, 1930). - Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen Akademie 

der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Abteilung, 7; A. Jeffery, "Progress in the study of the Qur'an text", Moslem World, 
XXV (1935), pp. 4-16; idem, Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur'iin (Leiden, 1937), p. VII, n. 6; idem, The Qur'iin as 
Scripture (New York. 1952), p. 103; 0. Pretzl in T. N6ldeke, Geschichte, pp. 249-51, 274; A. Spitaler, "Otto Pretzl, 20. April 1893 
- 28. October 1941 ", Zeitschrift der Deutchen morgenlandischen Gesellschafi, XCVI ( 1942), pp. 161-70; A. Fischer, "Grammatisch 
schwierige Schwur- und Beschw6rungsformeln des klassischen Arabisch", Der Islam, XXVIII (1948), pp. 5--Q. See also A. Rippin, 
"The present status of tafsir studies". Moslem World, LXXII (1982), p. 224; A. Welch, "Al-)$.ur'an", El, 2nd edn., vol. V (Leiden, 
1975). p. 409; D. Brady, review of H. Loebenstein's Koranfragmente auf Pergament aus der Papyrussamlung der Osterreichischen 
Nationa/bibliothek (Wien, 1982), in Journal of Semitic Studies, XXVIII (I 983), p. 376. 

108. See E. A. Rezvan, ''The Qur'an: between "textus receptus" and "critical edition," Les problemes poses par /'edition critique 
des textes anciens et medievaux, ed. J. Hamesse (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1992), pp. 291-310. A similar database (Sfar-data) of dated Jew
ish manuscripts, emerging within the framework of the Jewish Palaeographic Project under the direction of Prof. Malachi Beyt-Arie, 
has convincingly demonstrated that this is not merely an ordinary computer catalogue, but a powerful tool for research. 

I 09. A colour facsimile of manuscript E 20 will be published in the CD-ROM series "Asiatic Museum Treasures from St. Peters
burg Academic Collection of Oriental Manuscripts'', issue No. 4: Late ~ijiizi Qur 'iin Manuscript from the St. Petersburg Academic 
Collection (see web-site: http://www.thesa.ru). We also plan to publish other early Qur'anic fragments from the rich collections in 
St. Petersburg (The St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, National Library of Russia, etc.). 

Illustrations 

Plate 1. Colour jadwal in MS Yahuda MSAR 900 dated ca. A.D. 1390. The margins of the manuscript 
arc full of al-qirii 'iii. Courtesy of the Jewish National and University Library. 

Plate 2. Fol. 9b of manuscript E 20 from the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies (ending of siira 7 and beginning of siira 8), 52.5 x 34.0 cm. 



PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

I. Ye. Petrosyan 

A TURKISH TRANSLATION OF A COSMOGRAPHIC WORK 
BY IBN AL-WARDI AND ITS MANUSCRIPT IN THE COLLECTION 

OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH OF THE INSTITUTE 
OF ORIENT AL STUDIES 

Turkish manuscript B 790 in the collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
is a Turkish translation of an Arabic cosmographic work 
by Siraj al-Din Abii J:laf~ 'Umar b. al-Wardi. The manu
script is illustrated. In addition to a decorative 'unwiin, 
it contains as many as 92 miniatures. Until now, the 
manuscript has not drawn scholarly attention. The original 
Arabic work was written in Syria in 1419 and was 
intended for the commandant of the fortress of Aleppo, 
Shahin al-Mu'ayyidi. The Turkish manuscript, which con
sists of 277 folios, was dated to the sixteenth century by 
the compilers ofa Catalogue of Turkic MSS of the above
mentioned collection [I]. The text written in black Indian 
ink and red vermilion was copied in an almost calligraphic 
nasta 'liq; both paper and binding are Eastern; the paste
board binding is covered in leather; double pagination -
Eastern and later European. 

The manuscript displays many marginal notes, some 
of them in French or Latin. Folio Ola contains a note in 
Latin which reports that the manuscript was given as a gift 
in 1840 to the Asiatic Museum of the Imperial Academy 
of Sciences in St. Petersburg by Buteneff. A small sheet 
was glued to folio Ola; it contains the following inscrip
tion: "Constantinople. 1832. A. Buteneff', which makes 
us suppose that A. Butenev acquired the manuscript in 
Constantinople in 1832. We find in the same place a note 
in French which provides the title of Ibn al-Wardrs 
work - his name is cited in the form "Omer-Seradjoul
din" - and a brief description of its contents. The title of 
the work is found on folio 02a: Tarjuma-yi Kharldat al
'ajii 'ib wa farldat a/-gharii 'ib li-lbn al-Wardl. Folio 02b 
contains the fihrist - section titles are in black Indian ink 
with page numbers listed beneath them in red. The mar
gins of many folios bear notes in pencil which give the 
Arabic titles of works and the names of authors found in 
the main body of the text (for example, fols. 69a, 215a, 
and others). 

The manuscript of the Turkish translation of Ibn al
Wardfs work under consideration here is not unique. Sev
eral copies of it have survived, among which we are aware 
of manuscripts held in Uppsala, Oxford, Paris, Bratislava, 
and Istanbul [2]. Numerous copies of the translation tes-

tify to the popularity of this particular translation of lbn 
al-Wardrs composition. 

The authors of the above-noted Catalogue of Turkic 
MSS indicate in their brief description of the St. Peters
burg copy that, judging from the translator's introduction, 
the translation was completed for presentation to a certain 
'Othman Shah b. Iskender Pasha [3]. They do not, how
ever, provide any information on the person for whom the 
translation - completed in 970/1562-63, as the transla
tor's introduction runs [4] - was intended. 

This date, taken together with the palaeographic char
acteristics of the manuscript, supports a dating to the sec
ond half of the sixteenth century. Thus, the St. Petersburg 
copy is in close chronological proximity to the actual 
translation. But what in effect make the manuscript espe
cially interesting are numerous miniatures it contains. 
These are, as a rule, small in format and located largely 
within the text or on the margins. 

The history of this Turkish translation is no doubt of 
interest as well. The translation includes two introduc
tions, one in Arabic and the other - in Turkish. The Ara
bic one opens the translation and provides information on 
the contents of the work and its sources. Ir. the Turkish 
introduction, which immediately follows the Arabic one, 
the translator, who calls himself Mevlana Mahmiid 
al-Kha!ib [5], and in another place simply Molla 
Ma~miid [6], writes that he undertook his work at the ad
vice of his "friends and brethren". Following the accepted 
formula of self-abasement, common among Muslim 
authors, he complains of his inadequate abilities and the 
impossibility of avoiding mistakes and inaccuracies. To 
justify his literary undertaking, he cites a popular saying, 
according to which "he who has received an order is not 
guilty [of what he was ordered to do]". For further justifi
cation, he notes that Ibn al-Wardfs work was written in 
Arabic, and for this reason was not accessible to all. It was 
this latter consideration which, in his words, moved his 
friends to ask him to translate the composition into Turk!, 
that is, into Turkish [7]. 

The translator also writes that his efforts were sup
ported by the court (dergiih-i 'izzet-i peniih) and eulogizes 
his patron, the "great emir" (amlr-i kablr) 'Othman Shah 
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b. Iskender Pasha, calling him a "friend of the 'ulamii' and 
the righteous", "benefactor of the sick and indigent", 
"source of generosity and mercy", "helper of widows and 
orphans". He notes in particular the "sweetness" of his 
speech and his ability to express himself artfully and 
elegantly [8]. At the close of his introduction, Mevlana 
MaI:imiid al-Kha!"ib finally raises the curtain of secrecy on 
his patron, indicating directly that the latter is among the 
members of the Sultan's family and is a descendent of 
the Ottoman Sultan Selim Khan [9]. Taking into account 
the date of the translation, one can easily guess that this 
Sultan is Selim I (1512-1520). It is also important that 
the translator refers to 'Othman Shah with the title "king 
of [his] retainers and pillar of rulers and sultans". In an
other place he simply calls him Sultan and entreats Allah 
to deflect from his "Royal essence" all ills spiritual and 
physical [IO]. 

In identifying the 'Othman Shah, eulogized by the 
translator, and determining his relation to the Ottoman 
dynasty, it is important to recall that the internecine strug
gle for power within the Ottoman dynasty commonly left 
no male descendants of the Sultans alive aside from that 
who was meant to occupy the throne. Thus, one can sup
pose that 'Othman Shah descended from Sultan Selim I 
along the female line and had no chance to be enthroned. 
We know that Selim I had six daughters. i. H. Uzum;:ar~1h, 
a well-known authority on Ottoman history, mentions one 
of them, calling her Khatija Sultan and reporting that she 
was the mother of 'Othman Shah [I I]. 

A special study on the Ottoman dynasty by A. Alder
son indicates that 'Othman Shah was the son of Selim I's 
daughter (from her second marriage with Mu~\afli Pasha), 
whose name was Hafisa. Alderson's work lists both the 
date of her death _:_ I 0 July 1538 - and the date of her 
son 'Othman Shah's death- 1568 [12]. According to this 
scholar, Selim's daughter Khatija by name did not have 
a son who would bear the name of 'Othman Shah. 
Besides, she was married to another Ottoman official -
Ibrahim Pasha b. Yiinus. As for J:lafi~a, her first marriage 
was to AI:imed Pasha Diiqakin-zade (the marriage took 
place in 1511 ), but she bore him no children. AI:imed 
Pasha, who descended from an Albanian aristocratic fam
ily and accepted Islam, was executed by order of Selim I 
during his Iranian campaign in 1514 [13]. In 1522, J:lafi~a 
married again, this time to Mu~\afli Pasha (d. 27 April 
1529), and she bore him son by the name of 'Othman 
Shah [14]. The exact date of his birth remains unknown. 

Thus, according to Alderson, the father of 'Othman 
Shah was an Ottoman official Mu~\afli Pasha. This would 
appear to disagree with the name indicated in the manu
script - 'Othman Shah b. Iskender Pasha. However, Al
derson also informs that the father of Mustafa Pasha was 
Iskender Pasha, whom he lists as having died in 
1506 [15]. Including in a name in place of the father the 
grandfather or a distinguished founder of a lineage was 
not at all uncommon in Muslim literature. 

Thus, 'Othman Shah, for whom Ibn al-Wardfs work 
was translated, belonged to the upper nobility of the 
Ottoman state. His grandfather on his mother's side was 
Sultan Selim I; and on his father's side - the renowned 
Ottoman military leader Iskender Pasha. The latter served 
under the Sultans MeI:imed II (1451-1481) and Bayazid 
II (1481-1512) and participated in all military operations 
in Europe as the commander of border forces in Serbia 

and Bosnia (later as a beylerbey). In 894/1488-89, he 
received in return for his military services the rank of 
wazir and the title of piishii. In 901/1491-92, however, in 
connection with certain considerations of "the reign and 
the faith", as writes the seventeenth-century Ottoman his
torian J:luseyn, he was deprived of his rank of wazir [16]. 
His falling into disgrace was possibly connected with the 
attempt on the life of Sultan Bayazid II during his cam
paign against Albania. The attempt took place in 
1492 [17]. But according to i. H. Uzun~ar~1h, Iskender 
Pasha left the post of wazir of his own volition in 1499 
and was appointed sancak-bey of Bosnia. In this rank he 
later participated in military actions against Venice [18]. 
The above-mentioned J:luseyn reports that Iskender Pasha 
spent the remainder of his life in Bosnia [ 19]. 

Ofiskender Pasha's son, Mu~\afli, it is reported that he 
attained the rank of second wazir under Sultan Suleyman I 
( 1520-1566) and married one of the daughters of Selim 
I [20]. His nisba, Boshnaq (Bosnian), was in all likelihood 
connected to his father's place of residence and service. In 
providing information on officials during the reign of 
Bayazid II, J:luseyn mentions Mu~\afli, son of Iskender 
Pasha. He writes that the latter was distinguished by his 
bravery and was also known as a learned man and author 
of some fame. To him belong several works in verse and 
in prose which he composed in Persian and Turkish [21]. 
The Ottoman te=kireci La\ifi (d. 1582), in his Tadhkirat 
al-shu'arii written in 953/1546-47, mentions 'Othman 
Shah's father Mu~\afli Pasha. He reports that Mu~\afli 
Pasha bore the pen-name ~un'i-bey and was renowned for 
his exceptional talent in rhetoric as well as valour in wars. 
In appreciation of his military services, Mu~\afli Pasha 
received from Sultan Selim I a large sancak to administer. 
La\ifi also introduces citations from two qa~idas by 
Mu~\afli Pasha [22]. 

Another Ottoman tezkireci, Qinali-zade J:lasan 
Chelebi (953/1546-47-1012/1604), also has high praise 
for the bravery Mu~\afli Pasha displayed during Selim l's 
campaign against the Persian Shah Isma'il. He reports 
that in appreciation of Mu~\afli's accomplishments in the 
war, Selim I personally adorned his head-dress with 
a sul{iin [23]. 

Thus, by distinguishing himself during Selim's Persian 
campaign of 1517-1518 and receiving the administration 
of a large sancak (by some accounts, that was the sancak 
of Tripoli in Syria), Mu~\afli entered the military
administrative elite of the Ottoman Empire. Besides, he 
was personally singled out by the Sultan. This evidently 
played a role in the decision, taken in 1522, two years 
after the death of Selim I, to marry him to the widowed 
daughter of Selim, J:lafi~a. This made Mu~\afli Pasha part 
of a special social stratum, the sultans' "sons-in-law". 

The fact of Mu~\afli's mention by Ottoman tezkirecis 
indicates that he was a highly educated man and enjoyed 
a certain amount of renown in the literary circles of his 
time. It is only natural that his son, 'Othman Shah, should 
have received an excellent education. In any case, his 
eloquence, or the ability to express himself artfully and 
elegantly for which lbn al-Wardrs translator lauds him, he 
might well have inherited from his father. 

But 'Othman Shah, for whom the translation was per
formed, made his mark on Ottoman history for reasons 
other than his rhetoric talents. The grandson of Selim I 
and the nephew of Suleyman I, he found himself drawn 
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into the internal strife which broke out in the dynasty 
among the sons of Sultan Suleyman. We know that the 
conflict became especially severe when only two of the 
Sultan's sons remained alive - Selim (the future Sultan 
Selim II) and Bayazid. Bayazid, a highly educated man 
who greatly resembled his father, was popular in court 
circles and hoped to inherit supreme power in the state. 
But after the death of Suleyman's favourite wife, Khurrem 
Sul\an - the mother of both princes and a peacemaker 
between them - the struggle for power became even 
more acute. An attempt was made to distance the two 
physically by sending Selim to Konya and Bayazid to 
Amasya. Amasya, however, was much farther from Istan
bul than Kiitahya, where Bayazid had formerly resided, 
therefore, he refused to move to Amasya. As for Selim, he 
obediently fulfilled his father's order and removed himself 
from Manisa to Konya. In order to prevent a possible 
clash between the brothers, the high officials of the 
state - Sokollu Mel:Jmed Pasha and Pertev Pasha - were 
sent to brothers with admonitions. It is at this point that 
our hero, 'Othman Shah, appears on the historical scene; 
he should have been approximately forty-two at the time. 
The two princes, extremely hostile to each other, were told 
that if they failed to hault their rivalry, the throne would 
pass to the nephew of the reigning Sultan Suleyman, 
'Othman Shah, who then occupied the post of sancak-bey 
of Morea [24]. 

This episode seems to be without parallels in the his
tory of the Ottoman dynasty. It allows us to gain some 
insight into the personality of the man for whom the 
translation oflbn al-Wardrs work was intended. It is quite 
clear that if 'Othman Shah was meant to be enthroned, he 
must have enjoyed not only fame, but a certain amount of 
popularity at the Ottoman court. This information places 
the translator's preface to lbn al-Wardrs work in a special 
light. As was noted above, the introduction is distin
guished by its exceptional praise for 'Othman Shah, his 
pertaining to the Ottoman dynasty being particularly 
stressed. Viewing that the translation dates to I 562-
1563, one can assume that the fame of 'Othman Shah as 
a possible candidate for supreme power was still great. In 
turning to 'Othman Shah for support in his literary 
endeavour, the translator possibly took this circumstance 
into account. In any case, this provides a satisfactory 
explanation for the translator's addressing his patron as 
sultan, though by the time of the translator's work the 
prince Bayazid had been executed (25 September 1561) 
and there remained only one candidate to the throne, the 
prince Selim. 

We turn now to the work which Mevlana Mal:Jmiid 
al-Kha\ib selected for translation into Turkish and pres
entation to the nephew of the reigning Sultan Suleyman I. 
The original composition written, as was noted, for Shahin 
al-Mu'ayyadi, commandant of the Aleppo fortress, bears 
the title Kharidat al- 'ajii 'ib wa faridat al-gharii 'ib 
("Gem of Wonders and Pearl of Rarities"). Although the 
work's authorship is disputed, the author is generally 
considered to be Siraj al-Din Abii l;laf~ 'Umar b. al-Wardi 
(d. 1457) [25]. 

I. Iu. Krachkovsky, who in his Arabskaia geogra
ficheskaia /iteratura ("The Arabic Geographical Litera
ture") stresses the great popularity of lbn al-Wardrs work, 
notes, however, that it represents the degeneration rather 
than the development of the cosmographic genre [26]. 

Muslim cosmography reached its peak in the well-known 
work by Zakariya' al-Qazwini (d. 1283), 'Ajii 'ib al
makhliiqiit wa gharii 'ib al-mawjiidiit ("Wonders of Crea
tures and Rarities of All Existing Things"), written in the 
second half of the thirteenth century. It was translated 
from Arabic into Persian, and later, starting from the 
fifteenth century, translated many times into Turkish 
(possibly from the Persian). Interestingly, one of these 
translations was intended for the son of Suleyman I, the 
prince Mu~\afii, also one of the participants in the struggle 
for supreme power in the Ottoman Empire. The translator 
was the khwiija of the prince, Gelibolu Suriiri-efendi 
(d. 969/1561-62), a ~iifi of Nakshbandi order, who had 
an immense influence over Mustafii. The translation 
remained, however, uncompleted ·because of Mu~\afii's 
death (he was executed in 1553) [27]. The translation was 
later completed by another man, a certain Rodosi-zade. 
Manuscripts of Suriiri-efendi's translation of the work by 
Zakariya' al-Qazwinfs are usually illustrated. At almost 
the same time as Mevlana Mal:Jmiid's translation of Jbn al
Wardi, yet another translation of Qazwinfs work into 
Turkish appeared in 1562. The translation was made by 
Mevlana Ginayi, the qii<fi of Bosnia [28]. These transla
tions seem to demonstrate the then general passion for 
cosmography in the learned Turkish circles of the period. 

This exaggerated interest in cosmographic literature 
no doubt had its effect on the appearance of the 1562-
1563 translation of lbn al-Wardi. Yet it should be noted 
that in the Turkish milieu interest in his work took place 
even earlier. The oldest of lbn al-Wardrs translation into 
Turkish appeared as far back as before the seizure of 
Constantinople by the Turks [29], that is, when lbn al
Wardi was still alive. The work by him was no less 
popular in the Arab milieu, too. Suffice it to say that the 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies alone holds seven copies of this work, the 
earliest of which dates to 1565 while the latest was 
executed in the Volga region at the beginning of the 
twentieth century [30]. 

As is known, the sixteenth century witnessed the out
burst of interest in geographic literature in the Ottoman 
State, which can be linked primarily to the successes of 
Turkish seafaring at the time. However, this fact can 
explain interest in lbn al-Wardrs work only partly, since 
this writing contains too many fantastic details to be 
directly attributed to geographical literature. Fantastic 
details make up the major part of the work, although the 
author also included descriptions of cities, countries, 
oceans, straits, plants and animals, borrowing his infor
mation from the works of such authors as Zakariya' al
Qazwini, Abii Zayd Al:Jmad b. Sahl al-Balkhi (ca. 850-
934), Na~ir al-Din al-Tiisi (1201-1274), al-Mas'iidi 
(d. 956), al-Marrakushi (d. ca. 1262), and others whose 
names he cites. 

lbn al-Wardrs compilation is usually denied to be of 
any originality or scientific value. It is commonly 
accepted that lbn al-Wardi skilfully compiled his work, 
basing it on Najm al-Din AI:imad b. Hamdan b. Shabib al
l;larrani al-l;lanbalrs Jiimi' al-funiin wa salwat al-mal:iziin, 
written in the fourteenth century in Mamliik Egypt [31]. 
This view, however, seems to be incorrect. Though Ibn al
Wardrs work, as Krachkovsky notes, clearly betrays the 
influence of Ibn Hamdan, whom Ibn al-Wardi, however, 
does not cite among his sources, the two works are not 
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identical. One should note that Ibn al-WardI makes abun
dant borrowings from Zakariyii' al-QazwinI, aI-DimashqI 
(1256-1327), al-IdrisI (1100-1165), al-MuqaddasI 
(second half of the 11th century), at times without citing 
them among his sources. One can, in any case, conclude 
that Ibn al-WardI was a well-read author deriving his 
knowledge not only from Ibn Hamdan [32]. Moreover, in 
the view of C. J. Tornberg, Ibn al-Wardrs work contains 
materials which have not reached us directly. The infor
mation he provides on Africa, Arabia and Syria is of inter
est. It is only in Ibn al-WardI that we find information on 
the large bridge, 150 meters in length, which connects 
Trapani with the Sicilian mainland. Additionally, in the 
map of the world he provides, for the first time in an Arab 
map we find the Balkans as well as the mention of "the 
Allemands and other Christian peoples" [33]. 

All of these features ofibn al-Wardrs work, however, 
are entirely eclipsed by his penchant for the marvellous 
and fantastic accounts. Interestingly, already in the 
seventeenth century, the famous Turkish scholar and 
geographer, l:liijjI Kha!Ifa (1609-1657) gives scathing 
comment on Ibn al-Wardrs work in his famed biblio
graphic dictionary. He writes that the work contains 
"groundless tales and impossible circumstances which 
reasoned minds refuse to accept". In describing the author, 
l:lajjI Kha!Ifa notes that such is the practice of "story
tellers who are uninformed in the literary and rational 
sciences". Evaluating the popularity of the work, the 
learned Turkish author adds: "This work has spread 
among those who possess insufficient minds, such as he 
(lbn al-WardI - /. P.)". "It begins," writes l:lajjI Kha!Ifa, 
"with the words 'Praise unto Allah, who forgives sin and 
accepts repentance .. .'; perhaps the author meant to indi
cate that this work and others like it are [merely] frivolous 
entertainment and sin" [34]. 

In analysing these responses, one should attend to the 
criterion applied by critics to Ibn al-Wardrs work. This 
criterion is the authenticity and "scientificity" of the 
information it contains, its novelty and originality. But to 
apply such criteria to Ibn al-Wardrs cosmographic work is 
incorrect. l:lajjI Kha!Ifa himself was first and foremost 
a scholar - he engaged in the serious study of geography 
and made use of the fruits of European geographic science 
and was presumably familiar with the works of European 
authors. His demand from Ibn al-WardI is accuracy and 
authenticity, and he blames the author for the fantastic 
nature of the information he provides. 

In analysing the genre of 'ajii'ib literature, Krachkov
sky points out that cosmographic works had to meet the 
following requirements: be skilfully composed compila
tions with a clear and logical exposition; provide a sum
mary of the information in the natural sciences known at 
the time. As concerns "the wonders of the world" they 
describe, the scholar notes that the authors of such works 
were "primitive mystics" who saw "wonders of creation" 
in all things [35]. It is this last observation, which 
deserves our special attention with regard to lbn al
Wardrs work and its Turkish translation in particular, 
since it provides a key to understanding one of the funda
mental characteristics both of the genre of Muslim cos
mographic literature and of a certain sense of the world 
common to medieval Muslim society. 

Let us ask a simple question: who were the authors of 
cosmographic works in the 'ajii 'ib genre and what was the 

purpose of the work they endeavoured? The answers 
would appear to be obvious: these works were written by 
Muslim scholars for the purpose of introducing to a broad 
readership what geographical information they possessed 
in a form most likely to attract and entertain readers. The 
latter condition could explain the strong element of the 
fantastic in their works. Such an answer, however, is 
applicable to far from all cosmographic works known to 
us, despite the partial truth in contains: human curiosity is 
a universal trait, and Muslims, as well as people of differ
ent faiths, were endowed with a lively interest in the outer 
world they could not observe personally and where they 
expected to encounter numerous wonders. 

The cosmographic works of medieval Muslim authors 
display yet another very important feature. It is worth 
noting that the majority of these authors were not at all 
travellers, but deeply pious people - most often ~iifis. 
We also know that Muslim mysticism was especially sen
sitive to questions concerning the act of the world's crea
tion by God and to questions of how to evaluate the world, 
which arose from that act of creation. The religious aspect 
of the work by Ibn al-WardI, like of many his predeces
sors, was probably much more important than it is usually 
considered. 

In this regard it is perhaps appropriate to recall the 
first Christian apologists, who composed their works to 
struggle with paganism. The Christian philosophy of being 
held an important place in their works. They taught that 
the world was created by God so that man, created solely 
to know the Creator of the world, might be born into it. 
Cognition of the world was indispensable in order to 
render veneration unto God. In turn, the aim of the man 
who venerates the Creator is to attain immortality, come 
to resemble an angel, and serve the Creator in the king
dom of heaven. "In this is the meaning of things (summa 
rerum), in this is the mystery of God, in this is the 
sacrament of the world," writes the early Christian author 
Lactantius ( d. ca. 325) in his famous Divinarum lnstitu
tionum Libri Septem [36]. 

But how does one gain knowledge of the Creator of 
the world and of the world which He created? The final 
object of knowledge is transcendental and hence unknow
able. But it is possible to gain knowledge of God's 
creation - the world in which man resides. In this, the 
world interests Christian apologists primarily from an 
aesthetic point of view, as God's most beautiful creation. 
God created the heavens and placed them at the highest 
point in the universe in order to set up his throne there. He 
then created the earth that people and animals might dwell 
there. He brought forth on its surface seas and rivers. He 
gave light to His dwelling, creating the sun, the moon, and 
other celestial bodies. God divided the world into two 
opposite parts - East and West, where the East has 
a direct relation to God and the West resembles a dark 
spirit which takes light from people. God also made the 
South and the North, which are images of life and death, 
for life is linked to warmth and death to cold, Lactantius 
teaches [3 7]. 

The world, its astounding diversity, exists for cogni
tion of God's wisdom, of his absolute might. The ancient 
Biblical and generally Near Eastern motif of God's crea
tion of the world, present in Islam as well, stands at the 
core of an extra-rational, aesthetic approach to the world. 
The material world was created and adorned by God and 
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for this very reason cannot be censured. This is a powerful 
argument against dualists. The beauty and structure of 
God's world are the main proof of the existence and truth
fulness of the Creator Himself. From this inevitably 
follows that the description of this world and its wonders 
is pleasing to God and represents a rendering of praise 
unto the Creator and his creation, for it advertises his 
truthfulness and existence. 

Viewed in this fashion, Muslim cosmographic works 
are in no way geographic literature, but a special type of 
religious-philosophical literature, a special form of 
preaching in which the description of the world expresses 
praise for the divine creation and delight in the Creator 
Himself. In vain should we expect from such literature 
a rational, "scientific" approach to the subject. Predomi
nant here is the aesthetic and emotional approach to the 
subject, which has only an indirect relation to geographic 
matter-subjects. In such an approach, the introduction of 
fantastic details, the element of wonderful is absolutely 
natural and even indispensable. All wonders of the world 
described represent a vast metaphor for the wisdom of 
God, who created a miracle to grant mankind under
standing. In this sense, Ibn al-Wardi is far from being 
an adherent to what is unusual and rare, rather he is 
a pious collector of manifestations of God's wisdom and 
His fervent admirer. 

It is no mere coincidence that lbn al-Wardrs Turkish 
translator, Mevlana MaI:imiid al-Khatib - himself 
undoubtedly a $iifi, as his laqab Mevlana shows, -
reports in his introduction that he was inspired in his work 
by the literary exploit of the Muslim "Brothers of Purity" 
(lkhwiin al-!fafa). These created in the tenth century their 
famed encyclopaedia of the world, a work profoundly 
mystical. It is also noteworthy that the author of another 
cosmographic work exceptionally popular among Muslim 
readers, Zakariya' al-Qazwini, was greatly influenced by 
the famous Arab $iifi Ibn al-' Arabi (1165-1240) [38]. 
Finally, we know that al-Dimashqi, author of the cosmo
graphic work Nukhbat al-dahr ft 'ajii 'ib al-barr wa-1-baf:ir 
("Selection of the Age on the Wonders of Land and Sea"), 
was also a mystic - his laqab was al-$iifi. He ended his 
life as a hermit in the $afad region of Palestine [39]. 

Such an approach to cosmographic works allows us in 
particular to understand why a significant number of such 
kind of works were abundantly illustrated with miniatures. 
The visual aspect in this context was no less important 
than the text itself with its description of the "world's 
wonders". Miniatures describing these wonders were 
aimed at strengthening the emotional and aesthetic effect, 
thus emphasising the main idea of the text. It is therefore 
not surprising that the numerous copies of Zakariya' al
Qazwrnrs work are so rich in illustrations. lbn al-Wardrs 
work would seem to contradict this rule. Manuscripts of it, 
for the most part, contain only a map of the world and 
a drawing of the Ka'ba with the qibla indicated. This is, 
however, possibly a special case. The absence of illustra-

tions is perhaps explained by the non-high rank of the per
son for whom the work was intended and, consequently, 
his modest means to remunerate the author's work. It may 
well be that there was no miniaturist capable to illustrate 
lbn al-Wardrs work in fifteenth-century provincial 
Aleppo. 

Alternatively, the manuscript of the Turkish transla
tion from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies is abundantly illustrated: it contains 
92 miniatures. The quality of the miniatures, which illus
trate numerous "wonders of the world" as well as the 
diversity of the plant and animal world, is mostly not very 
high, though some of them betray a skilful hand. It 
concerns especially the miniatures depicting birds (see the 
front cover of the present issue). These are shown usually 
in their motion or in a pose so much elegant that most 
exquisite examples of the renowned schools of miniature 
painting come to mind. However, the miniatures were 
apparently executed not in the capital of the Ottoman 
Empire. A number of them look even clumsy. The brush 
is not bright and the palette not rich. The miniatures seem 
to have been performed by a provincial, if talented, artist. 
At any rate, the style of the miniatures is unusual (cf., e.g., 
Plate 4, p. 56). I dare not state that the St. Petersburg 
illustrated manuscript was created in Morea, where 
'Othman Shah was reported to reside with his "home 
court", and that this manuscript is the very copy to have 
been presented to him. Yet the suggestion seems to be 
tempting. We know that the cost of the execution of 
an illustrated manuscript was very high, and that the 
appearance of such a copy was always connected with 
a high-ranked customer and with the expectation of 
receiving substantial remuneration in return. Is it a mere 
formula of etiquette that the translator, Mevlana MaI:imiid 
al-Khatib, in his introduction to the translation painstak
ingly underscores the generosity of 'Othman Shah [ 40]? 

Certainly, such a far-reaching supposition would 
require special research conducted on the basis of all 
remaining manuscripts of this translation oflbn al-Wardi. 
At present, it is important to stress only that the style of 
the miniatures, which adorn our manuscript, is distinctly 
provincial. It does not allow for direct attribution: the 
style cannot be linked with any particular school of 
miniature painting. It is dependent on many of them, 
being evidently a mixture of style elements. The artist was 
in all likelihood guided in his work by some illustrated 
manuscript of a cosmographic work, most likely by 
Zakariya' al-Qazwini. 

The author of the present article hopes that the present 
publication will draw anew the attention of researchers to 
the illustrated Turkish translations of the famous Muslim 
cosmographic works and to the reasons of their great 
popularity in the learned Muslim audience. The solving of 
the question needs more detailed analysis of both authors' 
and translators' views and tastes, as well as mentality of 
those to whom such kind of writings were presented. 
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FAMOUS COLLECTORS: 
FACTS AND ASSESSMENTS 

T. Harviainen 

ABRAHAM FIRKOVICH AND THE KARAITE COMMUNITY 
IN JERUSALEM IN 1864 • 

The Karaite movement of Judaism was founded by 'Anan 
ben David in Mesopotamia in the middle of the eighth cen
tury A.O. Its tenets were rejection of the Talmudic oral tra
dition, a return to the Bible, the Old Testament, as the sole 
source of Divine Law, and repudiation of the authority of 
the exilarchic and Gaonic leadership. The Karaite reforma
tion was able to appeal also to other antinomian, "sectarian" 
groups which had existed on the fringes of Judaism through 
the ages and which possibly had connections with the Sec
ond Temple period [ l ]. 

Karaite settlement in Jerusalem started in the ninth 
century. The Karaite quarter was located in $ela' ha- 'e/ef 
(Joshua 18:28) - l:Hirat al-Mu~araqa, probably to the 
south-east of the Temple Mount - where the city of King 
David had stood. According to Karaite tradition, in 755 
Anan built a synagogue in Jerusalem, where Karaite 
synagogue still bears his name. However, it is probable that 
the present synagogue located in the Jewish quarter dates 
back to a period after the destruction wrought by the 
Crusaders, who in 1099 brought to an abrupt end the first 
Golden Era of the Karaites in Jerusalem [2]. 

The date of the return of Karaites to Jerusalem is un
certain. However, the Karaite synagogue of Anan within the 
city walls was probably founded fairly soon after the city 
was sacked, since in the thirteenth century it was still 
possible to occupy deserted plots of land and buildings in 
the city. Since that period a small Karaite community has 
been living in Jerusalem with only minor interruptions, 
especially in the vicinity of this underground synagogue. It 
is reported that the synagogue was repaired and partly 
rebuilt twice in the nineteenth century, in 1837 and 
1864 [3]. We shall soon return to the subject of the later 
reconstruction. 

The number of Karaites in Jerusalem has never been 
considerable and the same holds true with regard to all of 
their settlements [4]. In the sixteenth century they had their 
own quarter (Ma~allat al-Qara'in) opposite the Western 
Wall; however, their number did not exceed 10 % of the 

number of Jews in the city. This favourable period was fol
lowed by rapid decline, and in 1641 they are reported to 
have numbered 27 living in 15 houses in Jerusalem. Irre
spective of better contacts with other centres of Karaism 
and immigration to Jerusalem, the figures remained on the 
same level, in tens, until the middle of the twentieth century, 
i.e. until the Karaite 'a/iyya from Egypt. According to the 
reports of different Western visitors in the nineteenth cen
tury, the number of souls vacillates between six and fifty 
and that of the households between one and fourteen [5]. 

A rumour once circulated in Jerusalem that, due to 
a curse, the number of Karaite males in the city would never 
reach 10, i.e. the number required to form a minyan neces
sary for public prayer [6]. 

The famous Karaim scholar Abraham Firkovich 
(1787-1874) arrived in Jerusalem on October 5, 1863. 
This grand tour which extended until March 1865 was 
Firkovich's last visit to the Near East. During journeys to 
several lands during these years he collected with great 
success the majority of his second collection of Hebrew, 
Arabic, Judaeo-Arabic and Samaritan codices, manuscripts 
and manuscript fragments as well as other antiquities. The 
collection consists of more than 15,000 items. It was 
acquired in 1876 by the Imperial Public Library in 
St. Petersburg; at present the library bears the name of the 
National Library of Russia [7]. 

The collection also houses the personal archive of 
A. S. Firkovich, where a great number of letters received by 
him are kept as well as copies of letters sent by him. The 
majority of the correspondence is written in Hebrew, while 
a few letters are in Karaim, the Turkic native language of 
Firkovich, his relatives and the East European Karaites 
(Karaims) in general. On the basis of Firkovich's letters we 
can learn a great deal about the situation of the Karaim 
community in Jerusalem in those days. In addition, Firk
ovich gives a detailed report of his building activities for the 
benefit of the tiny community as well as of his "Zionistic" 
plans for the future of his brethren in the Holy City [8]. 

•A shorter version of this paper was read at the Sjelle nordiske kongres ijudaistik in Aarhus (18-20 May 1996). 
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Among the letters of the personal archive of Abraham 
Firkovich known to me, the most infonnative passages 
concerning Jerusalem are contained in a letter to the Karaite 
community in Constantinople sent from Jerusalem on 
March 24, 1864 (Thursday, the 16th of Adar Sheni; 
No. 605:18v-19v), a letter to ~adoq Yerushalmi from 
Nab I us (Sikem) dated April 8, 1864 (Friday, the I st of the 
I st month; No. 607: I r-2 r) (9) , the list of 45 inscriptions in 
the courtyard and the doors of the synagogue (605 :12v-
14r), and a report to R. Abraham b. Jehuda ha-Mi~ri 

·~ 

l 
. >-< 

yosebim bo fomre l}a:vot ha-qodes). Besides this, there 
were 9 houses, and a new one had been built by Abraham 
Firkovich - obviously for himself. 

The lack of minyan is also mentioned by Firkovich, 
who expresses the wish that the immigration of the "Hrtites" 
will "take away the reproach of the Rabbanites against the 
Karaites that the latter have not a single minyan in Jerusa
lem; in their opinion, this is all caused by a curse with 
which, by taking out a Torah scroll, their sages cursed the 
Karaites so that there would never be found a minyan for 

Abraham Firkovich (1787-1874) 

dated September 16, 1864 (Friday, 15th of Elul 1864; 
607:4r-7v) (10). 

In his letters Firkovich does not offer a detailed 
description of the Karaite community in Jerusalem nor of its 
members or its synagogue. Nevertheless, we can cull a fair 
amount of infonnation from references intended for other 
purposes. 

The number of Karaite households in Jerusalem was 
reported to have been 8 or 9 and the number of people 
between 6 and 4 in the 1850s [ 11 ). Abraham Firkovich 
corroborates the scale of these figures in his letter to his 
co-religionists in Constantinople [ 12), whence he applied 
for economic help for the Karaites of Hit who desired to 
move to Jerusalem - I have dealt with this affair as well as 
Firkovich's attempt to acquire all the manuscripts preserved 
in Hit in an article in Folia Orientalia published a few years 
ago [13) . In this letter Firkovich writes that he has infonned 
the people of Hrt that in Jerusalem the Karaites possess 
11 houses which the immigrants from Hit may share 
"until the Lord enlarges their territory" ('ad yarl}ib h' 'et 
gebulam ). One of the houses was an entrance room for the 
gatekeepers of the synagogue courtyards (mabo · sey-

them in Jerusalem" [14). Firkovich writes that he prays to 
the Lord that he would tum the curse into a blessing; he was 
convinced himself that soon there would be enough Karaites 
in Jerusalem for four minyanim. In this view he was encour
aged by the hope of the immigration of Karaites from Hrt as 
well as by the promises of respected Karaite participants in 
the Feast of Shavu'ot, who built three new houses in 
Jerusalem; Firkovich enumerates the names of these 
prospective donors. These houses and three others, two of 
them built by Firkovich, were intended for the newcomers 
from Hit, "as was reported in the English newspaper" [ 15) . 

It is obvious that Abraham Firkovich and his family 
enjoyed a position of respect among his brethren bene 
miqra' in the Holy City. He enjoyed the support of the 
Russian consulate. He was a rich man, and in the jirman 
signed by the Ottoman Sultan Abdlil Aziz, it was stated that 
the Karaites were not subject to the same legislation as the 
Rabbanites [16). Due to his good connections, Abraham 
Firkovich was able to visit the Temple Mount and the Dome 
of the Rock (lfariim as-Sarif) several times with his rela
tives and Karaite friends. As a consequence, he could also 
enjoy the good services of the community members. 
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On the basis of his letters we are acquainted with 
Shabbetai Levi of Jerusalem, who as Firkovich's agent 
established secret contacts with the Samaritans in Nablus. 
However, David he-IJakham ha-Levi, the General Com
missioner (ha-paqid ha-kolel) of the community, was 
Firkovich's "beloved friend" in Jerusalem. David acted as 
an intennediary between the Samaritan High Priest 'Amran 
and Firkovich, when the Samaritans sold more than one 
thousand Samaritan manuscripts to Firkovich, and at the 
same time he was the latter's Arabic interpreter. 

The title of IJakham might imply that David he-IJakham 
ha-Levi was the leader of the Karaites in Jerusalem in that 
period. However, Mr. Mourad al-Qudsi writes in his 
unpublished genealogy that David Levi's father, IJakham 
Abraham ben Moshe Levi ( 1776-1865) died in 1865 and 
was then succeeded by his son David (1806-1872) (17]. 
Obviously Abraham Levi was too old to take care of all 
community matters in 1863---64, and his son David, "the 
General Commissioner" was in fact his deputy (18]. 

We know that Abraham Firkovich was not fluent in 
Arabic [ 19]. Al-Qudsi, for his part, knows that David Levi's 
younger brother Moshe ben Abraham (1810-1905) [20], 
in addition to Arabic and Hebrew, spoke French, English, 
Spanish (obviously Ladino), Turkish, Greek and "the 
Tatarish language of the Karaites of Eastern Europe and 
Crimea". On the other hand, Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Finn writes 
that the IJakham visited by her in 1858 came from the 
Crimea and spoke excellent Turkish; most probably this 
hakham was their father Abraham Levi. For some time her 
husband, Mr. H. B. Finn, studied Turkish with the chief of 
the Karaite Jews, who was a Turkish subject from the 
Crimea. According to her, "the Karaites consisted chiefly of 
one family", and she "saw very little of them" [21]. 

On the basis of Finn's and al-Qudsi's notes, we can be 
rather certain that Firkovich could use Turkish and his 
native Karaim language in his communication with the 
congregation and his Karaite collaborators - as well as in 
wider contact with the Turkish authorities in the Near East. 

Before this journey Firkovich had visited Jerusalem at 
least once, in 1830, and during that visit he had purchased 
manuscripts which were preserved in the geniza of the 
Karaite synagogue (22]. As a consequence, there was not 
much new to be found. As a dedicated explorer, however, 
he copied 45 inscriptions which the earlier Karaite visitors 
had written "on the gate of the synagogue courtyard, the 
gate of the house opposite the gate of the synagogue and on 
a stone in the wall of the small garden". Jerusalem was the 
destination of Karaite pilgrims, who after their visit used to 
affix the honorary title yerushalmi to their name. These 
inscriptions of pilgrims were quite short; they are of the 
type "I have come, I, X ben Y on the date so-and-so from 
the holy congregation of Z''. The texts date back to the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Kaffa, present-day 
Feodosia in the Crimea, is the most common home city of 
the visitors. These memorials would provide material for 
the prosopography and phraseology of those centuries. 

Abraham Firkovich attempted to draw the attention of 
his co-religionists to Jerusalem and the Karaite congrega
tion there and he wished that at least one out of every 
hundred Karaites would visit the Holy Mount each year -
as the Muslims do during their pilgrimage - and that many 
of them would settle in the Holy City. Nevertheless, 
he considered the name yerushalmi to be a deception 
when it was used by a person who did not intend to stay in 

Jerusalem, even if this person could afford to do so without 
exercising any occupation. As a notorious example he men
tions the rich Crimean Karaite Moshe Hallelovich (Gele
lovich) (23] and his wife who after a single visit returned to 
the Crimea (24]. 

The main activity of Abraham Firkovich for the benefit 
of the Karaite community in Jerusalem concerned the old 
underground synagogue of Anan and its compound (25]. 
For this purpose he asked the congregation in Constantino
ple to send him all documents dealing with the Karaite 
buildings in Jerusalem and in Hebron in particular. In an
other letter, to his friend Mr. ~adok ha-Yerushalmi (26], 
Firkovich gives a detailed description of how he rebuilt the 
synagogue and what his plans were for the future of the 
Karaite community centre in Jerusalem. A parallel but 
shorter report is included in the request for support sent to 
the congregation in Constantinople (27]. 

Before the first visit to Aleppo in the autumn of I 863, 
Abraham Firkovich had made a vow to donate 500 roubles 
for the repair of the ruins of the Holy City of Jerusalem; his 
wife had added 100 roubles to this sum, and the recipient of 
the letter, Firkovich's friend ~adok, also contributed I 00 
roubles. Seeing the condition of the old synagogue (bet 
'elohenu miqdas me'a{ ha-qadmon) he decided to spend the 
600 roubles donated by himself and his wife for its repair 
and rebuilding. The work was started at the beginning of the 
month of Kislev; the I st of Kislev was November 12, 1863. 
Before that Firkovich and ~adok had made repairs in the 
synagogue in the month of Heshvan; in 1863 Heshvan oc
curred between October 14 and November 11. 

At first, Firkovich divided the outer courtyard of the 
synagogue, ha- 'azara, into two parts with a stone wall 
which extended from the ground to the roof [28]; before 
that the court was filled by granaries. The left half of the 
courtyard Firkovich again divided into two parts. The 
granaries of the commissioners of the community remained 
in the lower part, above which Firkovich built a wooden 
ceiling. Between these new and old roofs he constructed a 
complete new house with a window and door towards the 
poor-house rented out to the Rabbanites. The inside (?) of 
the dark and low half of the synagogue intended for women 
was repaired by him, and outside in the courtyard (ba
IJa!fer) Firkovich built a kitchen, bet ha-mibfalim in 
Firkovich's Hebrew, and a coffee room, bet ha-kafe'. He 
planned to rent out these rooms - therefore they were built 
to be as beautiful as possible - and Firkovich supposed 
that the rent would afford a profit of more than 500 groush 
annually. 

The right-hand part of the outer courtyard, which bor
dered on the men's synagogue on the lower level, was also 
divided, and the wall between the synagogue and the court 
was demolished. Thus the men's synagogue was extended so 
as to be 12 cubits long and 7 cubits broad, while the seats of 
the elders took 2.5 cubits - according to the custom in the 
Karaite synagogue ofGozHMi, i.e. Eupatoria in the Crimea. 

Then Firkovich removed the steps and the door which 
he had constructed with ~adok a month earlier. Instead, he 
opened a new door three steps deeper in the wall, and thus 
the elders had only two steps to climb to their seats. The 
upper part was rebuilt to be the women's synagogue, six cu
bits long and four cubits broad; new screens were painted 
green. The door of the women's synagogue led to the 
kitchen; as a consequence the old ladies had only six steps 
to negotiate from their house to the synagogue, instead of 
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the eighteen steps down and nine up before the repair. It is 
interesting to note that in the repair of the Samaritan 
synagogue in Nablus, Firkovich was concerned to grant 
the Samaritan women an opportunity to participate in the 
synagogue service. 

In Jerusalem, the earlier installation of the windows of 
the synagogue had turned out to be unsuccessful - water 
leaked in during the winter rains - which even in our day 
is not an exceptional phenomenon in Jerusalem. Firkovich 
carefully put a frame around each window on the outside of 
the wall and wire netting to protect the glass screens [29]. 
Inside the synagogue he enlarged the windows diagonally 
and could thus double the amount of light in the synagogue, 
which in addition was plastered with the best whitewash. 
Firkovich planned to paint the synagogue later in colours 
resembling marble. 

Inside the synagogue Firkovich also renewed the deep, 
narrow and dark Ark of Torah scrolls, hekhal se-hayu bo 
sifre ha-torot - as he calls it in Rabbinic Sephardi terms. 
The new ark measured I .5 cubits by a quarter of a cubit, it 
had two doors, and a geniza was located under the ark. On 
the top of the hekhal doors Firkovich put a circular crown 
with a picture of a menora in the centre, on the right he 
wrote the Ten Commandments, on the left qeri 'at 5ema · and 
all around them Biblical verses stressing the importance of 
prayer. In addition, a place for a new rostrum - a dukhan 
- was built by Firkovich between the ark and the syna
gogue room for the !Jazzan. The dukhan was dedicated to 
the synagogue by his grandson Samuel Firkovich, and three 
curtains (parokhet) were donated by Abraham Firkovich 
and his wife. 

The roof of the Cave, i.e. the entrance to the synagogue, 
was removed by Firkovich and replaced by a cupola with 
three glass windows facing east, west and north; thus the 
Cave too was illuminated. 

"And if I intend to write down every single thing which 
I added and repaired in every detail, the story will be pro
longed," Firkovich said in his letter. "Just in short I shall 
say that for five full months seven carpenters and masons 
have been working each day with the exception of sabbaths, 
because all of them are Rabbanites .... And indeed, the glory 
of this Holy House and its beauty and its brightness have 
become at this time greater than those of the first one". 

Abraham Firkovich was not successful in his call to the 
Karaites to settle in the Holy City, although in his opinion it 
was the time when Jeremiah's prophecies of the return were 
about to be fulfilled [30]. He saw that, instead of 
Karaites [31 ], various other peoples came to Jerusalem and 
settled there. Among these were all types of Rabbanites: 
"sefaradim, perushim, IJasidim, mitnaggedim" who built 
their great synagogues "which are already five in number 
and which are not sufficient for them, but they have to pray 
minyan by minyan in private houses". 

Firkovich asked himself what benefit there was in his 
building activity, since even afterwards not a single com
plete Karaite minyan prayed in Jerusalem and the Rabban
ites and even Christians and Muslims mocked them because 
of it. At that time Firkovich did not know that the Karaites 
of Hit would in fact come to Jerusalem. He did not know, 
either, that they would soon tum their backs on the Holy 
City and return to Hit [32]. However, as a fervent advocate 
of immigration to Jerusalem, Abraham Firkovich could be 
included in the number of the early Zionists. 

In contrast to the settlement plans, Firkovich's achieve
ments as the constructor of the Karaite courtyard in J erusa
lem remained in effect as long as the Karaite community 
lived in East Jerusalem, and partially they are visible to this 
very day in the Holy City, where a new Karaite congrega
tion prays on the same site in its underground synagogue. 

Notes 

I. Cf. Johann Meier, "Oppositional trends within Judaism during the Talmudic and early Gaonic period", Nordiskjudaistik - Scan
dinavian Jewish Studies. 13/1 ( 1992), pp. 1-11 with bibliography. 

2. For details and sources, see Nathan Schur, History of the Karaites (Frankfurt am Main-Berlin-Bern-New York-Paris-Wien 
1992), pp. 29--41, 55-7. - Beitrage zur Erforschung des Alten Testaments und des antiken Judentums, Band 29. Also Haggai Ben
Shammai, "The Karaites. From the first settlers to an established community and a spiritual center", The History of Jerusalem. The Early 
Muslim Period 638-1099, eds. Joshua Prawer and Haggai Ben-Shammai (Jerusalem-New York City, 1996), pp. 201-24. 

3. Schur, op. cit., p. 92, and the sources referred to by him; Jacob Mann, Texts and Studies. Vol. II: ~araitica. Ktav Publishing House 
(New York, 1972), pp. 120---7, 321-32; vol. I (1972); first publication - in 1931. Jacob Pinkerfeld offers a general description of the 
synagogue and its architecture together with ten drawings, see Ya'aqob Pinqerfeld, "Bet ha-keneset la-'adat ha-qara'im b-lru~alayim", 
Yerusalayim. Muqd~ le-zeker hr' "m Lun~ z"l (Yerualayim, 5588/1928), pp. 204-20. 

4. According to a letter of Abraham Firkovich (No. 1051, 2 r, in the personal archive of Firkovich, cf. below, n. 9) to Harnadan in 
1851, there were 1,062 Karaite patres fami/ias in the Crimea, 200 in Poland, and 220 in Constantinople, Egypt and Jerusalem, which 
makes a total of 1,482 households. According to the census of 1897, there were 12,894 Karaims in Czarist Russia. With the exception of 
two hundred Austrian Karaims in Halicz (Gali~). the entire Karaim population lived at that time within the boundaries of the Empire, in 
the Crimea, Lithuania, the city of Luck (Luck) in the Ukraine as well as in the chief cities of the country (Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiev, 
Odessa). In addition, there were almost thirty smaller communities of Karaims in the Russian Empire at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century; the communities had 17 sanctuaries at their disposal. See the list in Szyszman 1989, p. 59, n. 159. Obviously the census of 1897 
gives the highest figure for the Eastern European Karaims throughout the ages. 

5. A table of the size of the community according to these reports is offered by Schur, see op. cit., pp. 79-99. 
6. Schur, op. cit., pp. 90---1. Firkovich also mentions the curse in his letter to R. Abraham the Egyptian (607:4r-7v; Friday, 15 Elul 

1864) 607:5 r: le-gallot ~erpat ha-rabbanim 'al ha-qara 'im se- 'en /ahem 'ajillu minyan 'ehad b-lru'(fo/ayim) we-kol ze le-Ji da 'tam mip
pene ha-qe/ala "aser qillelu ~akamim "et ha-qara 'im be-ho~a 'at s(efer)"t(ora) sel-lo' yimma~e /ahem minyan fo/em b-lru'(fo/ayim) /e
'o/am. 

7. On the collections, their collector, his travels and acquisitions, see K. B. Starkova, "Rukopisi kollektsii Firkovicha Gosu
darstvennoT publichnoi biblioteki im. M. E. Saltykova-Shchedrina" (''Manuscripts from the Firkovich collections at the M. E. Saltykov
Shchedrin State Public library"), Pis'mennye pamiatniki Vostoka, lstoriko-jilolog\cheskie iss/edovaniia. Ezhegodnik, 1970 (Moscow, 
1974), pp. 165-92; idem, "Les manuscrits de la Collection Firkovi~". Revue des Etudes Juives, 134 (1975), pp. 101-17; V. Lebedev, 
"Jidishe ksavjaden in der leningrader efentlekher bibliotek", Sovetish hejmland, 11/1989 (Moscow, 1989), pp. 154-8; V. L. Vihnovich 
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and V. V. Lebedev, "Zagadka 15 000 drevnikh rukopisei (K sporam vokrug samoi bol'shoi v mire kollektsii vostochnykh rukopisei, khra
niashchikhsia v LeningradskoI publichnoi biblioteke im. M. E. Saltykova-Shchedrina, i lichnosti ee sobiratelia - karaimskogo uchenogo 
A. S. Firkovicha)" ("The enigma of fifteen thousand manuscripts: to the controversy on the largest collection of Oriental manuscripts, kept 
in the Leningrad M. E. Saltykov-Shchedrin Public library, and its collector, a Karaim scholar A. S. Firkovich"), Materialy po arkheologii, 
istorii i etnografii Tavrii, fasc. 2 (Simferopol, 1991), pp. 130---40); T. Harviainen, "Abraham Firkovitsh och hans samlingar i Rossijskaja 
naciona/'naja bib/ioteka i S:t Petersburg", Nordiskjudaistik, 1411 (1993), pp. 79-83; Haseeb Shehadeh, "Diwwual;i rishoni 'al 'osefkitbe 
ha-yad ha-fomroniyyim be-San\-Petersburg", Proceedings of the Eleventh World Congress of Jewish Studies, Division D, Vol. I: The He
brew Language, Jewish Languages (Jerusalem, 1994), pp. 61---4; V. V. Lebedev, "Novye dannye o sobiratel'skoI deiatel'nosti 
A. S. Firkovicha" ("New data on A. S. Firkovich's manuscript collecting"), Vostochnyl sbornik GPB, Gosudarstvennaia ordena trudovogo 
krasnogo znameni Publichnaia biblioteka imeni M. E. Saltykova-Shchedrina, fasc. 4 (Leningrad, 1990), pp. 32---44, esp. pp. 35---41; Ta
pani Harviainen and Haseeb Shehadeh, "How did Abraham Firkovich acquire the great collection of Samaritan manuscripts in Nablus in 
1864?", Studia Orientalia, 73 (Helsinki, 1994), pp. 167-92. Reprinted in A. B. - The Samaritan News - Alef Bet - lfadashot ha
shomroniyyim, 633--{;36, Holon, 13.4. 1995, pp. 158-80; and T. Harviainen, "The Cairo genizot and other sources of the Second Firk
ovich Collection in St. Petersburg", Proceedings of the Twelfth Congress of the International Organization for Masoretic Studies. Ma
soretic Studies, 8, ed. E. J. Revell (The Society of Biblical Literature. Scholars Press, 1996), pp. 25-36. 

8. The personal archive of Firkovich kept in the National Library of Russia in St. Petersburg (F. 946, LichnyI arkhiv 
A. S. Firkovicha). 

9. The letter addressed to his grandson Gabriel Firkovich begins on page 607:2 r and is dated - "on Thursday the 30th of Adar 
Sheni which for the Samaritans was the 1st day of the New Year" - i.e. on April 7, 1864; in Harviainen and Shehadeh, op. cit., pp. 175-
6, the first pages were erroneously mentioned as part of the letter to Gabriel Firkovich. 

10. Abraham Mi~ri (Micri or Michri, 1830-1917) was a famous Crimean Karaite; a great number of cultural achievements are con
nected with his name, see B. S. El'iashevich, "Karaimy" (Materials for the series "Narody i kul'tury"), vol. XIV (Moscow, 1993), pt. 2, 
No. 160, pp. 141-5. 

11. Schur, op. cit., pp. 90-1. 
12. Letter605:19v. 
13. T. Harviainen, "Abraham Firkovitsh, Karaites in Hit, and the Provenance ofKaraite Transcriptions of Biblical Hebrew Texts into 

Arabic Script", Folia Orientalia, vol. XXVIJI (1991), Studies in Memory of Andrzej Czapkiewicz (I) (Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krak6w, 
1992). pp. 179-91. 

14. Firkovich was in favour of a minyan consisting of ten men, see Tapani Harviainen, Haseeb Shehadeh, Harry Halen, "Samaritan 
and Karaim Commitments to Minyan, Abraham Firkovich, and the Poor of Trakai", Studia Orientalia, 82 (1997), pp. 85-98. Cf. also 
above, n. 7. 

15. Letter 607:5r (to Abraham ha-Mi~ri). The donors were Ezra yerushalmi ha-gebir Babagan (1796--1869; El'iashevich, op. cit., 
pt. 2, No. 13, pp. 6--7), Selomo ha-gebir and his brother Jacob yerushalmi ha-gebir Kefeli, Mrs. Rachel, Mrs. Gulam (?)and Mrs. Han
nah yerufolmit, the widow of MiSael Kogas (Kogak ?) who had built a small house to live in it until her death, and Mordekhai he-~akham 
ha-ha==an (for his namesake, cf. El'iashevich, op. cit., pt. I, No. 74, p. 94, d. 1761 ). 

· 16. Harviainen and Shehadeh, op. cit., esp. pp. 174, I 86, and n. 30. 
17. I am grateful to Mr. Mourad al-Qudsi for the opportunity of using his unpublished family documents as a source for this study. 
I 8. H. Bonar in I 856 calls the hakham by name Daud, cf., Schur, op. cit., p. 94. 
19. Harviainen and Shehadeh, op. cit., p. 184, n. 70; nor was he satisfied with his knowledge of French. 
20. Moshe ben Abraham Levi was the hakham of the Cairene Karaite community until the death of David in I 872, when Moshe re

turned to Jerusalem to be the chief hakham there. 
21. [E. Finn), Reminiscences dfMrs. Finn (London- Edinburgh, 1929), pp. 177-8. A considerable number of the Karaims in Jeru

salem came from the Crimea, see Schur, op. cit., pp. 92---4. 
22. Lebedev, "Novye dannye", p. 32---4. 
23. Moisey Mordekhayevich Gelelovich ( 1788-1869) occurs as number 50 (pp. 34-5) in the second part of the Karaimskil bibli

ograficheskil slovar' (The Karaim Bibliographical Dictionary) by B. S. Elyashevich (El'iashevich), see above, n. 10. 
24. Letter 605: 19r. 
25. The Karaite synagogue of Anan in Jerusalem was for centuries the recipient of support from the Eastern European Karaims and a 

site of pilgrimage (see Schur, op. cit., pp. 79-90). An interesting case is the "holy money" collected by Josef b. Jeshua' ha-zaqen of 
Deraznia (Derazhnia in the present-day Ukraine) in 1768. The funds were obviously intended for the repair of the kenesa in Jerusalem. 
However, the Khan of the Crimea put him in prison in Bakhchisarai and the donations he had collected were confiscated. In a poem, writ
ten in the Karaim language, entitled Qarangz bulut ("The Black Cloud"), Josef describes his troubles and expresses his hope of being re
leased from prison and having the contributions collected by him returned. The poem was published, e.g., by Jan Grzegorzewski in his ar
ticle "Caraimica. J1:zyk Lach-Karait6w. Narzecze poludniowe (lucko-halickie)'', Rocznik Orientalistyczny, I (Krak6w, 1916--1918), 
pp. 252-96, pp. 268-70, 274-9; I am grateful to Mr. Keijo Hopeavuori for the Finnish translation of the poem. 

26. Letter 607:1r-2r; the Hebrew text will be published by me in my article "Abraham Firqobi~ we-ha-miqdaS ha-qara'i b
lruSalayim" (forthcoming in Me~qarim be-lafon 'ibrit u-b-sifrutah. Proceedings of the 12th Hebrew Scientific European Congress, Uni
versite de Strasbourg du 30 juin a 4 juillet 1996. Brit Ivrit Olamit, Jerusalem, 1998). 

27. Letter 605: 18v-19r; the Hebrew text will be published in the article mentioned above inn. 26. 
28. 'ad sippun ya 'ani kyw 'gyr g' d '; the Karaim (?) equivalent of Hebrew sippun ("roof') is unknown to me. The drawings by 

Pinkerfeld (see above, n. 3) and the tables 1-3 in the Karaims in Poland by Ananiasz Zaj11.czkowski (Warszawa-La Haye-Paris, 1961 ), 
pp. 33-5, help to visualize the description by Firkovich. 

29. See table 2 in Zaj11.czkowski, op. cit., p. 34. 
30. Firkovich refers to Jeremiah 3:17-18 in his letter to Constantinople (605:19r). 
31. ·'Who every day, in the morning and in the evening, arc sworn to say: 'If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem ... Let my tongue cleave to the 

roof of my mouth, ifl do not remember you, etc."' (sc. Ps. 137:5, TH), letter605:19r. 
32. W. Schur (Sur). Mahazot hayyim (Wien, 1884), p. 66; A. Ben-Ya'aqob, ha-Yehudim be-Babel (Jerusalem, 1965), 

pp. CCCXVIII-CCCXX. 



BOOK REVIEWS 

Ta 'rlk/1-i Badak/1s/1lin ("lstoriia Badaklisl1ana ''). 
Faksimile rukopisi. lzdanie teksta, perevod s persid
skogo A. N. Boldyreva pri uchastii S. E. Grigor'eva, 
vvedenie A. N. Boldyreva i S. E. Grigor'eva, prime
chaniia i prilozheniia S. E. Grigor'eva. Moskva: Vos
tochnaia Literatura, 1997, 142 str. (vvedenie, perevod, 
primechaniia, prilozheniia), 256 str. (tekst pamiatnika). 

Ta'rlk/1-i Badakl1sl1lin ("Tile History of Badaklislllin''). 
Facsimile of the text. Edition of the text, translation 
from the Persian by A. N. Boldyrev with the assistance 
of S. E. Grigoryev, introduction by A. N. Boldyrev and 
S. E. Grigoryev, notes and appendices by S. E. Gri
goryev. Moscow: Vostochnaya Literatura Publishing 
House, 1997, 142 pp. (introduction, translation, notes, 
appendices), 256 pp. (text of the original). 

Given the numerous troubles Russian scholarship is now 
experiencing, it is a special pleasure to greet the appearance 
of the Ta 'rlkh-i Badakhshan, published by the Vostochnaya 
literatura Publishing House of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences. The Ta 'r/kh-i Badakhshan, a dynastic chronicle 
which narrates events during the rule of the last independent 
am/rs of Badakhshan, runs from 1067/1656-57 to 1880s. 
One should stress that this historical work is the only known 
example of regional historiography from Badakhshan, to 
this day a little-researched area located in the North-East of 
what is now Afghanistan and in the neighboring regions of 
the right bank of the Piandj River which form the Gomo
Badakhshanskaya autonomous region of Tajikistan. The 
Ta 'r/kh-i Badakhshan not only contains valuable and at 
times unique information on political history, but reliable 
materials on the ethnic and religious composition of the 
population as well as on the economic and cultural life of 
the country. 

Only one copy of the Ta'r/kh-i Badakhshan is known 
today. The work contains the text of the history of 
Badakhshan as well as three appendices: (i) a genealogy of 

the shahs of Shughnan; (ii) a biography of sayyid Shah
Khamiish, forefather of the Shughnan shahs; and (iii) a ge
nealogy of sayyid 'Ali-Shah-Wali, a relative of Shah
Khamiish. The book was written in Persian by two authors: 
the first part of the history of Badakhshan, which covers the 
period from 1657 to 1809, belongs to Sang-Mu~ammad 
Badakhshi; the remainder of the basic text and the appendi
ces were penned by Fa91 'Ali-bek Surkh Akhsar. The latter's 
work extends up through 1325/1907 and was copied by him 
at that time in the city of Osh. In the text, Fa91 'Ali-bek calls 
himself the mu 'al/if-i than/ ("second author") and directly 
indicates the additions and corrections he introduced into 
the text of the first author, the mu 'al/if-i awwal. 

At the close of the 1920s, an autograph copy by Fa91 
'Ali-bek found its way to the Manuscript Department of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 1• 

As a primary source on the history of Badakhshan this work 
immediately drew the attention of an outstanding authority 
on Muslim literature, A. N. Boldyrev, who completed 
a translation of the text into Russian by the mid-l 930s. For 
a number of reasons, however, the text and translation were 
never published. Only in 1959 did the Leningrad State Uni
versity press issue a small run of the text of the Ta 'rlkh-i 
Badakhshan prepared by A. N. Boldyrev 2, although the 
translation was not published at that time. Only now, at the 
turn of the century, has a full edition of the text of the 
Ta 'rlkh-i Badakhshan together with translation appeared, 
thanks to the efforts of the editorial board of the series 
"Pamiatniki pis'mennosti Vostoka". 

As was noted above, the translation of the Ta 'rlkh-i 
Badakhshan is based on the autograph copy by Fa91 'Ali
bek which is today held in the Manuscript Department of 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
(manuscript B 2311 ). The edition under review here is 
a result of the combined work of two authors -
Prof. A. N. Boldyrev (1909-1993) and his pupil and junior 
colleague, the St. Petersburg State University senior lecturer 
S. E. Grigoryev. As the authors note, "the translation be-

1 N. D. Miklukho-MaklaT, Opisanie persidskikh i tadzhikskikh rukopisei lnstituta vostokovedeniia AN SSSR (A Description of the 
Persian and Tadjik Manuscripts at the Institute of Oriental Studies, the USSR Academy of Sciences). Fasc. 3: Istoricheskie sochincniia 
(Moscow, 1975), No. 462. 

2 See Ta 'rikh-i Badakhshiin. '"/storiia Badakhshana .. (Ta 'rikh-i Badakhshiin. "The History of Badakhshan"), fotografic reproduction 
of the text (of the Leningrad manuscript), introduction, indices. Prepared for publication by A. N. Boldyrev (The Leningrad State Univer
sity Publishing House, 1959). 
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longs entirely to A. N. Boldyrev. S. E. Grigoryev collated 
the text, edited it and corrected a small number of mistakes 
in historical details and terms. The foreword to the edition 
was jointly authored by A. N. Boldyrev and S. E. Grigo
ryev. The indices and notes were drawn up by S. E. Grigo
ryev" (Introduction, p. 23). 

The translation is somewhat abridged: in a number of 
places, long lists of traditional epithets of historical figures 
have been omitted; the appendices of FaQl 'AlI-bek to the 
Ta 'rlkh-i Badakhshan itself are given in abstract with the 
translation of those sections which struck the publishers as 
"most deserving of attention" (p. 98). 

Unfortunately, the published text of the translation 
contains misprints and certain inaccuracies. Furthermore, 
lines of text are given in incorrect order on certain pages as 
a result of insufficient proof-reading. As I do not set myself 
the task of correcting all of the inaccuracies allowed by the 
author and lapses permitted by the proof-reader which I dis
covered, I note only two instances. On page 63 of the 
translation, in accordance with the text of the original, line 

V. L. Uspensky. Prince Yunli (1697-1738). Manchu 
Statesman and Tibetan Buddhist. Tokyo: Institute for the 
Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 
1997, VIII, 140 pp. 

The book under review is the first to be entirely devoted 
to the activities of Prince Yunli, the seventeenth son of 
the Kangxi emperor, a high official at the court of the 
emperor Y ongzhen. The book presents the Imperial prince 
as a Manchu statesman (chapter I), a Tibetan Buddhist 
(chapter 2), as well as a bibliographer and publisher (chap
ter 3). In his preface, the author notifies that his publication 
is addressed to specialists ("is not supposed to be casually 
read but used by interested scholars", p. VIII). The official 
positions of Prince Yunli and his role in relations of the 
Qing dynasty with Tibet are convincingly described in the 
first two chapters which are based on the Mongolian and 
Tibetan sources, supported by the English translations from 
different biographies of the Buddhist lamas. These texts 
clearly show, the author point out, "that the common strug
gle for power, influence, rank and titles among the Tibetan 
Buddhist hierarchs residing in Beijing was in full swing in 
the first half of the 18th century ... To some extent, this 
struggle reflected the political and religious struggle in 
Tibet proper and other areas where Tibetan Buddhism was 
spread" (p. 18). 

Prince Yunli himself was a devoted adept of Tibetan 
Buddhism. The important statement of the author is that 
"Yunli and his Buddhist associates maintained that the 
teachings of both the dGe-lugs-pa (the New School) and the 
rNyng-ma-pa (the Old School) were equally correct and had 
no superiority one over another. This doctrinal syncretism 
within Tibetan Buddhism is a forerunner of the 19th-century 
ris-med ('impartial'; 'universalistic') movement. While in 
the 1730s a movement of that kind, especially when sup-

20 should follow line 17 (at the top), and after that - 18 
and 19, after which the shift to the text of the translation of 
folio 60a should begin. In the first lines of page 99 of the 
translation we read: "This sayyid Shah Akbar-khan-biy has 
several illegitimate sons". The original, however, runs as 

follows (fol. I I6a): IJ .r. ub ~I .:.W. ~ '411 <.S"Y' 
.J.il bJ_J-! ~ u1~ .. fa A j,\J ("The above-men
tioned sayyid Shah Akbar-khan-biy also had several legiti
mate sons (or: 'direct descendents')". 

These lapses in no way diminish the significance of the 
edition under review. Thanks to the pain-staking labours of 
two Russian specialists, we now have under a single binding 
a facsimile edition of the manuscript text of a rare and most 
valuable historical work along with an annotated translation 
into Russian. This achieves in full one of the goals of 
Oriental studies - to make accessible to a broad readership 
the major literary texts and historical sources in Eastern 
languages. 

T. Sultanov 

ported by a brother of the Emperor, could lead to changes in 
the balance of influence among different Tibetan Buddhist 
schools ... " (p. 15). 

Prince Yunli was notorious for his enormous library: he 
ordered translations of different Buddhist texts from 
Tibetan to Mongolian, many works in both languages were 
sponsored and initiated by him. After his death the library 
was sold out, and a big part of it was acquired by the 
Russian scholars and members of the Russian Ecclesiastic 
mission in Peking (now in the St. Petersburg State Univer
sity Library, Oriental faculty). The author traces the tracks 
of the books from the Prince's library and describes the texts 
kept in Germany and England (pp. 32-3). But the empha
sis is given to the Russian collections. Among these books 
are two works written in Mongolian by Prince Yunli him
self. Dr. Uspensky is the first to introduce these texts to the 
scholarly world, publishing them in transliteration and 
facsimile (pp. 57-140). These works, are, as he puts it, 
"a valuable example of cultural diversity of the 18th century 
Qing Empire and show dexterity of the Manchu imperial 
family in Tibetan Buddhism" (p. 21 ). 

It should be noted that though the author himself limits 
his reading public to specialists, his book could be recom
mended to all historians, Tibetologists, Sinologists and spe
cialists in Buddhist studies as a thorough study of the 
Buddhist trends in Peking and their controversies at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century. The published texts can 
serve as a valuable source for the religious and linguistic 
studies. It is also worth noting that the book under review 
was published in the series of the Institute for the Study of 
Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa in Tokyo and 
could be only ordered from this Institute which sends the 
books on request. 

T. Pang 
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